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W^' ^ preface. •

-f;;,

Political speeches are generally of an ephemeral interest, and
concerned with matters whose importance, however pressing, is in the
main transitory. The series of speeches delivered by Mr. Redmond
last autumn, and reproduced in this volume do not, however, come within

this category, From each, subjects of immediate and local interest are

deliberately excluded to make way for subjects of permanent and national

moment. These speeches were, with one exception, delivered to

audiences in Ireland at meetings whose vast numbers and super-

abounding enthusiasm—I as an eye-witness of some can testify—were
-unquestionable. They were designed, as Mr. Redmond has explained,

though primarily addressed to the Irish people, to be, through the

medium of the Press, expositions to the British public of Ireland's

demand for Home Rule and the basis on which it rests. They are, in

fact, a bird's-eye view of the Irish situation and of the relations between
Ireland and Great Britain.

More than twenty years have now elapsed since Mr. Gladstone

declared himself in favour of the establishment of an Irish Parliament

for the management of Irish affairs, with an Executive responsible to

that Parliament, and through it to. the people of Ireland; and since the

vi Home Rule cause was agitated in the constituencies of Great Britain.

^ The meaning of Home Rule and the arguments in its favour must in

I the interval have somewhat faded from the public memory, and now

1 that Home Rule has come once more to the very forefront of all the

p political problems with which these countries must deal, Mr. Redmond
has allowed the speeches in which he has formulated the Irish demand

| and re-stated the arguments for Irish autonomy to appear in a more
2 convenient and permanent form than in the columns of the daily Press,

ec While in these pages the justice and the necessity of many reforms
~* in Ireland—educational, financial, agrarian, and social—whose refusal

£fj
or delay by the British Parliament constitute unanswerable arguments

" for Home Rule, are urged, sedulous care is taken to explain repeatedly

that no ameliorative measures will weaken the determination of the

C£ Irish people to gain for Ireland the right to govern herself, which is the

end and aim of the Irish National policy.

The scheme of this book is very simple. The conditions essential

rr to the success of the Irish National Movement are set forth (chapter i.);

the National demand is then formulated and explained (chapter ii.);

the various arguments for Home Rule are one by one separately

considered (chapters iii.-xi.), while the series of speeches concludes

with an address delivered in Glasgow before the Young Scots' Society,

in which the striking parity of circumstances between Canada and
Ireland is detailed, and the parallel between the cases of Canada and of

Ireland relied on in urging the application to Ireland of the remedy of

Responsible Government, which led in Canada to contentment and
prosperity.

I have, with Mr. Redmond's permission, added here and there

some explanatory notes, which may be of interest to British readers in

the study of the Irish Question.

J. G. SWIFT MAC NEILL.
Dublin, January, 1908.
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SOME ARGUMENTS FOR HOME RULE

I.

THE NATIONAL MOVEMENT, AND CONDITIONS
ESSENTIAL TO ITS SUCCESS.

(Speech delivered at Ballybofey, Co. Donegal, on 29TH

August, 1907).

I come back to you here in Donegal after some twenty years of

a retrospect karcl work for Ireland. When last I stood here in
or this part of Donegal the tenant farmers were theTW FNTV YFAR^S

slaves of the landlords, to-day they have security in

their homes, and they have the right before them in the immediate
future to become the absolute owners of land that they till. When
last I stood here the claims and rights of the labourers were
neglected

;
to-day, although the labouring classes have not yet got

full justice, at any rate, we have obtained millions of money for

the purpose of providing them with decent habitations. When
last I stood here there was no voice raised in defence of the rights

of town tenants ; to-day the town tenants, at least, are in this

strong position—that they cannot be turned out from their houses
unless their landlords give them not only compensation for

improvements, but compensation for the good-will of the business
they have created. When last I stood here, the old nominated
Grand Juries had absolute control of all county business

;
to-day

the Grand Juries have disappeared, and the elected representatives

of the people have absolute control over the levying and the spending
of the rates of the county. I, therefore, come back here to Donegal,
after twenty years, not only of hard work, but of successful work,
and I am glad to find on my return here that I and my colleagues,

and our Party, and our principles, and our policy, still command
the good will and the confidence of the people of Tyrconnell. Now,
I will not attempt to disguise from you that this expression of

confidence on your part is not only pleasant to us, but is a necessary

stimulus and encouragement.



Some Arguments for Home Rule.

Let me say to you, in the first place, nothing whatever has
occurred which should shake our belief in the early triumph of

cadi v tdiumou the National Cause
;

nothing whatever has occurredEARLY TKIUBrn j. , i ,i r
of to discredit those great weapons by the use of

national cause wjjich aione we have won reforms in the past, namely
a united and pledge-bound Party, and a determined and organised
country behind us. At the same time we face the fact that there is

at this moment in many parts of the country disappointment

—

whether it is reasonable or not, there is disappointment—at the
rate of progress of our movement, and at the fact that we have
failed to obtain in a couple of sessions from the present Government
a satisfactory measure of Home Rule for Ireland. People of

Donegal, I say to you, and I hope my words will reach the other
parts of Ireland, that the great need at this moment is for the

country to pull itself together, and not to allow what is, perhaps,

a natural feeling of disappointment to degenerate into apathy or

despair. The great need of the moment is that the people should
face the situation like men, and instead of expending our energy
in finding fault with one another, we should set to work to see

how best to consolidate and strengthen our forces.

A Parliamentary Party representing Ireland in the British

Parliament is as necessary—from some points of view is more

conditions
necessaiT—to-day than at any period since the Union,

essential to and further than that, I say that the conditions
success Up0n which such a Party can be of value, and

can achieve victories for Ireland, remain to-day absolutely

unchanged.
First of all, the Party must be the mouthpiece of a united,

organised, and determined people at home. An Irish Party in

the English Parliament, which did not represent
T
mouthpiece* any organised and united people in Ireland, would
°F

people
60 ^e use^ess

>
and' ^n my judgment, would be worse

than useless. How stands the National Organisation

at this moment behind the National Party ? It is ridiculous to

blame the Party or to be disappointed with its achievements. If

the country itself has not fulfilled its duty—and I have been greatly

struck recently by the fact I have ascertained that in those places

where most criticism is to-day heard of the Irish Party, there has

been the least support of the Irish Party in the past, and the further

fact that those men who are to-day loud in their criticism of the

Irish Party, are men who, to my certain knowledge, almost all

of them, have done nothing either by voice, by pen, by labour, by
sacrifice or by money—have done nothing in the last eight years

to strengthen or support the Irish organisation—now, the first need
therefore, of the country is to realise that their Party cannot achieve

good work for Ireland unless the people themselves do their duty
at home, and I, therefore, to-day call upon the Irish people in

every part of the country to strengthen the National organisation

so that the Irish Party may be able to speak with a certain confidence

in the name of the mass of the people at home here in Ireland.
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Now, the second condition, without which no Party in Parliament
can be of any value, is that it must be a United and Pledge-

the party bound Party. A Party of independent items, a Party

pledge
D
b
A
u
D °^ Sen^emen ' eacn one 01 whom went into the Party

on conditions of his own, would be an absoluteby use-

less instrument for achieving Irish rights. A united and pledge-
bound Party in Parliament is impossible without the exercise of

authority and discipline, and the duty of the Irish people to-day
is to insist—and they have the power to insist—that the party
shall consist only of men who are wilhng to accept the decision of
the majority of their colleagues, and abide loyally by the Party
pledge. There is plenty of room for differences of opinion, and
for free discussion of differences of opinion, inside the ranks of the
Party. Meetings of the party are constantly held. I assert here
to-day they are free meetings

;
every man is on an equality, and

I have made it my business as chairman of the meetings to see

that the youngest man is given as full privilege of discussion as the
oldest and most experienced. At these meetings any differences of

opinion can be discussed, and they are discussed ; but when once
a decision is come to by a majority that decision must rule the
whole Party, if the Party is to be of any value, and I say that

the man, no matter who he is, who refuses to abide by the decision

of the majority of his colleagues ought to go out from the Party,
and ought to give the electors in his constituency the right to

declare at the poll whether they desire to be represented by an
independent item or by a member of a pledge-bound Party. I

myself have been blamed for enforcing discipline too strictly,

I honestly believe that I err in the other direction. I believe that

I have not enforced discipline and authority sufficiently in the Irish

Party, and I say to you that it is the business of the Irish people
to see that their Party is a united and pledge-bound Party, and
that every man submits to the deoision of the majority of bis

colleagues.

Further than this, the Party, to be useful to Ireland, must be
an independent Party. It must be independent of all political

the party parties. I have sat now in the House of Commons
must be in opposition to Liberal and Tory Governments for

twenty-seven years. I have taken part in driving from
office Liberal Governments and Tory Governments in turn, and I

say to you that the Irish Party to-day is absolutely independent

of all political combinations in England. 1 We have no alliance

1 In the great Party Division in the House of Commons, on June 8th,

1885, which resulted in the defeat and consequent resignation of Mr. Glad-

stone's second Government and the formation of Lord Salisbury's first Cabinet,

the number of votes for the Government was 252, and the number of the

combined Opposition 264 ; of these 219 were Conservatives, 4 were Liberals,

and 41 Irish Nationalist members. The majority was 12, and the 41 Irish

members obtained it. Again, in the division on the Amendment to the Address
on the nth August, 1892, which led to the resignation of Lord Salisbury'^

second Government, the numbers were, Ayes 350, Noes 310. The majority

was, of course, an Irish majority.
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with the present Liberal Party. We would make no alliance with
them except upon one condition, and that would be that they
would not only determine to introduce a full Home Rule Bill for

Ireland, but that they would make it the first and paramount item
in their programme. They have not done so, and we have entered

into no alliance whatever with them. All sorts of disgraceful and
scandalous stories have been repeated with reference to the action

of the Irish Members in the House of Commons. I say that these

stories are absolutely falsehoods. People talk of social relations

between Irish Members and British Liberals. For my part I have
never in my life—and I say the same for my colleagues—I have
never taken part in any social or political gathering, either of

Liberal or Tory, in London, and I say of Irish Members, at this

moment that they are spending laborious days and nights

there working for Ireland, away from their homes and families,

making sacrifices which few people realise in this country, and it is

disgraceful that any man should circulate, with reference to them,
some stories that I have seen.

Now with reference further to the Party, if it is to be useful it

must be composed of honest, capable men. In this matter the
Party is the result of the action of the Irish people

T
must

A
be

Y themselves. I have not interfered in the selection

honest and of candidates in Ireland. I am not sure that I
capable

could not have made a fair claim to have my opinion
asked with reference to the candidates, because if you want us to

achieve good work, we, at any rate, ought to expect you would
give us useful and efficient instruments to carry on the work, and
it would not have been an unreasonable thing if I had asked the

Irish people to allow us some voice in advice, at any rate, in the
selection of candidates. But I did not do so. I have left the
conventions for the selection of candidates absolutely free, and if

the Party, in the opinion of any set of people, is not made up of

capable or honest men, the blame, and the fault, and the crime, would
be upon the Irish people themselves. But, fellow-countrymen,
I tell you that you have in the House of Commons a Party made up
of honest and capable men ; and all that I ask the electors of

Ireland to do in the selection of candidates in the future is to take
into account this fact : That it is not enough to send honest men
there, they should send an honest man who is also a capable

man.
Now, with such a Party as I have described, united, pledge-

bound, disciplined, independent of all English parties, composed of

with these
^ones^ an^ caPakle men, and, above all, representing

four condi- a determined and organised and united people at
TIO

as
S
sured

ES8 nome—w^h such a Party it is my profound conviction

that we can in the future, as we have done in the past,

win great ameliorative reforms for the people of Ireland

;

and further, that we can, in a comparatively short space of time,

win for this country the right of full National self-government.

Fellow-countrymen, Ireland has, in my opinion, at this moment
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such a Party, and it would be sheer mid-summer madness, it would
be folly worthy of a nation of children, if this great weapon which
has won so much in the past were now to be laid aside because it has
not succeeded in winning in a couple of years from the present
Government a full measure of National self-government.

Happily for us all, there is no doubt as to Ireland's opinion
on this matter. Within the last couple of months there have

been six elections, and in one or two cases there were

possIsses
R
the elections threatened. These elections have taken place

of "country
a^ over Ireland> in various provinces. In Monaghan,
in Wicklow, in Kilkenny, no man was found to raise

his voice against the candidate wh© stood as a pledge-bound Member
of the Irish Party. Of Longford,2 where an election will take place

in a few days, the same will be true ; and of Leitrim and North
Wexford, all I can say is this, that if the gentlemen who represented
these constituencies in the past, and who have expressed disagree-

ment with the Irish Party, will only allow their constituencies to

express an opinion at the poll, it will be found that Leitrim and
Wexford will give the same verdict as Longford, and Wicklow,
and Kilkenny, and Monaghan.

My chief anxiety, at this moment, is to see unity maintained
in the country and in the Party. That has been my first and
unity essential, greatest policy ever since I came to the Chair of the
scope for all irisn Party. Of course, I know perfect unity is

impossible in any country of intelligent men. Here in Ireland

there always were, and there always will be, perfectly honest and
honourable men of extreme views who think that no good can be
obtained from the Parliamentary movement, and that we ought
to sit down and wait until the day comes when we are able by force

of arms to win our freedom. I do not object to such men. On the
contrary, if such men would only direct their energies to attacking
the common enemy, namely English ascendancy, in this country,

if they would only do that, I would say to them " More power to

your elbows." I know that such men have been in the past the

very salt of the National movement. They are largely animated,

generation after generation, by the generous enthusiasm of youth,

and all that I ask from them is that their attacks should be directed,

not against fellow Irishmen, who are working their best on their

own fines for Irish freedom, but should be directed against the

common enemy, that is the English government in this country.

When I speak, therefore, of unity, I mean only this, that in the

ranks of the Parliamentary movement, and Party, there should be
unity of policy and of action ; that we should cease bickering and
fault-finding and malicious criticisms, and that we should bend our
united energies towards making our policy successful.

2 As Mr. Redmond anticipated, Mr. Phillips was returned without
opposition for the vacancy in Longford as a pledge-bound member of the Irish

Parliamentary Party. The members for Leitrim and for North Wexford, to

whom reference is made, are Mr Dolan and Sir T. H. G. Esmonde, Bart.
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Let me say I attribute the action of the House of Lords, in

mutilating the Evicted Tenants Bill the other day, entirely to

the hope which recent events have inspired in the

lords*and minds of those men, that we are on the eve of a new
evicted Spiit in Ireland. They have always been mistaken

about Ireland. We know on this occasion they are

mistaken ; we know there is no such danger, but those men do not
understand the situation here. They believe the country is on the

eve of a new split, and they thought they could, with impunity,
work their wicked will on the Evicted Tenants Bill. Now, the
mutilation of that Bill, throws an immediate duty upon the Irish

people.

Allow me to say that I entirely agree, that even as it has passed,

the Evicted Tenants Act is a valuable piece of Legislation. It pro-

v? TE^
F
T^jANTS

V^es ^e ^s*a^es Commissioners may take pos-
EVI0TE

act
NAN

session by compulsion of untenanted land anywhere
in Ireland that they choose, in order to restore the evicted tenants

and to give them new farms, or provide new farms for planters,

where planters are willing to give back the old farm to the evicted

tenant. It provides that this land shall be taken at a price to be
decided by the Estates Commissioners themselves, with an appeal,

vvhere the landlord is dissatisfied, to the Judicial Commissioner,
who will sit with a valuer. Now I say that that alone makes this

Bill a valuable piece of legislation, and most undoubtedly, if it

is fairly worked, as I am sure it will be, by the Estates Commissioners,

it will accelerate very considerably indeed the restoration of the

evicted tenants to their homes.

But let me point out this to you, the landlord party in the House
of Commons, and in the House of Lords, insisted that the question

demands of °^ P"ce should be left to the decision of a tribunal of

landlord their own, and they provided further that the
party question of price was to include not only the fair

price and the bonus, and ten per cent, for compulsion, but
compensation for severance and a number of other things, thereby
enabling them either to prevent the working of the Act at all, or
else to obtain ruinous prices from the evicted tenants. They were
obdurate on this up to last Monday. They withstood all the
appeals made to them in the House of Commons and the House of

Lords, and it was not until the Irish Party made their protest on
last Monday,3 —and I declared in the name of Ireland that if the
Bill was carried in the shape in which it then stood I would come
back here and set the heather on fire against these men—it was not
until that protest, and that warning was made that the landlord
party in the House of Lords succumbed. The very day after they
surrendered on these points, and thereby enabled me to tell you
to-day that so far as it goes, at any rate, this Evicted Tenants Act
is a valuable Act.

But there is one blot on it of a serious kind. This Act applies

Monday, August 26th, 1907.
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no compulsion whatever to the planters, and although I feel quite

blot on act sure manv planters in many parts of Ireland
clan R! garde's will be willing to take new farms, or to take the money

triumph compensation which the Commissioners can give them
and go out voluntarily, so as to let the evicted tenants be restored,

at the same time I know that in some cases, and those the very
worst in Ireland, such as the case of Lord Clanricarde, that the
planters will not voluntarily surrender; and, therefore, this Bill

means that while all the other evicted tenants in Ireland are to be
restored to their homes, the evicted tenants on Lord Clanricarde's

estate are, as far as the House of Lords can do it, to be permanently
excluded from the homes from which they were evicted. Now,
what I have to say about that is this : Ireland, in my opinion,

will cover herself with disgrace if she tamely submits to such a
provision. In the words of Mr. Birrell, the provision means the
triumph of Lord Clanricarde, and I tell Lord Clanricarde, and I

tell the House of Commons, that the last word in this contest rests

not with them, but with the people of Ireland. I hope a beginning
of protest will instantly be made, and I express the hope from
this platform to-day that the people of the County Galway will

speedily assemble in their thousands to assure the evicted tenants

of Lord Clanricarde, that the people will be at their back in

the struggle which they must now make for their rights.4

I say that the House of Lords would never have dared to take

this action about the planters were it not that they believe Ireland

is weak because disunited, and our duty to-day is to preach
the doctrine to Ireland that she must speedily consolidate her

powers and strengthen her movement.
Remember, next year will see fresh land legislation introduced

into Parliament. The Irish Party in the session that has just ended

prospects of introduced a Bill for universal compulsory pur-
LEQisLATioN chase. That Bill was accepted by the Government

on the second reading, and was passed on a division by an over-

whelming majority. 5 More than that, the Dudley Commission
will soon make its Report. You know that Commission has been

inquiring into the problem of congestion, not only in what are

called legally congested districts, but all over Ireland, and within

a very short time that Commission most undoubtedly will report

in favour of the compulsory breaking up of the great ranches in

the West and North-west, and elsewhere in Ireland for the purpose

of enlarging uneconomic holdings. You know how the finance of

the Land Act of 1903 has broken down, and you have heard the

Chancellor of the Exchequer himself declare in the House of Commons
that the Government must immediately make new arrangements

whereby there will be no danger of any of this loss of flotation

4 See Mr. Redmond's speech at Portumna.
5 The second reading was carried on 19th April, 1907. Ayes 208, Noes 60.

Mr. Birrell, on behalf of the Government, said :
" The Government are willing

to agree to the second reading of this Bill, because they find many parts in it

capable of approval. Many of its clauses they were perfectly ready to adopt,
and they were quite prepared to consider the Bill in a proper spirit."
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falling on the rates of the people.6 Further than that, you know-

that by universal consent the zone system, against which we
protested in 1903, when the Bill was going through, must be
abolished. 7 If now the action of the House of Lords about the

planters has rendered necessary further legislative provisions foi

the evicted tenants—unless, indeed, the people themselves in the

meantime settle the question in their own way—all these things

must be included in the Land Bill of the Government next session,

and I tell you, and I hope you will take my words to heart, I say

to you, make no mistake about it, no such Land Bill as I have
described has any chance of passing through the House of Commons
next year, unless Ireland, this autumn and winter, absolutely

unites, and makes her movement strong and menacing, unless it

becomes so strong that the House of Lords will realise, as we have
made them realise over and over again in the last twenty-five years,

that Ireland cannot be trifled with. I beg the country, therefore,

with all the earnestness at my command, to cease fault-finding

and to come to business.

Let me say that I read with considerable indignation in yesterday's

papers the arrest of a member of the Irish Party in Longford,

kir farrell's Mr. Farrell. Do not let me be misunderstood. I do not
arrest object to the Government putting the ordinary law in

force against any man who breaks that law. I object to coercion ; but
so far as the ordinary law is concerned, if any man breaks the law, I

do not object to the Government putting the law in force against him.
My complaint is this : That in the way in which they have put the

law in force against Mr. Farrell they have gone back to the very
worst practices of the Coercionists in the past. Mr. Farrell is a well-

known man, a leading man in the town of Longford, and member
for the division. He is a man well known for his courage and deter-

mination, but instead of issuing a summons against him in the

ordinary way, they sent policemen in the dead of night with a
warrant of arrest to break into his house and arrest him, as if he

6 On the 5th July, 1907, speaking in debate on the following Resolution
moved by Mr. Redmond and carried without opposition—"That in the opinion
of this House the method at present in force for providing money for Land
Purchase in Ireland has broken down in practice, and if persisted in will

throw such a ruinous charge on the already overburdened ratepayers of
Ireland as to endanger the entire scheme of Land Finance."

7 Mr. Birrell, speaking in the House of Commons, on April 19th, 1907,
said—He confessed until he became Chief Secretary he did not know what
zones were. It was a fantastic term not found in the Acts of Parliament, only
in the rubric. Nobody would, however, deny that the object of zones was in
the first instance to create areas of free bargain between the 'andlord and the
tenant, in which the Treasury was left out of account and inspection of the
property was not required to ascertain the goodness of the security and
?quitableness of the bargain, unless the tenant could show he was under
duress. An arrangement of that kind in a venture which involved the whole
value of the land of Ireland—a great deal more than ^100,000,000—showed
that the complaisance of the Treasury in those days was at very high water
mark. He did not think anyone would deny that the zone system had increased
the price at an amount equal to twenty-four and a half years' purchase. That
was a greater number of years' purchase than was contemplated by the land-
lords themselves.
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Gladstones Bill provided for a statutory Parliament with an
Executive responsible to it. What I desire to say to-night—and

it is, believe me, important that there should be no
settlement

amblguous language about this matter—what I say
accepted to-night to Englishmen is this, the Irish National

,» . -p. „ Partv stj*nd to-day in exactly the same position
that Parnell stood. We have not changed our demand Our
demand remains to-day absolutely as it was when Parnell
accepted the statutory Parliament with an Executive responsible
to it.

r

Now let me ask three questions, and give short answers to them
First, what are the prospects at this moment of the National cause ?

our secondly, how have they been affected by recentprospects events ? and, thirdly, what should be our methods
and our policy m the immediate future ? Let me say I utterly and
completely disagree with those who take a gloomy, a pessimistic
view of the prospects of the National cause at this moment I am
not here, at any rate, to utter words of discouragement or of despair
On the contrary, I believe the prospects of the National cause at
this moment are bright and promising on one condition, and that
is that Ireland herself does her duty.

Let me for a moment ask you to consider some of what I may
call outside conditions and influences which affect the Irish cause

at this moment—influences apart from Ireland. First

influences.
of al

J'
** is an undoubted fact that the bitter hostility

F
deoliK

B
of ? ?°T R

J
ule

'
Whkh Swayed 80 many of the people

prejudice oi England twenty years ago, is absolutely dead.
Within the last few months vigorous and most costly

eiforts were made by the Unionists of this country to rouse an anti-
Insh campaign in Great Britain by speeches, by the circulation of
lying literature, and by all the machinery which was well known
twenty years ago, by the circulation of bogus stories, of bogus
outrages and soforth, and this campaign fell absolutely flat and
was an absolute failure.

I believe for myself, the great masses of the working
people of Great Britain are not in their hearts hostile to

Ireland, or her fair demands. They are in this
AT

BR
T
msH°

F Position: They are struggling for their rights
people themselves, and their time is occupied with their

°wn affairs, and, further than that they know very
little about Ireland, and therefore they are indifferent and
apathetic; but hostile, really hostile, to the fair demands of
Ireland, I do not believe the masses of the working peoDle of
Great Britain are at this moment. Many of the old inveterate
enemies of Irish freedom—I will not mention names—amongst
leading statesmen of England, have disappeared or are dis-
appearing, and speaking of them now individually, I give youmy own individual opinion.

I say that the overwhelming majority of the present Liberal
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Party in the House of Commons are in favour of a measure of
Home Rule for Ireland. I am not speaking now of

whelming the Government. I will deal with them in a sen-
M

co°MMOfJs°
F tence or two later on. Further than that the Party of

favourable^ the future in England, the Labour Party, is united
to home rule as one man us> an(j greatest perhaps of all th&

outside influences working in favour of Home Rule is the every-

day experience of the House of Commons.
Everyday the sittings of the House of Commons furnish

an argument in favour of Home Rule for Ireland. There is a

congestion of congestion of work there, growing rapidly day by day,
business in which is showing the English people that if they do not
parliament jjg^en the load by sending local affairs home to Ire-

land, and probably to Scotland and to Wales, for management,
representative institutions in England will sink beneath the burden.

I tell you the everyday experience of the House of Commons
constitutes argument in favour of Home Rule for Ireland, and
it is being pressed upon the the minds of Englishmen.

At the back of all that you have the opinions of all the self-

governing Colonies, from the mouth of Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

colonial °f Canada, and from the mouth of General Botha.
feeling Every self-governing Colony at this moment has openly

declared by Parliamentary resolutions, and by the speeches of their

leaders, that they are in favour of Home Rule for Ireland. I say to

you, these are all outside conditions and influences, but I say, if you
had nothing else, and if you left Ireland's own efforts out of account
altogether, these outside influences make it absolutely certain that

home rule in the ordinary course of events Home Rule for
certain Ireland will come, and the influence of Ireland's own

action at home will decide whether it will come soon or not. I said

I had a word to say about the Government as a body. That Govern-
ment is made up, three-quarters or more, of men who avowed
themselves in favour of Home Rule for Ireland. And yet they have
not introduced a measure of Home Rule for Ireland

; but, on the

contrary, they introduced a Bill which they declared themselves

was not a substitute for Home Rule, and which we in this country
did not think was even an instalment of Home Rule. What is the

secret of it ? The Government was formed before the General

Election took place, and Liberals little dreamed at the time the

Government was formed of how great and sweeping would be their

victory at the polls, and they were seeking, from their own selfish

motives, to bring into their net every influence they could, and they
included in the Government certain Roseberyite gentlemen who
publicly avowed they would not give Home Rule to Ireland. I may
say, for myself, that, in my opinion, if the General Election had
taken place before the formation of the Government these gentlemen
would not have found the position they have in the Government

;

or if they did they would certainly have held their tongue about
Home Rule for Ireland. But Ministers made that fatal mistake,

and pledged themselves that no Home Rule Bill, in the sense in
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which we understand the phrase, would be introduced during this

Parliament, and, accordingly they introduced the Irish Councils
Bill.

Now, we did our utmost to extend that Bill and make it

worth acceptance, at any rate as an instalment, but when we
irish came to the point, when we found we could get

councils bill them to go no further in the direction we wanted,
we then felt it our duty to allow the Bill to be introduced and to let

the Irish people see exactly how they stood with reference to this

Government. Its production and its fate will prove, in my opinion,

probably a blessing in disguise. Certainly the fate of that measure
has shown the Government the impossibility of satisfying Ireland

with anything short of real Home Rule, and it has also made this

certain,, that Home Rule, and not Devolution, will be the Irish

policy put before the electors at the next General Election. If that
Bill had been accepted here as an instalment, and if it had passed,

as it would have passed, the House of Commons, it most undoubtedly
would have been rejected by the House of Lords, and then it

—

that is, the Irish Councils Bill—would have definitely passed into

the programme of the Liberal Party as their Irish policy,

whereas now, after what has happened, Home Rule, and full Home
Rule, must be the policy of the Liberal Party before the electors at

the next General Election.

We are near a General Election. My own estimate is that about
early in 1909 there will be a General Election. The House of

approach of Lords are mutilating Government measures, and it will

an election be impossible for the Government to avoid appealing
to the country on that question, and from my point of view the
sooner the General Election comes the better.

I think it is our duty to take care to declare plainly to the Liberal

Party that when the election comes, Home Rule must be put into

home rule ^e ^TOn^ °* their programme, and if it is allied with
and liberal the question of reform of the House of Lords, then,

party
probably, all the better for Ireland. Let me ask how

are we to effect this ? I suggest three ways—work in Ireland, work
in Parliament, and work in Great Britain. What I mean by work

work in m Ireland is unity in the National ranks, and a vigorous
Ireland agitation and organisation, What I mean by work

in the House of Commons is this, not withdrawal from the House
of Commons, but vigorous, active, and independent work. I

work in believe it is our duty next session to place the Irish

parliament demand plainly before the House of Commons and the
English people. I was asked the other day by one of our young
critics how exactly, and when, exactly, we would raise this question

in Parliament. I answered, " that depends on circumstances," and I

answered further that even if I knew exactly at this moment when
and how we would raise it, I would think it very foolish to make the

announcement six months in advance. This you may take as

assured—that the Irish National question will be raised in the next
session by us, and in unmistakable fashion. The third way in

c
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which we can force the Irish question into the forefront before and

work in great at the next election is by work in Great Britain. I

Britain, believe the time is ripe for the opening and continuing

of a propaganda in Great Britain. I believe we must take the field

against the traducers of our country, not by speeches alone, but by
literature, and thus try to bring the true facts of the situation before

the minds and hearts of those English workingmen, who, as I said

before, I believe, are not actuated by any bitterness of feeling or trace

of hostility to Ireland. If within the next six or twelve months the
movement be spread in Ireland, in Parliament, and in Great Britain,

I think you may rest assured that Home Rule will be in the forefront

of all the political questions of the day, and definitely placed before

the electors in every constituency where an election will take
place when the General Election comes.

Now in this work I invite the assistance of every Irishman who
believes in the right of Ireland to govern herself. In the ranks

end and aim
°^ ^e United Irish League and the Irish Party I

of ask for unity of action and of policy. I ask for an
irish rational un^e(j and organised Ireland here at home, and to those

of my fellow-countrymen who think our views are not
extreme enough, I would say just this, that they also, following

their own political methods, may do a great work for Irish self-

government if they direct their energies towards attacking the
common enemy. I mean when I say the common enemy, English
ascendency in Ireland, and let them not seek to interfere with or
thwart other Irishmen who just as honestly are seeking the same
ends by different methods. Above all—and these are my last

words—remember this, that though we may obtain, and probabJy
will obtain, further land reform and educational reform and other
advantages for our country by the way, the end and aim of all our
policy and all our action is the freedom of our country.
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III.

THE FINANCIAL ROBBERY OF IRELAND.

Speech Delivered at Longford, 15TH September, 1907.

The primary object of this meeting is to demand Home Rule for
Ireland. An argument in support of Home Rule at

V
argument

01
* sucn a meeting as this may seem superfluous. Yet I

AGA
Jni

S
on
THE feel profoundly that the time is opportune for making

our arguments for Home Rule complete and plain tc

the minds of all men, and although you may think when I have done
that I have made a very dry and prosaic speech, still, I propose to

devote my time to-day to discussing shortly one argument for Home
Rule, probably the greatest of all material arguments against the
Union. I mean the wholesale robbery of Ireland of between four and
five hundred millions of money within the last hundred years. Now,
Irishmen are accused very often of exaggeration, but this accusation
of ours against Great Britain rests on the authority of a Royal Com-
mission, appointed by England herself, consisting in the main of

Englishmen, and including some of the greatest financiers of the day 1 7

England appointed the tribunal. England selected the jury, and
now, the verdict having been given against her, it is impossible for

her to dispute it. Let me briefly recall the facts. It was provided
by the 7th article of the Act of Union that Ireland and Great Britain

were to be regarded as separate fiscal units, and that Ireland was
only to contribute to the general expenses of the Empire in pro-

portion to her resources and her wealth, and Castlereagh declared

in the Irish Parliament that " Ireland could never be taxed under
the Union beyond the measure of her comparative ability, and
that the ratio of her contribution must ever correspond to her
wealth and prosperity." It was further provided that even in the

event of the amalgamation of the two Exchequers, which took place,

as you know, in 1817, still Irelandwas to have special "exemptions and
abatements," so as never to be called upon to pay more than her fair

proportion according to her resources. 18 Now these facts are not in

17 The Commissioners appointed by Royal Warrant dated 26th May, 1894,
were the Right Hon. H. C. E. Childers, Lord Farrer, Lord Welby, the Right
Hon. the O'Conor Don, Sir Robert G. C. Hamilton, Sir Thomas Sutherland,
Mr. Edward Blake, Mr. Currie, Dr. Hunter, Mr. C. E. Martin, Mr.Redmond,
and Mr. Sexton. Two other Commissioners, Mr. Henry Slattery and Mr. G.
W. Wolff, M.P., were subsequently appointed in June, 1894.

18 Lord Castlereagh, in the most direct terms, gave this undertaking in bis

principal explanation in the Irish House of Commons, on February 5th, 1800,
when a message from the Lord Lieutenant strongly recommending a Legislative

Union was under consideration. He mentioned that the first principle upon
which the two kingdoms were to be incorporated in points of contribution

was that there should be no retrospect in regard to expenses. " Ireland is to
have no concern with the past debt of Great Britain." [At the time of the
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dispute, but a Commission was appointed to inquire into the question

whether that agreement had been carried out, or whether, in defiance

of that provision, Ireland was being robbed.

O'Connell raised this question. It was the first question raised

after Emancipation. In 1830 and 1834 O'Connell raised it. x 9

It was raised again and again by the Irish members of the day,

in 1853, when over £2,000,000 a year new taxation was put upon
Ireland. Again, when Butt established the Home Rule movement
it was raised, but it was only in 1894 that the Party founded by
Parnell succeeded in getting this Commission appointed. You
remember the findings of that Commission. They decided un-
animously that having regard to the relative wealth of Great Britain

and Ireland, Ireland was paying two and three-quarter millions

taxation more than her fair proportion—taking the figures for

1893-94. That has been going on more or less since the Union.
It has been going on certainly and fully since 1853, and the result is

that, even taking that date as the starting point, Ireland has paid
between four and five hundred millions in over-taxation.

This state of things has grown worse, because two millions

additional taxation has, in the last ten years, been put upon Ireland.

effects of this I say to you, that this is the greatest of all arguments
over-taxation. m favour of Home Rule. It is the greatest of all our
material grievances. Ireland is being bled to death, and remember
that it is the poorest part of the population who suffer most, because
seventy-five per cent, of the whole taxation in Ireland is raised by in-

direct taxes, by a tax on tea and sugar, and other necessaries of life.

In Great Britain only 50% of the taxes are raised by indirect taxation.

This accounts for the lack of industrial prosperity. It is the cause of

Union Ireland owed twenty-one millions, England four hundred and forty-

six millions. The terms of the Union were that England was to bear for

ever the burden of that four hundred and forty-six millions, and consequently
for its interest, and charge the burden of a separate taxation of seventeen
millions annually, and that Ireland was not to be charged with the four hundred
and forty-six millions at all for its principal and interest. These conditions were
violated on the union in 18 17 of the British and Irish Exchequers, and Ireland
now owes every halfpenny of that stupendous sum]. " Such," said Lord Castle-

reagh, " is the liberality of Great Britain ; but as to the future, it is expected
that the two countries should move forward together and unite in regard to
their expenses in the measure of their relative abilities." He then referred
to the provision that when the separate debts of the two kingdoms should
be either extinguished (a sanguine expectation), or be in the proportion of
their respective contributions (a position in which Ireland was placed in 18 17
by taxation beyond her ability, loading her with debts), the general expenses
of the Empire should be thenceforward borne by common taxes in lieu of pro-
portionate contributions ; but he declared that " in substituting a system of
common taxes in lieu of proportionate contributions the United Parliament
will be enabled to make abatements in Parliament, as the Parliament of
Great Britain always has done in Scotland since the Union, when from local
circumstances the high duty cannot be levied without either rendering the
revenue unproductive or pressing too hard upon the poorer classes." (Lord
Castlereagh's speech in the Irish House of Commons, 5th February, 1800,
separately printed).

i 9 O'Connell laid much stress on this argument for the restoration of an
Irish Parliament in the Repeal Debate in the Dublin Corporation, in 1843,
and in his speech in his own defence in the State Trials in 1844.
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emigration ; in one shape or another it is the cause of every single

ill which afflicts us. It affects every class. It affects the landlord,

the tenant, the labourer. It affects the Orange artizans in Belfast

just as much as the Nationalist workers in Dublin, and I confess
that the fact that there has been no great, strong, vigorous and
united movement in Ireland powerful enough to effect at least a
partial remedy almost makes one despair of one's country. Here,
if ever, there is a case for union of all creeds and classes, and politics.

Such a union, if real and determined, could force a settlement.

The only answer that is made to us is this. Some British States-

men say :
—

" We admit that you are over-taxed according to

mr. balfour'S *ne Act °* Union, two and three-quarter millions a
attempted year, but you get back, in the shape of expenditure

justification Qn jj^jj^ more than your fair share." Now that was
Mr. Balfour's answer, and he proposed to appoint a new Commission
to inquire into the question whether we got back from the Treasury
more than our fair share. I need not tell you that we were not a bit

perturbed by the suggestion of a new Commission, because we knew
it would prove that the larger expenditure on the government of

Ireland was a necessary consequence of the policy of governing
Ireland by coercion on the one side, and bribery on the other, and
we knew that no Commission would find that that was an expendi-

ture which ought to be charged against the Irish people. We, there-

fore, did not shrink from that inquiry ; but, on further consideration

of the matter, these English Statesmen did shrink from it, and they
never, as a matter of fact, appointed that new Commission, and the

result to-day is that we are entitled to stand on the verdict that has
been obtained by the Commission which did deal with the question.

Now, let me say this, that the indifference of the people of

Ireland upon this question is, to me, absolutely amazing.
I was recently asked whether I would inaugurate,

APATHY ON THE
subject of in the near future, what is called an All-Ireland

OV
oV

?

ireland°
N movement upon this question. Well, we have had
such a movement, and what did it lead to ? I did

my share in creating that movement, and had some belief in it,

but that belief was shattered by my experience. There were
myself and Colonel Saunderson, Mr. Dillon, Mr. Lecky, Lord
Castletown, Protestant and Catholic Bishops, men of all parties,

and classes, and creeds, who came together and formed what was
called an all-Ireland movement. An Irish Financial

financial Reform League was started with a flourish of trumpets.
Reform But the first result was that, in order to keep these

people with us, we had to moderate our demands.20

They would not hear of our making any claim in respect of restitution

20 The co-operation of Unionist Irish members on the question of

enforcing an adjustment of the Financal Relations between Great Britain

and Ireland proved rather an hindrance than an aid to the Irish National
Party. It is in vain to expect that gentlemen giving a general support to the
Government of the day can be effective in opposition to that Government on
any particular measure. To obtain any concession from a reluctant Govern-
ment, opposition must not be confined to any restricted limit, but should
nclude in its operation every department of the Administration.
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of the money which had been robbed from us in the past, and the

resolutions which were moved in Parliament had to be of a most
moderate kind. What happened ? Where is the movement now ?

These men, one and all, ran away from the National Party upon
that question, and it is the National Party alone that has for ten

years raised that question. The Financial Reform League has

gone. The All-Ireland movement has gone. It was the Irish Party,

alone, who kept this question alive as well as they could, with an
apathetic Ireland behind us. I myself have raised this question

in one shape or another, every year for ten years, and I have spoken

upon it on every Budget that during that time had been introduced.

I saw the other day an attack made upon the Party by a gentleman
who said that we did not vote against the tax on tea last session.

That is not true. We voted and spoke against the tax on tea and
sugar, and against every indirect tax of the kind paid by the people,

and we voted against the Budget Bill.

We will raise this question again as soon as Parliament re-

assembles, but I would be deceiving you if I pretended that we
would make any serious headway with the question,

NE ° s™ong
FOR

unless you in Ireland come to see what a vital

for red ress <luesti°n *s >
anc^ create a strong movement behind us

to support it. I do not see why the County Councils

in Ireland should not take this question up ; I do not see why they
should not call meetings to consider it. Only the other day, when
a paltry £70,000 was concerned, there was such a movement
initiated by the General Council of County Councils, which greatly

aided and strengthened the Irish Party, and helped them to get the

Government to promise to remove the grievance. Why were they
active then and so apathetic now on a question which involves

hundreds of millions sterling, and which means practically life and
death to this country ? 21 Remember that at the present moment
we are in a favourable position to push the movement. Liberal

Ministers are pledged on the subject. Mr. Asquith, who is now
master upon this question, voted in favour of the Report of the
Commission. Not only that, but he said in 1897 that " he found
no one to really dispute the findings of the Commission, and that
the real facts were that Ireland was over-taxed to the extent of

two and a half millions a year." Ten years have passed since then.

Taxation has increased by two millions. Mr. Asquith to-day is

in power, and I ask him what is he going to do ? Will I answer the
question ? The answer is this : If Ireland is apathetic and careless,

Mr. Asquith will do nothing.

It is no use for him or anyone else to quote the Irish Councils Bill as
an answer. Why, the worst part of the Bill was its financial proposals.

2 i Mr. Redmond refers to the fact that the ratepayers, through the County-
Councils, had been called upon to pay ^70,966 for losses in connection with the
working of the Land Purchase Act of 1903, the money being deducted from
sums given to the County Councils for their share in the Death Duties and the
Agricultural Grant and the Exchequer contributions. (See debate in th«
House of Commons, 5th July, 1907).
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Its proposals in that respect were rotten, and the Bill, if passed,

would have been dishonestly used by English statesmen as a

bar to redress in the financial relations question,

pro'wsTons
L
of though it did nothing to remove the grievance. How are

IRI8H
bill.

NC,L$ we to re<^ress tn*s evu< ' The waY is pressure of a
united Party with a strong movement behind it. I read

a public letter coming down in the train, written by his Eminence
Cardinal Logue. In that letter he, in weighty words, called

advice of *or a cessati°n 01 bickering among Irish National

cardinal Members, and with all my heart I re-echo his words.
logue.

i hope his words will have some effect with the
bickerers. They have no application to me. I am no bickerer.

They have no application to my colleagues in the Irish Parliamentary
Party. The Irish Party is a body of seventy or eighty members
who are bound together by a Parliamentary Pledge, and I say that

these men are united in policy and in action, and that amongst them
there is no bickering. Bickering is outside our ranks,

no bickering
an(j j certainly sincerely hope that his Eminence's

counsel will have some effect upon the bickerers, and the disunionists.

Let us not only have unity in our own ranks, but everywhere,

and let us get assistance outside if we can. Do not suppose for a

moment that I am not willing, with open arms, to welcome any
Irishman, of any creed, or class, or politics, who chooses to come
in and give assistance upon this or any other Irish question. So
far from repelling such men, I would welcome them with all my
heart ; but I am bound in honesty to say this, that my profound
conviction is, that in the long run we must rely upon our own
movement, and that if we allow it to grow slack, or to be broken,

or the Irish Parliamentary Party to be discredited or disrupted,

then all the so-called " All-Ireland Movements " in the world will

not be worth a pinch of salt.

The moral I point, therefore, is this : support your Party,

insist upon its being a united and disciplined Party, acting as

necessity for
one mar1, Make your movement in Ireland universal

united party and powerful, and then you will probably in the near
and people

future get some relief from unjust taxation ; and if

you do not get that relief, then this continued robbery of Ireland

—

robbery admitted by the English authorities on the subject

—

will constitute, in the near future, the strongest argument
in favour of Home Rule, and will hasten the day of Ireland's

regeneration.

This meeting is a tremendous encouragement to me. It is

many a long day since I have witnessed such a magnificent

efficient gathering. I thank you for it. But I do beg of
organization you to be serious in this matter. Bands and banners
and cheers are all cheap and easy. Are you in earnest ? If you
are in earnest, go back to your homes resolved to strengthen the

National Organisation. Make every branch of the United Irish

League a citadel of the people's power. Act under the direction

of your leaders. Act as you did years ago, and as your fathers did.
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Scorn all sacrifices and suffering that may, perhaps, be threatened

self-sacrifice to you by the ruling powers of the day. Why, what
necessary js a little imprisonment to an Irish Nationalist ?

My own feeling was that I was never worth my salt until I had
slept on a plank bed. Let the young men be regardless absolutely

of such consequences to themselves. Let their English masters
see that they are in earnest, and will stand no nonsense

government uPon this Irish question.that we will have to be governed
other than as free-born men by laws made by ourselves, as is

home rule the case of every part of the British Empire except

Treland"
1

*n Ir^ 311^ Let them see that we are determined

;

that, pending the realisation of that hope, we will,

if legislation is not passed, endeavour to use other methods to

promote reforms. Let them understand once and for all that if

they cannot govern Ireland by methods of freedom, they will not
be able to govern Ireland at all. Let them understand it is a
difficult, an unpleasant, and a hateful task to endeavour to govern
this country against the will of its people ; and at the moment,
believe me, the very moment when the people of England realise

that, you will be on the threshold of Irish freedom.
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IV.

DENIAL OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.

Speech Delivered at Wicklow, 29TH September, 1907.

What is the object of this meeting ? The object is to enable the
County of Wicklow to join her voice in that chorus which is going

home rule up to-day from every part of Ireland demanding that
our object Home Rule, and full Home Rule, shall be restored

to its place in the forefront of the political questions of to-day.

There have been some people in England who believe, or who
pretend, at any rate, to believe, that Ireland has ceased to care

very much about Home Rule ; who pretend to believe that all

Ireland cares for are material questions, material reforms ; who
pretend to believe, and who assert, that the farmers of Ireland,

since they became the owners of their land, would cease to agitate

for Home Rule. Well, now, the object of this meeting is to give the

He to that assertion, and to show England that in the long run
nothing counts with us except Home Rule, The object is to make
our demand perfectly plain to all men.

It is now twenty years and more since the Home Rule cause

was agitated in the English constituencies, and there are a great

we must manY people in England, believe me, who do not
educate the to-day understand what we mean by Home Rule. Our

British people object in these meetings which I am addressing all over
Ireland this autumn and winter, is once more to make our demand
for Home Rule, and once more to re-state before the world the main
arguments for Home Rule, which have, I admit, become somewhat
obscure in those years that have just passed. Now, to-day I propose
to deal with one argument for Home Rule alone. At every meeting
I have taken those arguments one by one, and I desire at each
meeting to confine myself as far as I can to one point.

To-day I take as my theme the greatest and most unanswerable
of all arguments in favour of Home Rule for Ireland. It is an argu-

denial of ment I never heard any English statesman, whether he
university was Liberal or Tory or Liberal Unionist, attempt to

answer. Now there are two ways of attempting to

annihilate a nation. Either of these ways might prove fatal, but
it seldom happens in the history of the world, except in the case of

Ireland,that the two of these means combined have failed to destroy
a nation. The first of these is to rob a nation by

two methods over-taxation, so as to condemn her people to per-

ANNimLATiON petual poverty ; and the second means is to deprive
of a nation the nation of the facilities for education, and thereby

to condemn its people to perpetual ignorance. Well,

both these means have been mercilessly tried against Ireland,
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but without, thank God, killing our nationality, or breaking our
spirit. To-day, on the admission of the Financial Relations
Commission appointed by England, and manned by Englishmen,
England has been robbing Ireland of hundreds of millions of pounds22

during the last one hundred years, and so far as education is con-
cerned, there is no English politician of standing, of any political

party, who does not admit that the educational facilities in Ireland
are some fifty years behind the facilities in every other country in

Europe. Now, to-day I want to deal with one branch—Education
—and if it is not a very exciting subject, let me beg of you to listen

in patience, because it is of vital consequence to the future of Ireland.

I want to deal to-day with the question of University Education,
because it of all other things offers, in my opinion, the most complete
and unanswerable argument in favour of Home Rule for Ireland.

freedom and I need not dwell upon the neceessity of University
education Education. It is proved by the modern history of

the world that no nation can progress in commerce or industrial

development unless the youth of that country have the advantage
of higher education. The best educated nations in Europe to-day
are the most prosperous and the most free. The old idea that

universities were only for the rich, and for what are called

professional classes, has been absolutely exploded. It is Universities

for the mass of the people that lies at the root of the advancement,
not only of science, and literature, and art, but of material
success in all its branches—commercial, agricultural, technical,

economic.

But, in no country in the world, I believe, is the need for the
facilities of this kind so great as in Ireland, because in the past

special need history of Ireland her industries were destroyed, 23 her
of education commerce was ruined, and, therefore, we have the
greatest need of those means being put into our hands, which are

necessary to revive Irish prosperity, and yet there is no country in

Europe to-day where the facilities available for the higher education
of the mass of the people are so inadequate as they are in Ireland.

Remember that for over three hundred years a small minority of

the people have had the advantage of a highly endowed University
in the shape of Trinity College,24 while all this time the mass of

the people—seventy-five per cent, of the people, who are Catholic

—

have been denied all University Education, until a comparatively
recent date, and down to this very day, practically speaking, have
no equality of treatment in this matter with their more privileged

fellow countrymen of the Protestant religion. Now, what is our
claim ?

" See Mr. Redmond's speech at Longford, September 15th, in which the
Financial Grievances of Ireland are stated.

23 See Mr. Redmond's speech at Maryborough, October 13th, dealing with
this matter.

24 Trinity College, Dublin, was founded in 1591. Its endowments consist
of lands confiscated from Catholic owners, and in large measure from the
Catholic Church.
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Our claim is simple equality of treatment. We hear and read
a great deal about this scheme of University Education, and that

claim for scheme. Well I say we are not wedded to any
equality scheme. All we ask for is equality of treatment, and

we care not by what particular scheme that equality is granted.
Now the recent history of this question is the strongest possible

argument for Home Rule. Since 1873—that is for over thirty

history of years—the claims of the Catholics of Ireland for
university higher educational facilities has been admitted

by statesmen of the Liberal Party and of the
Tory Party alike.2 5 Thirty-four years ago it became a Cabinet
question for English Ministers, and Government after Government
since then—sometimes a Liberal Government, sometimes a Tory
Government—has admitted the claim, and promised that the
grievance should be redressed. In 1885, Sir Michael Hicks Beach,
who was then Leader of the House of Commons, under a Tory
Government, admitted the claim on behalf of the Catholics, and
promised in the name of the Cabinet of the day to introduce a
Bill to settle this question in the following session of Parliament.26

His party were subsequently in office for nearly twenty years,

and they made no serious effort to deal with this question. In

1889, Mr. Balfour, who was then Chief Secretary for Ireland, in

answer to Mr. Parnell, gave an explicit promise that a University
Bill would be introduced by the Tory Government in the very
next session of Parliament,2 ? and in the same year, in a famous
speech made in Partick, Mr. Balfour, in the fullest and frankest

way, admitted this claim and this grievance, and he laid down
three conditions which he asked the Catholics of Ireland to accept,

and on the acceptance of which, he said, the question would be
settled. These conditions were :—(1) That they should be content

mr BALF0UB .3
witb a college instead of having a University. (2) That

'three there should be no endowment by public money of the
conditions teaching of their religious creed ; and (3) that there

should be what was called a conscience clause, which would protect
any non-Catholic student from being compelled to attend religious

services he did not believe in.28 Well, what happened ? The
Catholics of Ireland—the laity and bishops of Ireland—accepted
every single one of these three conditions, and then Mr. Balfour
turned round and said it was impossible to legislate upon the
question at all until public opinion in England, Scotland, and Ireland
was practically unanimous upon the subject. Now I say that that

25 Mr. Gladstone's Irish University Bill was introduced in 1873. On the
defeat of that measure by three votes, in March, 1873, he resigned office,

but on Mr. Disraeli's refusal to form an Administration, Mr. Gladstone resumed
office. So far back, indeed, as 1S68 Lord Mayo, as Chief Secretary for Ireland,
announced on the part of the Tory Cabinet the intention of the Government
to establish a Catholic University. A few weeks afterwards, however, he stated,
to the amazement of the public, that the scheme had been abandoned.

*6 Julv 2Sth, 188^.
17 August 28th, 1889.
56 December 4th, 18S9.
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constitutes the strongest and most unanswerable argument in

favour of Home Rule. Here you have an intolerable grievance

admitted—a grievance that is a bar to the advancement of the

National life of the country ;
you have the justice of the Catholic

claim conceded, you have the Catholic body accepting the conditions

which the English statesman responsible said were necessary in

order to pass the Bill, yet, at the end of it all, we are told that it

cannot be settled unless another condition be fulfilled, which, if

it were accepted in reference to an Engish or Scotch measure,

would bar any legislation at all. There is not, and never will be,

unanimity of feeling in England, Scotland, or Ireland upon educational

questions ; and to say you will not redress a grievance until that un-

animity exists means that the grievance never will be removed.
So the grievance stands to-day. Scotland has about the same

population as Ireland. She has four great Universities, everyone

compariso
°* *hem m harmony with the religious feeling of the

between Scotch people, every one of them cheap Universities,
8C
°7reuand

ND within reach of the mass of the people ; while so far

as Ireland is concerned, there is only one University
institution, to which Catholics of Ireland—that is seventy-five

per cent, of the whole population—cannot go without offence to
their religious convictions. And the institution called the Royal

the royal University is not a university at all. It is a mere
university examining board, and the Royal Commission

appointed the other day by the Government to investigate the
question, declared that the one university institution to which we
could go, " suffered from incurable defects, and lowered the ideal
of university life and education in Ireland." So that up to this
moment the mass of the Irish people are deprived of all real
university educational facilities. Now that is the grievance.

What of the future ? What are the prospects of early reform ?

Nothing, in my opinion,is more extraordinary, and more indefensible,

prospects of than the action of the present Government with
reform

reference to the question. You remember that just
before he went to America, Mr. Bryce, the last Chief Secretary for

mr. bryce'S Ireland, made a speech in which he explained fully

_

8CHEME a great scheme of University Education, which, he
said, the Government were going to introduce into Parliament the
next year. 29 There were, no doubt, differences of opinion as to the
merits of the scheme. It was one of a number of schemes,
each one of which has its own particular set of admirers and
supporters, but any one of which would be accepted to-morrow
by the laity and clergy of Ireland, as a settlement of this question,
and the result was we accepted that plan. We declared we
wanted the substance. We did not care what the scheme was so long
as it contained the substance, which was equality of treatment with
the Protestants of Ireland, and each section of opinion was willing
to give up its own particular predilection for its own particular

98 January 25th, 1907.
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scheme, and the result was that all Catholic Ireland, laity and
clergy, agreed to accept Mr. Bryce's scheme as a settlement of the

question. Now, what happened ? Mr. Bryce announced that when
he explained that scheme that it had been accepted by the Govern-
ment, and would be introduced immediately as a Bill into Parliament.
Let me say for myself I regarded the introduction of that scheme
by Mr. Bryce as a most important step in advance upon this

question, and I never for a moment dreamt that the promise it

contained would not be honourably fulfilled. But Mr. Bryce went
to America, and Mr. Birrell came over here. He had no individual

responsibility for that scheme ; but the Government had a collective

responsibility for it.

At the beginning of the session the promise was given repeatedly

and an announcement was put into the King's Speech, that the

government Bill would be introduced. But not only has the
promises present Government not introduced the BUI, as they

promised, but the Prime Minister made the extraordinary statement
in the House of Commons that the scheme had been given up, and
that Mr. BirreU was to spend the autumn in Ireland in trying to

devise a new scheme. Now, I want to say a word to the Government.
If this matter is allowed to rest where it now is, they wUl have
been guilty of gross and criminal breach of faith with the Irish

people. I do not want to discourage Mr. Birrell. On the contrary,

I want to encourage him, and I tell him to-day that upon this question

he has a great chance before him. One effect of Mr. Bryce's scheme

attitude of was that Trinity CoUege is to-day more friendly to a

college
settlement of the Catholic claim than ever it was before-

The Tory party as a whole—I speak not now of the

Ulster Unionists—are not hostUe to a settlement of the Catholic Claim.
There is nothing in the present demand of the Catholcs of

Ireland to frighten in the smallest degree English Nonconformists.

attitude ^ne °f the most extraordinary and welcome events

of now- that has taken place recently is the action of the
conformists presbyterian body in the North of Ireland upon this

question. They recently met and passed a resolution in favour of

a settlement of the Catholic claims, and those of you who are students

of the question wiU remember that quite recently Lord Kelvin,

who is himself a most illustrious son of Belfast, delivered an address

to the Queen's College there in which he clearly indicated that he

and his friends were willing now to have a settlement of the Catholic

claim. I say to-day, if Lord Kelvin, and the friends of Belfast

Queen's CoUege, wiU act with us in the coming session, there is no
reason why Mr. BirreU may not be able to settle this question in

the coming year.

Let me say this for the Catholics of Ireland ; no one wiU grudge

the Belfast Queen's CoUege anything they can get for a settlement

irish catholics °f this question. Let me say for myself, on the

and queen's contrary I beheve Belfast and Cork Queen's CoUeges
colleges

are sufferjng from want f money, from want of

equipment, from want of faciUties, which are required by
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modern educational requirements. I look forward to seeing

a prosperous institution, not only in Cork but in Belfast,

and I say to those Belfastmen who differ from us in creed,

that if by doing justice to the Catholics they benefit them-

selves, no one will be better pleased than we will be, whose
only desire is to have equality of treatment. Therefore, I

believe Mr. Birrell has a great opportunity. But it is well that the

an end of Government should clearly understand that Ireland
trifling, vvill not tolerate being played with any more upon

this question. Just think what has happened. A great Tory
Government proposes a scheme, as Mr. Wyndham and Lord
Dunraven did when Mr. Wyndham was in office. That scheme
was not a scheme that many of the Catholics would have liked

if they had a choice ; but when it was put before them as a practical

scheme, they, after consultation—priests, bishops, laity—said,

" Very well, we will give up our personal predilections, because we
see the substance of equality in the scheme, and we accept it."

The next thing we heard was that the scheme was dropped,

and it disappeared. Then there was a change of scene. The new
a change of Government comes in, and a new Chief Secretary

scene. prepares an- entirely different scheme, and puts it

before the Catholics of Ireland ; and once again the' Catholics of

Ireland, whatever their predilections may have been, came together
for the sake of the substance, and said, " All right, we see in the
scheme equality, we will accept it." And once again the scheme

^has been allowed to drop, and disappears. Now, what I say to the
""Government is this : There must be an end of this kind of trifling

with the question. The chief feature in the whole matter is its
r

urgency of urgency. Every year that passes with the grievance
question, unredressed, leaves a generation of young Irishmen

going out into the world who cannot, by the nature of things, be
efficient. Every year's delay in the settlement of this question
means inadequate efficiency for Ireland in every walk of her National
life, political, social, commercial, economic, and, perhaps, I might
say, religious. Delay in the settlement of this great question bars
the way to all national progress and development, and I say that
save and except the one great question of Home Rule, this is the
most urgent and vital of Ireland's demands at the present moment.
Let me pass from that question with this further word : unless the
Government next year produce a satisfactory scheme, puts that
scheme into a Bill, does its best to pa^s it into law, in my judgment
the Irish people ought to definitely take the view that the Govern-
ment is a Government hostile to the interests of Ireland, a
Government which has broken faith with Ireland in the most
vital of all her interests, save and except the question of Home
Rule.
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FAILURE OF LAND LEGISLATION.
Speech delivered at Portumna on 6th October, 1907.

My mind goes back at this moment to the last meeting that ]
addressed here, less than three years ago. I spoke to you then on the
Irish Land Question, and on the Question of the Evicted Tenants, and
to-day 1 am here to speak to you upon the very same questions,
to explain to you how far we have advanced during these years
and what our hopes are of the immediate future. Now, the chief
subject that we have had in mind in summoning these great mass-

object of meetings, which we have been, and are, holding

-home
1
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t0 create such a widespread and powerful agitation
for Home Rule as will show and convince England

that nothing short of the restoration of an Irish Parliament can
ever bring contentment or peace to this country. Fellow-country-
men, every one of our grievances springs from 'the absence of self-
government. We desire to be quite frank on this matter, and we say
to England that, while we are working to obtain reforms of every
material grievance from which we suffer, that our main, and our
abiding, our inspiring motive in obtaining those reforms is to
strengthen our arms to win Home Rule for Ireland in the end.
Now, to-day, as I have said, I will speak to you on the Land
Question, especially as it affects the Evicted Tenants ; but I speak
of the Land Question because I desire to put it forward as one of
the most powerful and convincing arguments in favour of self-
government for this country.

Of all the arguments against the Union, none is more terrible
in its tragic horror than the history of the Irish land war. For

land the last hundred years that history has been a historv
question f oppression, and grinding the faces of the poor.

It has been a history of greed and callous indifference to human
suffering. It has been a history of the depopulation, and wasting
of the finest land, and it has been a history of the " wild justice of
revenge," of bloodshed, and crime, and misery.

And above all, and this is the point I desire to use in my
argument for Home Rule, it has been the history in the last thirty or

failure of forty years, of halting, ignorant, and unsuccessful efforts

legislation
at reform by English statesmen of all Parties to bring
about its settlement. Now, I pass over all the points

in this indictment save one ; and I say that the legislative efforts of
British Statesmen, and of the British Parliament, to deal with the
Land Question during, say, the last forty years, even when honestly
anxious to effect its settlement, constitute the most conclusive proof
of the utter inability and incapacity of the Imperial Parliament,
and the British people, to govern this country wisely or successfully.
Mr. Gladstone himself honestly desired to settle the Irish Question.
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and few men had as great a power in the history of England,

few men had studied the Land Question as he did, and yet, what
is the history of Mr. Gladstone's efforts ? In 1870, he introduced a

halting, ignorant Bill, and when it was passed he declared to the

world that the Irish Land Question was settled. In the next ten

years thirty-one Land Bills were introduced by Irish Members,

but were all rejected on the ground that the question was " settled."

In 1881, Mr. Gladstone had discovered his mistake, and introduced

another Bill, in some respects a great and valuable measure,

but again he declared he had settled the Irish Land Question.

Again Mr. Wyndham, in 1903, introduced another great and
valuable Land Bill. He again declared that his Bill would

absolutely settle the Irish Land Question, and there have been

forty or fifty Land Bills introduced into the English Parliament

by various parties, and various statesmen. No question has

occupied more time in the English Parliament than the Irish

Land Question. Yet, at the end of it all, after all the efforts

of their greatest men, after the efforts of both their parties, and
even when they have been sincerely anxious to settle the question,

which was not often, we are face to face to-day with the fact that

it is not settled yet.

And I ask to-day, therefore, why did all these efforts fail ? Why
did they fail ? It was because the governing force in the English

reason of Parliament is the pressure of the public opinion of
that failure Qreat Britain, and not the public opinion of

Ireland, and because of that inherent and proved incapacity

of the Imperial Parliament to govern Ireland, which was
only in keeping with the history of the world. I know of

no instance in history where the people of one nation has
ever been able to successfully govern the people of another
against its will. Now it may be said that in the case of the

Act of 1903, that it was the outcome of Irish public opinion,

land because it sprang from the Irish Land Conference.
conference Now, let me say, that that is not so. All that is good

in the Act of 1903, and there is a great deal of good in it, all that
is good came from the expression of Irish public opinion in the
Land Conference. But all that is bad in the Act, all that is preventing
the Act working successfully, was put in the Act in opposition to

Irish public opinion, and in defiance of the opinion expressed by the
representatives of the Irish people. Our amendments, fellow-

countrymen, were overruled. Let me take one signal example.
All the Bishops of Connaught passed a solemn resolution in April,

1903, demanding compulsory powers to deal with grass lands, and
issued their great warning. That warning was as follows :

—
" We

feel it our duty to declare that if the Government will not take
these measures to deal with this great question in a thorough-
going way, the land question will not be settled in the West, or

the tide of emigration be checked. Nor can peace and contentment
be restored until the grazing lands, taken from the people in the past

be given back to the men who are willing and able to work them.
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for the maintenance of themselves and of their families." That
declaration was signed by every one of the Connaught Bishops.
Surely it was a great and solemn warning. It was supported in the
House of Commons by the whole Irish Party, representing five-

sixths of the Irish nation. But, fellow-countrymen, it was utterly
disregarded. Mr. Wyndham thought he knew better than the Irish

Bishops, or the Irish Members ; and the British Parliament that
they knew better what was good and necessary for Ireland than
Ireland did herself. We then had to withdraw our amendments,
or lose the Bill altogether. And what is the result to-day ?

The result is that by the confession of all men, in its most vital

respect, that is in the dealing with congestion, the Land Act of 1903 is

failure of a fanure > and the land war is still going on. And now
land act.of a new Royal Commission is sitting, inquiring how

1903
to settle the Irish Land Question, and the leaders

of the people, the leaders of Irish public opinion, are telling the
people, as I tell you to-day, that agitation is necessary, that strong and
determined agitation is still necessary, if a settlement of this question
is to be arrived at in our lifetime. Now, fellow-countrymen, new
legislation is, next session, a certainty, and a necessity. The
Government themselves stand pledged to it, and I think they will

keep that pledge. I think they will keep that pledge, for this reason,

that if they break the pledge, they know very well that they would
make the government of Ireland impossible. But what I want to

impress on you is this, whether it be a good Bill next session, or a
bad Bill, whether it be passed by the house of Lords or rejected

by the House of Lords, depends on no one except upon yourselves.

Let me remind you of the Land Bill, which the Irish Party
introduced into Parliament last session. That Bill was, in principle,

land bill of accepted by the Government, and on a division was
irish party carried by an overwhelming majority.30 That Bill

provided for universal compulsory purchase, not only for com-
pulsion for the relief of congestion, but for universal compulsory
purchase all through Ireland. It provided for the abolition of the

zones, which we failed to abolish, when we tried to do so in 1903,

for the restoration of inspection in all cases before any sale is

sanctioned by the Estates Commissioners. It provided for the

extension of the privileges and rights of the Act of 1881 to the

large body of tenants, numbering 60,000 or 70,000 who are

excluded from that Act, and who are unable to go into the

Land Court to get their rents fixed. We proposed to give them
the right to go in and get their rents fixed before being called on
to agree to any bargain for the purchase of their lands. We proposed,

in that Bill, for the re-arrangement of the payment of the bonus

to the landlord. In spite of our efforts in the House of Commons,
in 1903, the amount of the bonus depends on the price the landlord

gets ; the higher the price the more the bonus, a most absurd

and illogical proceeding, and we proposed exactly the reverse

30 On 19th April, 1907. The numbers in the division were, Ayes 208,

Noes 60.

D
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that the greater the price he gets, the less should be the

bonus, and the lower the price he asks the higher the bonus. We
proposed special provision for dealing with congestion, and
demanded full compulsory powers in dealing with the restoration

of the evicted tenants. Now, I say, that all these must, be

included in the Land Bill of the Government next year.

And, in addition, there is one other matter which has come
into prominence. The whole Land Act finance of that Act must

defective be drastically dealt with. You know as the Act
finance stands at present, owing to the fall in the money

market, the money is only raised for the purpose of Land Purchase
at an enormous loss. That finance, as it stands, threatens to throw
on the ratepayers ruinous and quite impossible charges, amounting,
in all, to many millions of money. The only thing that stood
between them and that loss was what was called the Development
Fund, which has been practically wiped out, and if a change is not
made in the finance the ratepayers of Ireland will be liable for

millions of money for the transfer of property from landlords to
tenants. That must be dealt with, and I am glad to say we
obtained, last session, a clear and definitely expressed pledge

—

a public promise from the Chancellor of the Exchequer^ that he
would deal with that question in the next Session of Parliament,
and deal with it in such a way as to prevent the possibility of any
losses in flotation falling on the ratepayers of the country.

Now a Land Bill dealing with all these points is a necessity
next year, but, I repeat, it depends, not on me, not on the Govern-

new ment, but on you yourselves, whether that Land
land bill Bill is to be a good Bill, and pass into law or not.

If this movement goes on full steam ahead, if the people and the
Party are united, and are in earnest, all will be well

;
but, if these

conditions are not fulfilled, if the impression is created in England
that the Irish Nationalists are divided, and cannot speak with one
voice, then all will go ill. Do you imagine for a moment the House
of Lords would have dared to mutilate the Evicted Tenants Bill,

as they did, were it not that they thought that Ireland was seriously
divided. You have got to show them that that is not so, that,
however individuals may find fault, and however men may drop
away from the ranks, as must happen in every movement in every
country in the world, you have got to show them that, so far as the
great bulk of the nation is concerned, they are one in principle,
and united in policy, and that when we speak, the Government,
and our enemies, will know that we speak the voice of the Irish people.

Now, let me turn to the Evicted Tenants. The recent Bill which
was passed, though it was mutilated in the House of Lords, is a

evicted most valuable Bill, because I tell you what it

TENA
i907

ACT
' Provides : ^ gives compulsory powers to the Estates
Commissioners to walk on to any untenanted land

in Ireland, and take it compulsorily, at a price to be fixed by them-
selves, with an appeal afterwards to the Judicial Commissioner.

31 On 5th July, 1907.
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That land can be used then for the purpose of giving new farms to
the evicted tenants, and for the purpose of giving new farms to the
grabbers, and thus inducing them to surrender the holdings of the
evicted tenants. I need not point out to you that that is a most
valuable Bill, and I hope it will be speedily put into operation.

But surely it is the irony of fate and fortune that the only people
in Ireland likely to be excluded from the operation of this Bill,

are those very men who, of all others, have the greatest claim for

redress, the Clanricarde and Lewis tenantry. To them this Bill

offers no comfort, for this reason, that the Lords cut out of the
Bill all the compulsion on the grabbers, and up to the present, at

mutilation by anv ra-te, grabbers on these estates have refused to
house of surrender, and we are told that in future thev will
LORDS r

refuse to surrender.3 2 The Clanricarde and Lewis
estates are the remaining campaign estates where the evicted
tenants are still out, and I say that there is not a tenant farmer
in the whole of Ireland who is not under a debt of obligation to

these evicted tenants.

Now let me recall, not to remind you, for it is burned into your
very souls—but let me recall, for the benefit of outsiders in Ireland

clanricarde and England, the history of the Clanricarde estate.
estate Lord Clanricarde owns some 52,000 acres. He is an

absentee ; his tenants have never seen him ; he was only once on
his estate, and that was for a few hours, when his father was buried

;

and from that day to this, even when his mother's remains were
being committed to the earth, he never showed his face on his

estate. 33 He draws an enormous income, and gives back to the
country from which he draws it absolutely no return. Now your
memory will go back to the years 1884 to 1890, and you will remem-
ber the series of harvests, and the extraordinary fall in prices and
all agricultural produce. You know that in 1886 Mr. Parnell intro-

32 On the 26th August, 1907, Mr.Birrell, speaking in the House of Commons,
thus deplored the amendment of the House of Lords which the House of

Commons under the circumstances was constrained to accept, exempting
" Planters " from the compulsory provisions of the Evicted Tenants Bill

:

" The Lords adhered, with what he could only call grim pertinacity, to the
amendment inserted in that House at the instigation of Lord Robertson,
the effect of which was that in no case whatever, be the circumstances what
they might, could any new tenant be required to leave land under the com-
pulsory powers of the Act, if he should be a bona fide farmer cultivating his

land. The result of that amendment would be that under no circumstances
could compulsion be applied either at the discretion of the Estates Com-
missioners or of the Judge or of the Land Commission to any new tenant who
was able to show that he was at present within the description of a bona fide

farmer. That really meant, he was bound to say, the triumph of Lord Clan-
ricarde. . . . He intimated at once, from his point of view as Chief Secretary,

that he deeply deplored that the House of Lords should insist upon an amend-
ment which should deprive the Bill of what would be its greatest value, viz.,

its pacificatory message to the people of Ireland. . . . He yielded to superior

force, but in no way did he submit to the force of argument, believing, as he did,

that the Bill as originally introduced, and as the Government proposed to
amend it, would secure justice.

33 The late Lord Clanricarde died April 10th, 1874.
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duced into Parliament a Bill to give temporary and automatic

parnell's
reduction in rents in Ireland to meet the crisis that

land bill, had arisen. His Bill was ignominiously rejected by
1886 Parliament, although twelve months afterwards the

Clanricarde tenants forced the same Government and Parliament

to pass the Bill into law. The tenants took measures for their own
protection, and demanded temporary reduction of rent, and, unless

I am mistaken, a large number of Galway landlords granted

reductions of rent, including the landlords in the neighbourhood

of the Clanricarde and Lewis properties. The Clanricarde tenants

met, and asked a temporary reduction of 25 per cent. ; but Clan-

ricarde refused to grant one penny of a reduction, and then the

tenants joined in a body and refused to pay rent at all, and the

struggle commenced.
The present Archbishop of Tuam, then Coadjutor Bishop of

Clonfert, sent a most remarkable memorial (which I was reading

archbishop trie otner day) to Lord Clanricarde, taking up the

healy and demand of the tenants, asking a reduction, and never
clanricarde

gQt even a reply tQ his ]etter. Then Sir Michael Hicks-

Beach, Chief Secretary of a Tory Government, approached Clan-

ricarde, and tried what persuasion could do, and begged him to

exercise his rights with some sense of consideration,
SIR •

m. h.-beach but failed ; and then he threatened him that if he went

clanricarde on w^n n*s wholesale evictions it would be impossible

for him to give him the forces of the Crown, but all

that was of no use.34 Clanricarde was obdurate, and in the long run,

after months of struggle, he succeeded in evicting some two hundred
and thirty-eight families on his estate, at a cost to the country, as

was estimated by a colleague of mine in a public document, never

3* One or two extracts from this letter of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach to
Lord Clanricarde, dated October 25th, 1886, and addressed from the Vice-
Regal Lodge, may with advantage be reproduced.

" I questioned him (Mr. Joyce, Lord Clanricarde's agent) as to the ability

of your Lordship's tenants to pay their rents. He replied that he thought
some could do so, but, on pressure from me he admitted that he had advised
you to make considerable reductions to others (he specified the Portumna
district), though, so far, without success. I requested him to inform your
Lordship that if you adhered to that decision against the advice of your own
agent and contrary to the general action of the Irish landlords, the responsi-
bility would be solely yours ; that you might find such procedure costly and in-

effective, and that, in the event of application to the Government for the services
of constabularyand military on such occasions, compliance with the requestwould
certainly be retarded by the pressure of other claims and duties, and would, most
probably, be postponed to the utmost extent permitted bylaw.

" You complain that I did not communicate directly with yourself, and
at a considerably earlier date. If your Lordship resided in Ireland, I should
certainly have sought an interview with you ; but I admit that I thought
your agent would be better acquainted than your Lordship with the condition
of a property which you have not even visited for years, and that I supposed
that, in such circumstances, you would have acted on his advice in making
any necessary reductions to your tenants.

"In your opinion, 'the law and the Government' will be crushed if you
now do this. In my opinion, you will only be following, though late, an
example set to you, not only by other great and wealthy Irish landlords, but
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criticised, of £28,000.35 That was the cost of the evictions, of the
police, of protection of emergencymen, of prosecutions, and of blood
money under the Crimes Act, and scores of men and women were
imprisoned. The whole country was turned almost into a hell of
tumult and disorder. Bloodshed, crime, and misery prevailed, and
all for what ? To try and collect rents which the very next year
were automatically reduced by an Act passed by a Tory Govern-
ment, and which, when introduced by Mr. Parnefl, was rejected.

I do not know the exact number of evicted tenants on these
estates still out. I am told one hundred and ninety, and they are
actually out after twenty years of struggle. I am told that one
planters on hundred and forty-eight evicted holdings have

estate been converted into forty- six new holdings, and that
forty of these are in the hands of planters. I am told that six

are in the landlords' hands, and for the planters new houses and
buildings have been erected. These planters are not farmers. I am
told that, with the exception of two or three, they have lamentably
failed as farmers, and their lands have deteriorated and
run to waste, a great deal has gone back into a wild condition, and
that it will take years of labour to bring it back to fertility. Now,
these are the cases that are protected by the action of the House of

Lords, and cannot be touched under the Evicted Tenants Bill unless

these planters agree to take farms elsewhere, or to take a sum of

money as compensation. The evicted tenants of Clanricarde can
never be restored to their homes so far as the Evicted Tenants Act
is concerned, but my information is that most of the planters would
go if they were approached and offered some money compensation
by the Estates Commissioners. I would be surprised to hear that any
one of them would be unwilling to go ; if there is to be found any one
who is not willing to go with compensation, the fault will be entirely

with the people, and it is absurd to think there can be any peace
in the district. I therefore urge strongly on the Estates Com-
missioners that they should at once open up negotiations with

by very many men who, though struggling and in difficulties, have felt bound
by their position, no matter how great the inconvenience to themselves and
their families, to proceed with generosity and forbearance in the exaction of

their legal rights."

35 Mr. William Duffy, M.P., who sits for South Galway, writing in Glasgow
Herald, March 16th, 1907, says in reference to the Clanricarde Estate. "Let
me summarise what took place, between May, 1879, and February, 1893.

Two hundred and thirty-eight families, approximately 1,500 souls were evicted.

The costs to the ratepayers of this country included :

—

1. Police attending evictions, £3,199 6s. 4d. ; 2. Affording protection to

the emergency men, or " blacklegs," in possession of the evicted tenants'

holdings, £14,225 8s. 6d. 3. Costs of prosecutions arising out of the evictions,

£2,902 18s. 1 id. 4 Costs of arrest, conveyance of prisoners to jail, £279 7s.

5. Cost of prisoners' maintenance in jail, ^2,013 135.3d. 6. Amount awarded as

"bloodmoney" to people injured.under theCrimesAct, £4,600. 7. Chargefor out-

door relief to evicted tenants on the estate, £283 15s. So that we find the cruel

and heartless eviction carried out by this noble absentee landlord between
the dates mentioned cost the Government of England no less a sum than

£27,895 7s.
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these planters. Their lives cannot have been very happy ones,

and if they now want to make victims of the evicted tenants on
the Clanricarde Estate, their lives are not likely to be more happy
in future. Indeed, I am quite sure the majority of them will agree

to go, and in that way the matter will be settled ; but whether they

planters agree to go or do not agree, they have got to go. And
must go if they do not go, it would be absurd for any man to

hope that peace could be maintained in this district. If they refuse

to go, here, at any rate, the land war will continue and, indeed, I have
no hesitation in saying that under these circumstances, if there is

refusal on their part, peace in this district would be a dishonour to

this district and to Ireland. The Irish Party have done what they
could, not only in Parliament, for these tenants, but here in the
district. Last year they gave a substantial proof of their sympathy
with these tenants, and what they did last year they are prepared
to repeat. But I say if the people find the Estates Commissioners
cannot get these planters to agree to go, then, I say, it is the duty
of the whole countryside to come to the aid of the evicted tenants,

and create such a movement as will let the House of Lords see that

it is beyond their power to exclude the evicted tenants of the Clan-
ricarde and Lewis estates from justice.

Fellow-countrymen, I believe we can get an amending Land
Bill next Session, and I believe we can almost at once obtain a settle-

prospect of ment °f the evicted tenants question ; but I warn you,
land if the people themselves allow their organisation to

be weakened or their Party to be discredited, they
will get nothing, and they will deserve to get nothing. In conclusion,

fellow-countrymen, I desire again to point the moral in the direction

of Home Rule, and to end, as I commenced, by saying that the
history of the Irish Land Question constitutes an argument abso-

lutely unassailable and unanswerable in favour of our demand
;

that Irishmen alone, who know their own country, and who live

in it, are capable of successfully governing it wisely and efficiently,

and of promoting its prosperity.
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VI.

THE DESTRUCTION OF IRISH INDUSTRIES.

Speech delivered at Maryborough, 13TH October, 1907.

Of all proofs of misgovernment under the Union, none is more

emigration concmsive than the Industrial stagnation of Ireland
and its for the last hundred years. The emigration fromA 1 MAP J O

Ireland has been appalling. It has no parallel, re-

member, in any other civilised country in the world. Every other
civilised country has increased in population in the last sixty

years. In Ireland the population has gone down by one-half ;

and it is still going on. Why is that ? Fellow-countrymen, the
people are leaving Ireland because they cannot find the means of

employment and of life within the country. Agriculture is and
will always remain the chief industry of Ireland. I do not believe

myself that Ireland will ever become, as England is to-day,

a great manufacturing country. But, I do not regret that. It

has never entered into my dream of a happy and prosperous and
free Ireland, that the country should be studded over by these

great manufacturing towns such as we see in England, filled with
anaemic women, and debilitated men, working out their very
hearts in factories of various kinds.

But at the same time every sensible man must realise that

agriculture alone cannot provide employment for the whole people.

no outlet for Eyen ^ the great ranches were broken up, as, please

surplus God, they soon will be, and even if they are used as
population

far as they gQ> for new holdings, and for changing
uneconomic holdings into economic ones, with the necessary

consequences of an increase, of tillage, and an increase of employment
—even then, I say that emigration will not stop unless by industries

in the towns, an outlet is provided for what is called the surplus

population from the land. Now, no such outlet is to be found

to-day in Ireland. The industrial condition of Ireland is stagnation

industrial and decay. The first point I want to make is this

—

af stagnation that that condition of industrial stagnation is not a

natural condition ; it is not the result of natural causes ; it is not

the result of geographical position ; it is not the result of want
of resources in this country ; above all, it is not the result of

want of inherent capacity for industrial pursuits amongst the

people.

This condition is an artificial one which has been produced

English
as tne resu^ °f tne deliberate policy of England,

destruction pursued for at least two hundred 3/ears, to destroy

industries tne industries of this country. Now, that is no
exaggeration. Mr. Arthur Balfour, in a remarkable

speech made some years ago in England, admitted that England
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•had deliberately destroyed Irish industries.36 History proves it. So
far back as the middle of the seventeenth century England began
to legislate to destroy Irish industries. At that time, and after,

Irish industries were beating England in her own markets. But
England, as soon as she realised that, instantly proceeded to impose
duties upon Irish goods, in turn upon every Irish manufacture,
in order to destroy them.37 The great woollen industry of Ireland

was destroyed by an Act of the English Parliament. Previous to

that the cattle industry had been destroyed ; and when they were
no longer able to export live stock from Ireland, the Irish people

commenced to make preserved meat and bacon, and, as soon as

that was prosperous, that industry was attacked by England, and
similarly destroyed.38 Every industry in turn to which the Irish

j£
36 Mr. Balfour speaking at Alnwick, on July, 19th, 1895, said:

—
" There was

a time, an unhappy time, when the British Parliament thought they were
well employed in crushing out Irish manufactures in the interests of the
British producer. It was a cruel, and it has proved to be a stupid, policy."

37 10 & 11 Will. III., c. 10, which recites that "wool and the woollen manu
facture of cloth, serge, bays, kerseys, and other stuffs made or mixed with wool
are the greatest and most profitable commodities of the kingdom, on which
the value of lands and the trade of the nation do chiefly depend, and that great
quantities of the like manufactures have of late been made and are daily
increasing in the Kingdom of Ireland and in the English Plantations of
America, and are exported from thence to foreign markets heretofore supplied
from England, all which inevitably tends to injure the value of lands and to
ruin the trade and woollen manufactures of the Realm, and that for the
prevention thereof the export of wool and of woollen manufacture from
Ireland be prohibited under the forfeiture of goods and ship, and a penalty
of ^500 for every such offence." In reply to Addresses presented to King
William III. by both Houses of the British Parliament, on 9th June, 1698,
His Majesty said :

" I shall do all that in me lies to discourage the woollen
manufacture in Ireland and encourage the linen manufacture there, and to
promote the trade of England." (English Commons 'Journals, XII., p. 339).
Ireland's woollen manufacture was thus sacrificed to England's commercial
jealousy, and the promise solemnly made to foster the linen manufacture
was, in the words of Lord North, speaking in the English House of Commons,
as Prime Minister, in proposing, on December 13th, 1779, nearly a century
later the removal of some of the restraints placed by English legislation on
Irish trade, " no sooner made than it was violated by England, for instead
of prohibiting foreign linens, duties were laid on and necessarily collected,
so far from amounting to a prohibition on the imports of the Dutch German
or East Country linen manufacturers that these manufacturers have been
able, after having duties imposed on them by the British Parliament to meet, and
in some instances, undersell Ireland, both in Great Britain and the West Indies
and several other parts of the British Empire." [Parliamentary Debates, XV.,
p. 181). In the year i75oheavy taxes were laid on the imports to England of sail-

cloth made of Irish hemp, contrary, of course, to the express stipulation of 1 698.
38 An English Act passed in 1663 (15 Chas. II. c. 7 s. 13) entitled An Act

for the Encouragement of Trade, prohibited all exports from Ireland to the
colonies, except victuals, servants, horses, and salt for the fisheries of New
England and Newfoundland. It likewise piohibited the importation of Irish
cattle into England, and imposed a penalty on every head of such cattle
imported. A subsequent British Act declared the importation of Irish cattle
into England to be "a publick and common nuisance," and forbade the
importation of beef, pork, or bacon (18 Chas. II., c. 2). Butter and cheese from
Ireland were subsequently excluded (32 Chas. II., c. 2). The exportation
to Ireland from the English Plantations of sugar, cotton wool, tobacco indigo,
ginger, fustian, or other dying wool, the growth of the Plantations, was pro-
hibited by statute (22 & 23 Chas. II., c. 26).

;
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people had recourse was dealt with in the same way.39 Cotton,
glass, iron, hats, sugar refining, shipbuilding—every industry
to which Ireland turned was destroyed by England by the
imposition of prohibitive duties, or by the closing of ports.
The Colonial and Indian markets were closed absolutely against
Ireland, and prohibitive duties, as I have said, were placed upon
all Irish manufactures to keep them out of the English markets.40
|Now, these industries, in this way, were for the time being

strangled. But the remarkable thing is that the inherent capacity

revival °* tne Ir*sn People f°r industrial pursuits was not
under irish strangled. It continually sought an outlet ; and
parliament.

yery moment that irela.nci got a chance these
industries began to revive. The very moment that Grattan
achieved the independence of the Irish Parliament, Irish industries
revived all over the land. One of the most remarkable books written
recently about Ireland contains this passage4i :

—

The Irish Commons did much to foster new prosperity. They could not
spend huge sums of money like England in promoting trades and manufac-
tures, but the sums they did spend were wisely allotted. The industrial aspect
of Ireland rapidly changed. Ruined factories sprang into life, and new ones
were built ; the old corn-mills, which had ceased working so long, were every-
where busy ; the population of the towns began to increase ; the standard of
living among the artisan class rose ; and even the condition of the peasantry
changed slightly for the better. Dublin, instead of being sunk in decay, assumed
the appearance of a thriving town. In fact, the independent Irish legislature
set itself to promote the material prosperity of the country in every possible
way, and there is no doubt its efforts had much to say to the really surprising
commercial progress which was made from 1780 until the years immediately
preceding the Union. The Irish fisheries became the envy and admiration
of Great Britain, and agriculture increased rapidly. Various manufactures in

Ireland began to thrive ; the manufacture of hats, of boots and shoes, of

candles and soap, of blankets and carpets, of woollens, of printed cottons and
fustians, of tabinets and of glass, all sprang into importance, while the linen

manufacture, which had decayed during the American War, quickly revived,
and in ten years the exports of various kinds of linen doubled.

My argument, then, is that though England succeeded in strangling

our industries, that was such an artificial state of things, and the

39 " One by one of each of our nascent industries," observes Lord Dufferin,
" was either strangled in its birth or handed over, gagged and bound, to the
jealous custody of the rival interests of England, until at last every fountain
of wealth was hermetically sealed, and even the traditions of commercial
enterprise have perished through desuetude."

40 This interference was carried to almost every branch of Irish trade.

Lord North, in the English Parliament, on December 13th, 1779, gives a
curious account of England's dealings with the glass trade :

" Previous to
the 19th Geo. II. Ireland imported glass from other countries, and at length
began to make some slow progress in the lower branches of the manufacture
herself. By the Act alluded to, however, the Irish were prohibited from
importing any kind of glass other than the manufacture of Great Britain,

and in section 24 of that Act a most extraordinary clause was inserted. It

not only ordained that no glass the manufacture of that kingdom should be
exported, but it was penned so curiously and with so much grim precision

that no glass of the manufacture of Ireland was to be exported, or so much as

to be laden on any horse or carriage with intent to be so exported." This
was, in his opinion, a very extraordinary stretch of the legislative power of

Great Britain, considering the smallness of the object.
41A History of the Commercial and Financial Relations between England and

Ireland from the Period of the Revolution, by Alice Erne Murray, D.Sc, London
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Irish people had such an inherent capacity for industrial pursuits,

that the very moment Ireland got a free hand in her free Parliament,

these industries all revived.*2

But, fellow-countrymen, let me pursue the matter further.

From the day the Union was carried these industries went rapidly

decay since down the hill. Stagnation and decay spread over
the union Ireland. Industrial pursuits from that day to this

have gone down, and they are going down at this moment. Let
me read a few of the latest figures. Here is an extract from the

report of the last Census Commission for Ireland :

—

According to the Census returns, the number of persons engaged in Ireland,

in the production and distribution of textile fabrics has fallen away very
considerably during the past thirty years. The totals recorded were, for 1871,

193,864, and for 1881, 129,787. In 1891 there was practically no change at

129,884, but in 1901 the numbers employed had fallen to 109,588. Referring

to the returns for the later year, the Commissioners observe
—

" In this marked
decline of over fifteen and a half per cent., the males diminished by 8,864 and
the females to the extent of 11,432. Looking at the principal textile manu-
factures, we find that by far the most important industry in the country, viz.,

the flax and linen industry, has lost over 17,000, nearly one-fifth of its workers,
while those employed in the manufacture of woollen goods have suffered a
corresponding reduction."

!,
Therefore, the decay of Irish Industries is going on to this

moment ; and, further, it is not confined, as your enemies would
continued have England believe, to the South and the West,
decay to thriftless Nationalists and Catholics of the

South and West, and centre of Ireland. Here is proof conclusive

in the report of the Commissioners of the last census that the
Industry which has suffered most of all in the last thirty years is

ulster linen the Linen Industry in prosperous Ulster. Now,
industry unfortunately, the spirit of England has not

altered to this moment. We have had quite recently, within
the last few weeks, a proof of that assertion. You remember
what occurred in Kynoch's Cordite Factory in Arklow
where, not, |I would say, through, 1 the deliberate intention

\
42 All testimonies bear out the statements of Lord Grey, then Mr. Grey,

in the English House of Commons, and of Mr. Foster and Mr. Plunket in the
Irish House of Commons, that, in the words of Mr. Plunket, " Ireland's revenue,
her trade and manufactures had thriven beyond the hope or example of every
other country of her extent within the few years before the Union, with a
rapidity astonishing even to herself." Lord Clare, one of the principal
machinators of the Union, made a speech in 1798, which he subsequently
published, in which he said, with reference to the period between 1782 and
1798, " There is not a nation on the face of the habitable globe which has
advanced in cultivation, in agriculture, in manufactures, with the same rapidity
in the same period as Ireland." In 1810 the Dublin Corporation met to
discuss the question of the Repeal of the Union, when Mr. Hutton, a leading
citizen, made a speech, in which he said," Some of us remember the country
as it was before we recovered and brought back our Constitution in the year
1782. We are reminded of it by the present period. Then, as now, our
merchants were without trade, our shop-keepers without customers, our
workmen without employment

;
then, as now, it became the universal feeling

that nothing but the recovery of our rights would save us. Our rights wera
recovered, and how soon afterwards, as if indeed by magic, plenty smiled on us

,

and we soon became prosperous and happy."
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of the heads of the Government, but through the action

hostility of of tne permanent officials of the Government, who
government remain on, no matter what party is in office—owing

to their inveterate spirit of hostility to Ireland, that
Industry in the little fishing town of Arklow, which employs six
or seven hundred hands, in which half a million of money has been
spent for the last fourteen years, would have been absolutely
crushed out of existence were it not for the action of the Irish
Party and myself in the House of Commons. Take another
instance of the spirit of England on this question of Irish Industries.
They are building in Dublin a College of Science, and will it be
believed that the Government of the country is bringing stone at
enormous cost from Portland in England—bringing Portland
stone to put the facings on that building, when everybody knows
that in the West and North of Ireland—aye, and in Stradbally,

—

there is as good, and better, stone than this, English stone. We
have protested against it, and I hope we will stop it. I only
mention these instances to prove my statement that, whatever
the view of the Government of the day may be, the spirit of English
permanent officialism is to-day as hostile to Irish industrial
development as at any time for the last two hundred years.

Well, now, my own personal conviction is that you will never
have a really successful industrial development in Ireland, you
sympathetic will never really stop emigration in Ireland by any
native rule means, except under the fostering care of a native

Parliament, and a native Government. But, fellow-countrymen,
that is no reason why we should not do our best. That is no reason
why we should fold our arms and do nothing. On the contrary, it is

our duty to press upon the Government of the day, by exposure on
the floor of the House of Commons, by votes in the Division Lobby,
by appeals to the masses of the English working men—to press

upon the Government of the day those steps which we consider

they can take to improve the industrial condition of Ireland. And,
besides, we should do, individually and collectively, all that it is in

our power to do to revive Irish industries, and believe me, if we
all act together we can do something.

There was published the other day a most remarkable minority
report from the Commission which has been inquiring into the

mr. micks' working of the Agricultural Department in Dublin.
report That report in substance amounts to this : that

while the Agricultural Department, no doubt, was, in certain

respects, doing good work, and might do better work if better

organised, at the same time that it could never adequately deal

with the question of industrial revival. And this report recommended
the creation in Ireland, on the same lines as the Congested Districts

Board, of a Development Department, which should be independent

of the Agricultural Department, independent of Dublin Castle,

independent of the English Parliament, and responsible to Irish

public opinion, and elected by the Irish people themselves. The
report recommended that this Department should 'be^given a large
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sum of money, one million a year for twenty years, and that that

money should be devoted entirely to the initiation, the fostering,

and the aiding of new and infant industries in Ireland.

Now, not even the strictest political economist, not even the
most extreme Free Trader, can honestly object to that proposal

fostering not on the grounds of its being Protection. Some of the
protection greatest political economists of the day—John Stuart

Mill and others—have declared that temporary aid for new and
infant industries is consistent with the general principle of Free
Trade.43 But, apart from that, we have a special claim, because
we had our industries, and they were destroyed. All we ask is fair

play. Let these industries be fostered and encouraged, and then,

once they are on their feet again, as they were when England
interfered with them, we would ask for no assistance, but would be
prepared and able, as we were in the past, to compete with any
English industries in the markets of the world.

Another declaration of a most remarkable kind, bearing upon
this matter, was made by Mr. Childers in his draft report for the

(

Financial Relations Commission some years ago.

draft
H
report Strange to say, it has been largely lost sight of. Mr

Childers recommended that one way of making
restitution to Ireland for portion of the money which admittedly
had been robbed from us during the last hundred years would be
to consolidate all the railways in Ireland, to put them under the
management of a local representative Irish authority, to com-
pulsorily reduce railway rates and charges for a certain number
of years, and for the Government during those years to guarantee
the shareholders against loss. After all, transit is at the bottom
of the industrial question. Industries everywhere are handi-
capped by dear, slow, and inadequate means of transit.

We, I believe, have the least enterprising railways in the whole
world. Freights and charges on these railways are higher than in

railway England, far higher than they are on the Continent of
incubus Europe. Cheap and rapid means of transit are

essential to any real industrial development. I do not desire

to say more upon this question of the railways, because, as you
know, a Royal Commission is sitting in Dublin investigating this

matter
;
and, if I may be allowed to say so, is doing magnificent

work in pointing out the direction in which the railways can
be put upon a footing which would promote industrial develop-

ment. All I will say is, that I have never yet heard Mr. Childers'

proposal really answered. It has the authority of Mr. Childers

himself ; it has the authority and support of that great English

43 " The only case in which, on mere principles of political economy,
protecting duties can be defensible, is when they are imposed temporarily
(especially in a young and rising nation) in the hopes of neutralising a foreign

industry in itself perfectly suitable to the circumstances of the country. The
superiority of one country over another in a branch of production often arises

only from having begun it sooner. There may be an inherent advantage on
one part or disadvantage on the other, but only a present superiority of

acquired skill and experience." (Mill's Principles of Political Economy, p. 556).
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economist, Sir George Giffen
;

and, fellow-countrymen, in
addition to that I am glad to be able to say that that proposal
of Mr. Childers finds a place in the printed programme and
objects of the United Irish League, which from the very
first demanded that some at least of the money going in over-
taxation out of Ireland should be used amongst other things
in cheapening railway rates and charges, and assisting Irish

Industries. So much for what the Government may do, what we
ought to press them to do.

Now what can we do ourselves ? It is a question of a little

thought, and of a little unity of action amongst the people. Here
what Ireland is a circular that we have recently issued from the

can do United Irish League Offices. We have arranged in

Dublin in connection with that office an Industrial Bureau, and
we hope to work that all through Ireland, so as to induce the people
to give a chance to their own industries. Let me read the circular.

Members of the United Irish League should use Irish manufactured goods.
Branches are required to exercise their influence in every locality to secure

that in the giving of local contracts a decided preference should be given by
elected public bodies to goods of Irish manufacture.

That the local public. bodies be requested to insist that the Irish trade
mark should be stamped on all goods offered as Irish made.

That at every meeting held in furtherance of the National campaign, now
being inaugurated, a resolution dealing with the promotion of Irish industries

should be given a prominent place on the programme of the meeting, and, as

far as practical, sub-committees of the organisation should be appointed to
give effect to the resolution.

That deputations should be appointed in each locality to urge on shop-
keepers the necessity of stocking Irish goods.

That individual members of the Organisation be requested to give their

custom to shopkeepers who stock Irish goods.
That branches be requested to have displayed in their meeting rooms the

names of shopkeepers and merchants who stock Irish manufactured goods in

their districts, and that they instruct their secretaries to send to every house-
holder in each district the names of such shopkeepers and merchants as give

preference to goods of Irish manufacture.

The traders in each district in Ireland will be supplied, on applica-

tion to the Industrial Bureau of the United Irish League at their

offices in Dublin, with a full list of Irish Manufacturers
; and,

finally, we invite the public everywhere to enter into communication
with this Bureau, and to assist us in inducing the Irish people

themselves to give a chance to their own manufacturers by giving

a preference to Irish goods. Now, what is the moral of all this

I have been saying to you ?

The moral is this—that the industrial decay of Ireland is the

greatest of all condemnations of English rule in this land ; that

industrial Ireland is a country with great natural resources

;

de cay and that the Irish people have proved by their past
English rule

^jg^-Qjy ^j^-j- they have an aptitude, and an inherent

capacity for industrial pursuits ; that Ireland was once a country
almost as prosperous industrially as England herself ; but as soon
as she became a serious rival in her markets, and the markets of
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the world, those industries were totally suppressed by the English

Parliament ; that Ireland, during the eighteen years that she

had her own Parliament, revived those industries, and that

those industries died away again from the very hour that self-

government was taken from our people. Now, what answer has
any English statesman of any party to give to that argument for

Home Rule ? There is no argument in reply ; and I, therefore,

to-day put forward this one point in the Home Rule case, that the

industrial decay of Ireland alone, if there was no other argument,
would be conclusive proof of the justice, and the necessity of our
demand.
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VII.

DISTRUST IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

AN ARGUMENT FOR HOME RULE.

Speech delivered at birr, ioth November, 1907.

Rev. Chairman, and fellow-countrymen, after the unfortunate Irish

Councils Bill was rejected by Ireland, it was stated by English

rejection of politicians, some of them to be found in all English
councils bill Parties, that the Irish people had grown careless

and apathetic about Home Rule. It was said by a number of

people here at home in Ireland, some of whom called themselves
Nationalists, that the Irish people had grown tired in this fight,

and were about to disband their forces, and give up the struggle.

My colleagues, and those who had gone through thirty years of

political warfare, with varying fortunes, sometimes successful,

oftener with defeat—we knew very well that the heart of Ireland

was sound on the question of Home Rule, and we knew that the
people who had faced, and had borne, and had overcome, the
defeats and disappointments of the last thirty years, were not going,

in a moment of impatience and despondency, to abandon the weapons
which had won so much for them since Parnell organised the
movement. I took the liberty, in the name of the Irish Party,
of answering our critics and opponents by saying that we would
appeal to the free verdict of the mass of the Irish people themselves,
and we commenced, immediately after Parliament rose, a great

series of Home Rule meetings in every part of Ireland—north,

south, east, and west. I myself attended as many of these meetings
as it was possible for me to attend, and I have witnessed these

meetings week by week increasing in enthusiasm and in numbers,
and I congratulate you to-day on the assembly of one of the most
magnificent meetings in its representative character, and vast
proportions, that I have ever witnessed at any time in any part of

Ireland.

Now I ask the attention of our opponents to the character of

these meetings. What is it that has brought together from every

character 0FPar* °f this and the neighbouring counties, such a
national vast gathering ? Is it merely the Land Question ?
meetings The Land guestion is not yet settled. We know

we are near the settlement, and know the methods that

will bring that settlement about. We know that we are on
the eve of the break-up of the great ranches. We know
how much the future of our race depends on the settlement
of this question ; but it is not the Land Question that brings this

mighty mass of people together. Is it the Education Question ?
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No
;
though in every phase that deserves attention, and the self-

sacrificing attention of every Irishman. It is not any particular,

any individual grievance you are assembled here to-day to give

testimony to. It is that all-embracing, that undying devotion to the

cause of self-government, of making Ireland a free nation. There
are here assembled old and j^oung, there are some who remember
O'Connell ; old men who were through the Land League struggle,

and suffered for Ireland, and young men just coming to years of

manhood, who have been reading of the times of their fathers.

All have come together at this meeting to let England know that

no matter what material grievances may be mitigated, or remedied,
the Irish people will never give peace or ease to any British Govern-
ment until they have vested in the hands of Irishmen the power
of governing Ireland, and of managing their own affairs.

Now, at these meetings I have been addressing, I devoted
myself in turn to each one of the great arguments for Home Rule,

distrust of anc* *n or<^er that these arguments should be put
administra- plainly before Ireland and England, I have taken

T,0N up one argument in each speech. To-day let me
briefly dwell on the question of the administration of justice in

Ireland. The first essential of a free and well-ordered country is

respect for the law and confidence in the administration of justice,

and if in any country you find a deep-rooted and widespread
disaffection to the law, and a rooted distrust in the administration

of justice, it argues either that the people are a benighted race,

utterly unfit for freedom or civilisation, which is not the case of

Ireland, or else that the government under which these people

live is a wicked and intolerable oppression. The idea which used
to be common that Irishmen were endowed with a double dose of

original sin, and the idea which was given expression to by the

late Lord Salisbury,44 that the Irish were a race like Hottentots,

unfit for free institutions, and incapable of understanding the

meaning of the words law and order and justice, have been completely
exploded, and I say there is no man in any part of England who
dare make such a statement now, and yet, admittedly, there is

to-day a rooted and almost universal distrust in the administration

of justice in Ireland. This distrust is the surest and greatest of all

marks of bad Government, and is the greatest of all arguments in

favour of Home Rule. No country can be free, no people can be
contented, where the law is generally held in disesteem and

44 Lord Salisbury made the notorious "Hottentot speech" on the 15th
May, 1886, at a time when the Second Reading of the Home Rule Bill of

that year was under discussion in the House of Commons, and with a view
of influencing the division on that measure. " Ireland," he declared, " is

not one nation, but two nations. These were races like the Hottentots and
even the Hindoos, incapable of self-government. He would not place con-
fidence in people who had acquired the habit of using knives and slugs. His
policy was that Parliament should enable the Government of England to
govern Ireland. Apply that recipe honestly, consistently, and resolutely
for twenty years, and at the end of that time you will find that Ireland will

be fit to accept any gifts in the way of local government or repeal of coercion
laws that you may wish to give her."
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disrepute, and the administration of the law is generally suspected.

Is that the case with Ireland ? I do not suppose that anybody will

deny it.

Let me give one or two startling proofs from our own experience

of how the people distrust the administration of justice, and how

proofs of that distrust is admitted by statesmen of all parties.

popular Let me recall to you an incident that will prove this.
distrust. In the year lg8g a Bill was introduced in Parliament

for England enabling prisoners to be examined and to give evidence

on their own behalf. That was demanded by the public opinion

of England in the interests of prisoners ; but the public opinion

of Ireland unanimously refused to have it extended to this country,

because of their rooted objection to the way that justice was
administered. One of the most distinguished Unionist lawyers in

sir henry England—Sir Henry James—on the 22nd March, 1888,
james on the second reading of the Criminal Evidence Bill,

used these remarkable words—" He did not think it possible to assert

that the conduct of criminal cases in Ireland was the same as in

England. Anyone who watched the conduct of criminal cases in

England knew that no prosecuting counsel ever thought of exercising

any ingenuity to secure a conviction. The judge was always

careful that no prosecuting counsel should for a moment exceed

his duty. He hoped, and believed, that was the state of things in

Ireland ; but he was not quite sure, that in some class of cases there

would not be an acuter phase of forensic rivalry than would be

displayed in this country, so that the efficacious principle might not

be the same in Ireland as in England. Therefore, this Bill should

not be extended to Ireland." Could there be a more damning
condemnation of British rule in Ireland ?

The late Lord Russell (then Sir Charles Russell), on the 22nd March,

1888, said in the same debate.
—

" In Ireland, rightly or wrongby, under

lord the existing system, a widespread distrust of the ad-
russell ministration of the law was unquestionably felt, and

it would be intensified if this Bill were extended to Ireland."

Let me take another, a more startling and dramatic, proof of the

utter distrust of the administration of justice in Ireland.

I suppose you all remember the case of Sergeant Sheridan ?45

; *3 Sergeant Sheridan, who left the country "unpunished, had three

accomplices in the Royal Irish Constabulary in his manufacture of crime,

perjury, and subornation of perjury. These men were Sergeant Keegan,
Constables Anderson and Reid. After a secret investigation, at which they
were examined on a condition of indemnity, in Mr. Wyndham's words in the

House of Commons, on the 15th July, 1902, " One (Anderson) remained on
at the Depot (of the Royal Irish Constabulary). The others, Keegan and
Reid, accepted the alternative of resigning. They received no pensions, but
were assisted to make a fresh start in life by a compassionate grant of ^200
and £50 respectivelv.' 1 The ' compassionate grants " to these criminals may
well be compared with the sums given as compensation to their victims The
sums of £25 and £100 were, according to Mr Wyndham's statement on the

8th August, 1902, paid to Murphy (the innocent man who pleaded guilty) and
to McGoolan respectively, while a sum of 10s. a week is paid to the mother of

Bray, the third prisoner, who is dead, and whose death is probably due to his

imprisonment.
E
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In that case a number of respectable young men were suddenly

police
arrested on a charge of committing a most horrible

manufacture and brutal offence—cattle maiming—an offence
of crime abhorrent to the nature of any decent man, and an

offence which, thank God, is especially abhorrent to the nature of

the Irish people. They were tried for this offence and convicted,

and sentenced to long terms of imprisonment for an offence

committed by Sheridan. Now, fellow-countrymen, it was admitted

afterwards that they were innocent. The Government publicly

admitted they were innocent, and they gave them some small

compensation ; and it was admitted that the crime had really

been committed by the very man on whose evidence the}' were
convicted—Sergeant Sheridan.

Do not mistake my point. I am not making any point about
wrong conviction or miscarriage of justice—miscarriages of justice

innocent man must happen, and do happen occasionally in nearly
pleads every country. My point is this : one of these
guilty

innocent men pleaded guilty to the offence with
which he was charged. One of those men who it was admitted
afterwards was innocent ; he was a decent, respectable young boy,
charged before the country with this horrible offence, but he was
advised by his counsel and solicitor that he was certain to be
convicted, and so, distrustful of the administration of justice, and
of the tribunal before which he appeared, he pleaded guilty to an
offence of which he was innocent. It would be impossible for

anybody to produce a more dramatic proof of the truth of the
statement that there is a deep-rooted and wide-spread distrust in,

and suspicion of, the law and the administration of it in Ireland.

But as to that it is unnecessary to argue.
What is the origin of this distrust ? That is the important

question. It springs, no doubt, to some extent from the fact that

origin of the laws under which we live in Ireland are foreign laws,
distrust madeby a foreign Parliament. It springs also largelyfrom

the fact that many of these criminal laws are not only tyrannical

and oppressive, but are special laws for Ireland, that could not be
passed for England. But most of all this distrust springs from
the manner in which the criminal laws are administered

in Ireland, and from the character of the tribunals who administer
them. Foreign laws coming to Ireland, as Gladstone said " in foreign

garb " can never command the respect of the people. It is the same
all over the world. Do you think Englishmen would respect

laws made in France by a French Parliament, in which the

Englishmen were only as one to six ? Do you think the Australians

or Canadians would respect laws made in London ? But these

laws of ours are not only foreign made laws, but many of the
criminal laws are tyrannical, oppressive, and exceptional, enacted
specially for Ireland, which were not, and never could have been,

enacted for England. To prove that I need not go far back. It

would be easy to show how in past times the Law of Treason was
far more oppressive in Ireland than in England. It would be easy
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to refer to the code of the Whiteboy Acts, one of the most oppressive
codes ever enacted, and unknown in Great Britain.

But it is unnecessary to go to the past ; it is sufficient for us to

know that there has been a Coercion Act for Ireland for every year

coercion acts since the Union, and at this very moment, although
since union, there is a Liberal Government in power, pledged to

govern Ireland, according to Irish ideas, and according to demo-
cratic ideas, there is in existence a perpetual, a permanent Coercion
Act, under which to-morrow, at the will of a single individual, all

our most cherished rights and liberties could be suppressed. To-
morrow, by a scratch of the pen, the Lord Lieutenant could deprive
you of the right of public meeting, of your right of trial by jury,

call into existence as a tribunal to try you two Removables, paid
servants of his, who must either obey his orders or lose their office.

I think I need say no more to show you that these criminal laws
are not only foreign, but exceptional and oppressive, and made
specially for Ireland.

But the real reason, after all, for distrust of the law is to be found
in the fact that the whole criminal law of Ireland is administered

administra- on a different system and in a different spirit, from
tion of law. that which prevails, and is administered in England.
From the days of the trial of O'Connell, 46 trial by jury in the case
of political offences has been little better than what Lord Denman
described it

—
" A mockery, a delusion, and a snare." In political

or semi-political cases trial by jury is rendered a ghastly farce,

jury by the deliberate packing of juries by the Crown
packing, and has been turned into that by successive

Governments, Tory or Liberal. This practice poisons the very
fountains of justice, and is unknown in England. One of the
greatest judges who sat on the English Bench—Sir James FitzJames
Stephens—in his great work on the History of the Criminal Law,
says
—

" The Crown possesses what is nearly equivalent to a right of

peremptory challenge, the power to stand aside. This practically

is a matter of hardly any importance in England. In the course
of my experience I do not remember more than two occasions in

which there were any considerable number of challenges." That
is the English practice. What is the Irish ? Lord Ashbourne, the

]
'{is Mr. Redmond alludes to the trial at "Bar of Daniel O'Connell and others,

for conspiracy in the Irish Court of Queen's Bench in 1844. It is sufficient

to state the facts that are admitted. An error which at least one Irish Judge
believed not to have been unintentional was made in the panel of the jury,

and by this error more than twenty Catholics were excluded from the juror
lists. Of the Catholics whose names were called all were objected to by the
Government prosecutor, and accordingly there was not a single Catholic
on the jury which tried the greatest Catholic of his age in the metropolis of

an essentially Catholic country, and at a time when sectarian animosity was
at its height. After a charge from the Chief Justice, which Macaulay after-

wards compared to the displays of judicial patizanship in the State Trials

of Charles II., O'Connell was found guilty, and condemned to two years'

imprisonment, together with a fine, a sentence against which he appealed to
the House of Lords, who set aside the proceedings, which Lord Denman
condemned in the strongest terms.
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late Lord Chancellor of Ireland in the House of Lords, in March,

1887, said :

—
" It was common at assizes in Ireland, as he had seen

it himself, to have fifty, sixty, eighty, ninety and one hundred
persons ordered to stand by, in order to get a jury that could

be relied on." And the organ of the Unionists, the Daily Express,

wrote, in March, 1887
—

" The times demand plain speaking. Trial

by jury for political or semi-political offences has ever been more
or less of a pretence and make-believe in Ireland down to the present

time, The Crown has succeeded in asserting the law by such an
admission of arrangement of the jury system as would secure
tory press -j-^g presence on the jury of men on whom the Crown

officers could rely." And so the practice has gone on. One
Government may pack more than another ; but the mischief is

done, and the distrust of administration of justice is universal
and deep-rooted.

One other point : those who are called on to administer the
law ought to be above suspicion. They are in England.

In England men are appointed to the Bench for their pro-
fessional fitness and qualities ; in Ireland, as we know, under

partizan successive Governments, men are appointed to the
judges Bench simply for political services ; and the more

bitter partisan a man is—the more outspoken an enemy he is to
the rights of the people—the more certain he has been, in the past,
to find his way to the Bench. In England, when a politician is

promoted to the Bench, except in the rarest cases, he leaves his
politics behind him ; but in Ireland, all through the century, and
down to this very moment, the Irish people are familiar with the
political judge, the partizan on the Bench, with the inevitable result
that the mass of the people have no confidence whatever in the
impartiality of the tribunal. Now I need not go back to the past

for an illustration. Only the other day the Lord Chief

chief dUsncE Justice of Ireland, in open court, attacked the
and the Attorney-General, because he did not prosecute

general' certain prominent politicians. I exceedingly regret

that the Attorney-General did not respectfully ask
his lordship to mind his own business. It was no business of his.

The duty and the grave responsibility of deciding who shall be
prosecuted for political offences, and who shall not, rests on the

Attorney-General, and the Executive Government of the day

;

and for a judge on the Bench to attempt to influence, or, as it might
be said, to intimidate the Attorney-General and the Executive
Government in the discharge of this delicate and responsible duty,

is a scandal which, in my opinion, could take place nowhere in the
civilised world except in Ireland. Just think for a moment what a
serious matter this might be. Suppose to-morrow that the Lord
Chief Justice goes down to his Court and orders the Attorney-
General to prosecute me ; and suppose the Attorney-General takes

his orders, and does prosecute me; then I am to be sent for trial

before the very judge who has ordered my indictment ;—and the
Irish people, in the face of such things, are blamed because they
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have no confidence in the administration of justice. You would think
that of all men living the present Lord Chief Justice of Ireland would
be the last to be guilty of this indiscretion. It is not the first time

MR that he has afforded an argument to us.47 It is not
Gladstone's the first time he has given us an example of the

V,EWS
demoralising effects of the absence of National self-

government. I remember, immediately after he was appointed
Lord Chief Justice, a great speech made in Manchester on the 3rd
December, 1889, by Mr. Gladstone. Mr. Gladstone said :—

The Attorney-General has been rewarded for his jury-packing in Ireland,
and for his mode of conducting public business, by being appointed Lord
Chief Justice in Ireland. When these proceedings go on, do you think it odd.
that the Irish have not the same affection as you have, and do not place the
same confidence as you are happily enabled to place, in the judges of the land.
. . . Conduct of that sort indicates and illustrates the broad, vital, funda-
mental difference between the whole tone and spirit of the administration of
the law in Ireland and the administration of the law in England.

Now, have I established my point ? Let me briefly sum it up.
I say there is to-day a widespread distrust of the administration

reasons of °^ j xisLice in Ireland. This I say is the natural and
distrust inevitable result, first of foreign-made laws, then of

summarized.
excepti nal and oppressive laws ; then of the vital

difference in the system, principle, and practice in the administration
of the laws in England and in Ireland ; then, further, there is the
practice of exhuming old and obsolete laws like that of Edward III.

for the purpose of punishing political opponents ; then that distrust

is due to the difference in the mode of appointing judges, and finally,

and above all else, to the system of jury-packing unknown in

England, which poisons the fountains of justice. These things

cannot be contradicted ; and if so, I have made an unanswerable
argument in favour of Home Rule, of condemnation of British rule,

under which such enormities are possible.

47 The Lord Chief Justice furnished in his conduct at the trial of a con-
spiracy case at the Cork Assizes in 1901, an argument against the appointment
to the Bench of gentlemen for party services. Mr. Redmond, as Leader of the
Irish Parliamentary Party, placed a notice of motion on the paper of the
House of Commons impugning his conduct, but on application to Mr. Balfour,
on the 30th July, 1901, to afford facilities for its discussion, was refused such
facilities on the ground that the House would not be well advised if it allowed
ics time to be taken up in discussing the Judicial Bench. This extraordinary
and unprecedented attitude of Mr. Balfour in thus shielding from Parliamentary
criticism the gentleman who had been his principal assistant in his Irish

Coercion regime elicited from Mr. Redmond the remark, which is incontro-

vertible, that in every instance since the Act of Union, not to go further back,
in which a motion impugning the conduct of a judge has been put on the
paper, early facilities had been afforded by the Government for its discussion.
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VIII.

EXTRAVAGANCE OF IRISH ADMINISTRATION.

Speech delivered at Drumkeerin, Co. Leitrim, 27TH October,
1907.

We in Ireland are cursed with the most inefncientjand," at the same
time, the most costly Government in the whole world. At recent

costly meetings that I have addressed I have dwelt upon the
government, inefficiency of the Government, and how in every

department it is a bad Government. To-daj? I ask you to bear
with me while I very, very shortly deal with the question of the

cost of the Government. This Ireland is a poor country. Our
Government should be run on modest and economical lines. We
have no money to spare in Ireland, to waste in luxury or empty
pomp and display. And yet it is an indisputable fact that the
government of this poor country of ours is modelled on lines of

extravagance unknown in any similar country in the whole world.

This is the case from top to bottom. The Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, who occupies the position of Governor of a Colony, is

paid £20,000 a year.48 That is to say exactly double the salary that

is paid to the President of the United States of America. The
judges' salaries in this country are far and away higher than the
salaries of the judges in America. The number of public officials

is altogether out of proportion to the population and resources of

the country, and their salaries are also ridiculously extravagant ;

and so, right down from the Lord Lieutenant to the policeman,
every department of the Irish Government is overmanned and
extravagantly paid. Yes, except one.

There is one exception. The only department of the Govern-
ment in this country that is starved and has been deliberately

teaching starved by England is education. The only Govern-
starved. ment officials who are really badly paid men in Ireland

to-day are the teachers, the men of all others who ought to be
the best paid, and who have upon their shoulders the greatest

responsibility for the future welfare of our nation.

48 The salary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland was reduced from £30,000
to £20,000 per annum owing to the fact that a Duke of Northumberland, an
enormously rich nobleman, on being appointed to the Irish Viceroyalty, under-
took to discharge the duties of the office at this " reduced " salary. The Lord
Lieutenant on his appointment is granted an allowance of £5,000 for " outfit."

Before the establishment of the Irish Constitution of 1782 there have been
cases—at least three in the eighteenth century—in which noblemen have
been appointed to the Lord Lieutenancy, which they resigned without setting

foot in Ireland, having pocketed " the allowance for outfit." After the Union
the salaries of the Irish Puisne Judges were raised. Till 1907, the salary of

the Irish Lord Chancellor was £8,000 per annum, with a pension for life on
retirement of £4,000 per annum (Irish). It is now reduced by statute to

£6,000 per annum.
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We are ruled, fellow-countrymen, as you know, by a system of
Boards or Departments, and these Boards or Departments cost

increased everyyear between seven and eight millions of money.
taxation The whole Civil Government of Belgium, with a

population far larger than the population of Ireland, is run for about
one-half that amount ; and ever since the Financial Relations
Commission sat—the Commission, remember, which declared that
Ireland was over-taxed to the extent of nearly three millions a
year—ever since then the revenue from taxation raised in Ireland
every year has increased, but at the same time the money spent
on the rotten Government of Ireland has kept pace with it. Now
let me give you the figures, for it will be something for you to bring
home with you and think upon. In 1893-4 the revenue raised in
Ireland was £7,568,649. In 1906-7 the revenue raised was £9,490,000
or an increase of about two millions ; but the expenditure on Irish
Government more than kept pace with it. In 1893-4 the cost of
running these rotten Castle Boards was £5,602,555. In last year,

1906-7, the cost of running that Government had risen to £7,678,000,
or an increase of more than two millions. Now, one result of this is

very strange. It is that although Ireland is paying more in taxes
every year than she was at the time of the Financial Relations
Commission, what is called her Imperial contribution, that is her
contribution to the outside expenses of the Empire, has decreased,
so that England or the Empire does not benefit by the present

the empire svstem > and if we go on as at present, at the present
does not rate of increased expenditure in Ireland ; and if the

taxes on sugar, on tea, and other commodities be
decreased as is almost certain the result will be that what is called

the Imperial contribution from Ireland will almost disappear, that

is, after paying all the absurd and criminal extravagance of this

rotten Government, there may be practically no margin left at all,

out of the Irish revenue towards Imperial expenditure. Therefore,

the Empire does not benefit by the extravagant cost nor does

Ireland gain, because, as the Government in this country becomes
more expensive, it becomes, if anything, more inefficient and bad.

Fellow-countrymen, I have prepared some figures in the form
of a tabulated statement, which will be of value when published,

statistics and I will hand them to the Press and ask them to
of increases incorporate them in the report of my speech.

These figures are as follows :

—

IRISH REVENUE.
1893-4. 1906-7.

Income Tax £653,417 £1,102,000
Death Duties 473.927 691,000
Stamps 248,600 300,000
Tea, etc. 581,062 1,336,000
Tobacco 1,174,642 1,291,000
Alcohol 3.512,071 3,554,000
Non Tax 134,828 126,000

Post Office 752,293 1,060,000

Crown Lands 37.8oo 30,000

^7,568,649 £9,490,000
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EXPENDITURE ON IRISH GOVERNMENT.

1893-4. 1906-7.

Law and Police .. .. .. ^2,162,138 2,208,000

Dublin Castle
Education
Local Grants
Post Office

862,438 1,035,500
1,141,906 1,426,000

643,203 1,800,000

792,810 1,209,000

^5,602,555 £7,678,500

In these figures what are called " Local Grants " include Rates on Govern-
ment property, Railways, Hospitals, Irish Development Grant, Exchequer
grants, and payments to local taxation account and other accounts.

So that since the Financial Relations Commission we pay in taxation

£1,921,351 a year more, and the Irish Government costs £2,075,945
a year more now. That is a monstrous and extravagant and
demoralising waste.

One-half of it would be ample.
How is this money spent ? You have in this country an army

of increases of useless and overpaid officials—it is calculated
how spent there are in Ireland 100,000 officials, and a recent

moderate estimate published, goes to show that these 100,000
officials receive about three million pounds a year in the
shape of pay, pensions, and gratuities. That is to say, that
of every £2 supposed to be spent on the Government of Ireland
nearly one-half is pocketed by an employe of the bureaucracy.

Now, by comparison with England and Scotland, this expenditure

comparison *s monstrous and incredible. In 1886, Mr. Gladstone
with England declared that the cost of government per head of the
and Scotland

p pUlation of England was only one-half what it

was in Ireland.49

Last year, according to the figures, the civil government of Scot-

land only cost five and a half millions, whereas it cost well over seven
and a half millions in Ireland. The judicial system in Ireland costs

£200,000 a year more than the judicial system in Scotland, and
the Irish police cost more than three times the police of Scotland,

although the population of the two countries is about the same, and
although the criminal statistics show there is considerably less

crime to be dealt with in Ireland than in Scotland. The one item
alone in which the Scotch Government is more expensive than the
Irish Government is in the Department of Education.

49 Mr. Gladstone, on April 8th, 1886, in his speech on the introduction of

the Government of Ireland Bill, said : " I will state one other striking fact
with regard to the Irish expenditure. The House would like to know that an
amount has been going on—and which at this moment is going on—of what I

must call a waste of public money, demoralising in its influence upon both
countries. The civil charges per capita at this moment are in Great Britain
8s. 2d., and in Ireland 16s. They have increased in Ireland in the last fifteen

years by 63 per cent., and my belief is that if the present legislative and
administrative systems be maintained, you must make up your minds to a
continual, never-ending, and never-to-be-limited augmentation."
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I repeat again that, whilst the Irish Government is extravagant
in every other respect, it is mean and niggardly and inefficient in

the matter of payment for the education of the Irish

compared people. If we compare the cost of the Irish Govern-
with that ment with the cost of foreign nations, what do we
countries find ? I have taken out the cost of the civil govern-

ment of practically every country in Europe, and find
that it is higher, this cost of Irish government, than any of them.
It is far higher than Norway, Holland, France, Denmark, Portugal,
Sweden, Italy, Spain, Roumania, Bulgaria, Servia, Greece, Belgium,
Switzerland, Austria-Hungary, Germany, Russia, and, in fact, it

may with absolute truth be said Ireland, probably the poorest
nation in Europe, pays more for her government than any other
nation. And what a government ! It promotes neither peace,
prosperity, nor contentment.

And, remember that every penny of this cost is paid by us.
We hear a great deal of talk about the British Treasury and of

Ireland British grants. The British Treasury is the purse
alone bears controlled by England, into which our taxation

0ST
is poured. You hear of free grants for Ireland ; for

railways, relief of distress, and other things. We contribute more
than we get back every year. Every penny of money " granted,"
as it is called, for these purposes, which Englishmen talk of as
" British money," is paid by Ireland herself. Unfortunately, under
the present system no one in this country has any interest in

economising in the Government, because every penny economised
in the Government, under the present system, goes, not to the Irish

people at all, but back into the British Treasury, and hence there

is no one, under the present system, interested in keeping down
the expenditure.

Now, what has been England's system of rule ? England has
maintained in the past this wasteful and extravagant system of

a wholesale Government in order that she might attempt to

system of subdue the national spirit of Ireland by a wholesale
bribery.

system of bribery, 5o and bribery, remember, carried

out, as I have shown you, not by her own money, but by the money
of our own people, whom she is endeavouring to bribe. Can I ask,

and this is the moral of my speech, can a more powerful argument
for Home Rule be conceived ? If Ireland were self-governed, she

could easily be governed as cheaply as Belgium, or aiiy of the

small nations of Europe. She could easily be governed at one
half the present expenditure ; and if the present revenue were

50 To give a single illustration. At a meeting of the members of the Irish

Bar, on the eve of the introduction of the measure of the Union, a resolution

to resist the destruction of the Irish Parliament was carried on a division by
162 against 32. Of the thirty-two that composed the minority at this meeting.

. all but five before the close of 1S03 obtained their reward. Amongst them
were numbered five judges, sixteen County Court Judges, two Officers in

Chancery, three Commissioners of Bankrupts, and one Commissioner of the

Board of Compensation. Of all the members of the Irish House of Commons
who voted for the Union seven only, according to Grattan, were unbribed.
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maintained by her government, we would have millions for the

development of our country, for fostering industries, for housing its

people, for education, and for promoting generally the happiness
and prosperity of our people.

Why, some of you may ask me, do I emphasise all these things,

which are known and must be familiar to every intelligent man
argument *s us^enmg t° me - The answer is, that we are

for home at the beginning of a great Home Rule campaign,
RULE and we are putting on foot a great propaganda, not

only in this country, but in Great Britain. We have arrived at a
position in the Home Rule movement now when what is chiefly

wanted, in Great Britain, at any rate, are knowledge and information

about the Irish question, and we feel it our duty to put these

arguments plainly before the masses of the people of Great Britain,

who, at any rate, and I can say it truthfully of the mass of the
working people, are not hostile to Ireland to-day or to Home Rule.

Do not believe the croakers who tell you that the future is black.

My memory can go back for nearly thirty years of Irish public

hopeful work, and over and over again during that period.
future i have remembered a time when, owing to some

temporary delay, faint hearts or rash heads have induced men to

say, " Oh, we did not get all we wanted last year or the year before
;

therefore let us stop at home at Manorhamilton or Drumkeerin."

If, fellow-countrymen, their advice had been taken, where would
the cause of Ireland and you be to-day ? It is a faint heart that

repines and loses courage because of disappointments and set-backs.

The men who are in earnest and have the truest form of courage

are those who set their faces as flint against delay or disappointment,

to whom a set-back means not a rout or demoralisation, but an
incentive to further united action. I appeal to you, therefore, to

follow the example of those who went before you during the past

thirty years. Steady your ranks, and let all the world know that

Lough Gill will be dried up before this great county will be content

to fold its arms and give up the struggle for national liberty.

.
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IX.

HOUSING OF THE WORKING-CLASSES.

Speech delivered in Sligo, 28th October, 1907.

To anyone in my position in public life it is a great source of strength
to be associated in any degree whatever with the municipal institu-

the urban tions of the country. I have often thought that in
vote. the distribution of political power in this country at

present the urban population has not its fair share. No doubt,
the day of small Parliamentary boroughs has gone for ever, and
possibly that is a very good thing. But is there not a danger of

going to the other extreme when large urban populations like Sligo

are, so far as Parliamentary representation is concerned, merged in

purely rural constituencies—in agricultural populations around
them ?

After all, the urban populations have their own special needs
and interests, and I am not satisfied that in the present distribution

of political power in this country the urban population has an
adequate representation. I do not know how far the system which
is in vogue in Scotland would meet this case. As you are aware, in

Scotland there is a system of grouping boroughs together into one
constituency, and I am not sure that something of that kind could
not be done to give a more full representation to urban interests

and urban needs in the Parliamentary working of the country.

However, that is a matter that will possibly not be settled until

we have a Government of our own. When we have, I sincerely

trust that the urban population of Ireland will obtain greater

representation than it does at this moment.
Gentlemen, the duties which devolve on municipalities at the

present time in Ireland are of the gravest and sometimes of the most
onerous kind. The Mayor has alluded to one question on which I

would like to make some remarks. It is one of the most serious of all

housing of the problems which fall within the sphere of municipal
working duty. I mean the question of the housing of the

working-classes in Irish towns. It is unnecessary for

me to enlarge upon the urgency and importance of this question from
every point of view. To-day we are hearing a great deal—in my
judgment not half enough—of the awful ravages of consumption
in this country. Now, everybody knows that the insanitary con-

dition of so many of the houses in Ireland lies very largely at the

root of this terrible plague, which, remember, causes more deaths

in Ireland than all the other diseases known to humanity put
together.

Much has been done for the agricultural labourers to provide

them with decent dwellings. I am not without hope that

when the Agricultural Labourers Acts have finally operated
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all over Ireland, with the additional money required, which

labourers' wm be got for the purpose—when they have
dwellings spread decent habitations all over the country in

place of the old, insanitary houses in which
labourers dwelt ; when there is, as I think there ought to

be in the case of consumption, notification of the disease to the
proper authority ; and when there is more drastic action by the
sanitary inspectors, and an extension of the nursing system, to

which noble work Lady Dudley, for example, is devoting so much
time, energy, and thought—when these things are done, I believe

there will be found, so far as consumption is concerned, an enormous
improvement in the country parts of Ireland.

But in the towns of Ireland, where the evil is far worse, little

or nothing has been done in recent years. In Ireland there are at

town the present moment 79,149 tenements, with families
tenements, living in one room only ; there are 242,710 tenements

in Ireland consisting of only two rooms. Now, this proportion is

very much larger than is to be found in England or Scotland. But
whether it be larger or not, is it not a disgrace and a danger, and a

horrible state of affairs ? Is it not a horrible state of affairs that

any government should allow it to continue for a single hour ? The
result is that the urban death-rate for Ireland is far higher than it

is in Great Britain, and the awful plague of consumption is in-

urban creasing in this country. Let me give you yet another
death-rate.

figUre . In the City of Dublin alone, 21,747 families,

or 36.7 of all the families in the city, live in one room tenements.
This is far worse than is to be found in any of the great cities in

Great Britain, and the result is that the death-rate of Dublin is

considerably higher than the death-rate of any of the great cities

of England or Scotland; and the same is true, in a lesser proportion,

of the City of Belfast, of the Cities of Cork, of Waterford, of Limerick,
and, I suppose, is true, in its proportion, also of Sligo.

Now, the gravity of this question, and the urgency of it, have
been admitted, like so many other of our grievances, by successive

the act of
Governments—Conservative and Liberal. In 1903

1903 not a measure was introduced into the House of Commons
E
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T0 dealing with the Housing of the Working Classes in

England, and was passed into law. It was not, in

my judgment, a very valuable or a very far-reaching proposal, and
may not be said to have done very much. But this it did, it extended
the period for repayment of loans to eighty years. The measure
was not extended to Ireland, but had reference only to Great
Britain, and some gentlemen might be inclined to ask

—
" Where were

you ? Why not have insisted on its being extended to Ireland ?
"

Well, the answer is this. When questioned by me in the House,
Mr. Wyndham, the then Chief Secretary, said in reply

—
" Mr. Long

who, as President of the English Local Government Board had charge
of the Bill consulted me on this point, and after going intothe Bill with
my legal advisers I thought it best that Ireland should be separately
dealt with. The adaptation of English measures to Ireland tends,
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I think, to produce a somewhat confusing kind of legislation." A
good Home Rule sentiment ; and further

—
" Whether

wyndham's Mr. Long's Bill is or is not passed this session, I shall

unfulfilled
^ave *° consider the housing question in Ireland along
with the labourer's question during the autumn."

Now, nothing came whatever of that promise, and loans can only be
obtained to-day by local authorities at prohibitive rates. There are

some cases, I know, of urban authorities, notably the municipality of

Wexford, where the urban authorities have been able to borrow
money for the purpose of erecting artisans' dwellings from a private

bank cheaper than they could get it from the Government. That,

I say, is a monstrous state of things, and the claim of the Mayor that

money should be advanced as cheaply as for agricultural labourers

is one that would not be rejected by a native government for a

single moment.
The promise of Mr. Wyndham, who admitted the grievance and

promised legislation, has been repeated by his successors. In reply

to your own member, Mr. M'Hugh, on the 22nd November last,

Mr. Bryce said, " It was the intention of the Government, at a

mr. bryce'S convenient period, to consider whether an amendment
promise f tne jaw relating to the housing of the working-

classes in towns was necessary. The matter would not be lost sight

of." That phrase, " Would not be lost sight of," is most popular

with all English statesmen of all parties when dealing with Irish

questions. A similar statement was made by Mr. Cherry, the Irish

Attorney-General, who declared, " I certainly think that the

labourers in urban districts deserve consideration." And last year,

when discussing the Agricultural Labourers Bill, we succeeded in

extracting from Mr. Asquith, the present Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, the very clear and definite promise that the Government
would introduce legislation to reduce the rate of interest on all loans

in Ireland. These promises have been repeated this very year by
Mr. Birrell, who, on the 26th February, in answer to a question by
Alderman Joyce, member for Limerick City, said, " He had nothing

mr birrell'S *° add to the statements made by his predecessor,

promises that it was the intention of the Government, on a
convenient opportunity, to consider an amendment of the law
relating to the housing of the working-classes in the towns of

Ireland."

Now I want to know when is the " convenient opportunity " to

come ? How many more years of misery, suffering, disease, and
sickening demoralisation are to be allowed to pass over before
delay Government fulfils its pledges ? Remember that

this is a non-contentious subject ; it is non-political, and, I believe,

that in any effort to legislate on it no opposition would come from
any parties in the State. It is twenty years ago since the Royal
Commission on the Housing of the Working Classes reported on
the necessity of an amendment of the law. That Commission
reported as follows :

—
" The poverty of the labouring classes in the

.owns of Ireland is extreme
;
nothing could be more miserable
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than the condition of their dwellings and surroundings, but,

royal
notwithstanding the adverse influences of their

commission existence, the standard of their morality is very

ho°using
E
of high-" It is a crying disgrace to the Government

the working of Ireland, and the strongest possible argument in
classes.

favour of Home Rule, that nothing has been done
in all these years for these people. Now, we may all have
our particular pet theories as to the most perfect solution

of this problem. For my part, I do not believe, as far as

the great cities are concerned, that the final and complete
solution is to be found in the pulling down and buying up of

slum property ; but I believe the real solution is in the pro-

curing, as far as possible, of separate dwellings on the outskirts

of the cities and towns, and providing cheap rates of transit for

workmen to their homes. And I further, gentlemen, say that I

agree fully with the recommendations made twenty years ago by
the late Edmund Dwyer Gray in the direction of the municipalisa-

tion of the lands of the towns in order to secure to the community
what is commonly known as the " unearned increment," and that

municipalisa-
vacant houses and lands should be taxed. But

tion of town whether I am right, or other people right, whatever
lands.

js foe real and full solution of the problem, something
should be done at once to stay the demoralisation, disease and
crime, which must necessarily spring from the present conditions

which exist in reference to the workers in the towns. Now, the

Irish Party have done something in this matter in face of great

difficulties. I believe the Town Tenants Act of last year has done

town much, but no doubt it was not a complete measure.
tenants act. Tf passed as we introduced it, before the House of

Lords entered on the course of " amending " it, it would have been
of some good, and it is our duty to extend its provisions.

On the general question of the housing of the working-classes

the Irish Party intend to make a proposal to the Government of a
perfectly practical character, and to press it with all
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nd the power at their command ; and we must agitate

T
ouestion

NG ^s Questi°n - The artisans and labourers of the
towns should organise themselves. Ireland has made

great sacrifices for the farmers and agricultural labourers, and
certainly the town labourers and artisans have an equal claim

upon the country. Without their assistance, I believe, it would
be impossible to have reformed the Irish Land Question. Without
their assistance, I believe, it would have been impossible to sustain

the great national movement during the last generation ; and the

least we may expect from the country is that the country will assist

in obtaining some measure, at least, of their rights ; and I promise
the artisans and labourers of the towns of Ireland here to-day
that the Irish Party and the National Organisation will turn their

full force on to this question, so as to secure an extension of the
Town Tenants Act, and to obtain money sufficient out of the millions

due to Ireland to provide decent habitations for the best Nationalists

in Ireland—the artisans in her cities and towns.
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X.

SUCCESSFUL WORKING OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM
IN IRELAND.

Speech in Ennis, 17th November, 1907.

I want to-day to address myself to one argument, and one alone,

on this question of Home Rule. I want to-day, if you will bear with

irish capacity me >
t° answer a foul and lying accusation made re-

for self- cently against the Irish people by Mr. Arthur Balfour.
government Fenow_countrymen, when Mr. Arthur Balfour found

that the Home Rule movement was again coming to a head,
he cast about for some new argument to induce the people of

England to revive those feelings of hostility which defeated us
twenty years ago, but which he knows to-day have disappeared
from the heart of the masses of the workingmen in England. Since

the Home Rule Bill of 1893 was proposed, an entirely new fact

has arisen which completely undermines and destroys the main
argument of the opponents to Home Rule. The stock argument
in England was that it would be unsafe to give Home Rule to

Ireland, because the Irish people—so the world was told—were
unfit for Self-Government, and, if they got power into their hands,

would instantly ruin the country by the extravagance, corruption,

and general incapacity of those selected to administer their local

affairs, and that the majority would persecute and oppress and,
in fact, destroy the Protestant minority living in their midst. Yes

;

and I tell you that this argument was the main factor in defeating

the Home Rule Bill twenty years ago. In vain we appealed to the

experience of the world, to the experience of other lands ; in vain

we pointed out that wherever Irishmen went through the world
they proved themselves capable of self-government, and that they
had supplied to the Empire itself some of its greatest and wisest

rulers. But it was all of no use. We defeated our opponents in

argument, but we could not touch what seemed to be almost a
superstition in the minds of Englishmen, that whatever might be
the case with Irishmen abroad, the Irishmen at home in their own
country were incapable of self-government, and could not be
safely trusted with the management of even the smallest of their

own affairs. It was that argument that defeated us.

Now, fellow-countrymen, that argument has disappeared for

ever, and instead of that we have now on our side a new and un-
answerable argument for Home Rule, in the successful

work
E
in
S
g
FU
of working of Local Government under the County

local Councils and District Councils. Remember that the

mTnTUT^ONS Local Government Act of 1898 was a thorough and
complete Act. It was not a half measure. It was

not a half-way house. It conferred full and complete control, as fully
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completely as was conferred on the English people and on the Scotch
people, full and complete control of local affairs on the mass of the
Irish people. It worked a social revolution ; it completely dis-

established the old ascendancy class from its position of power, and
made the mass of the Irish people masters of all the finance and
all the local affairs of Ireland. It placed enormous patronage in

the hands of the people, it gave them control of the expenditure
of vast sums of money—in a word, a more thorough test of the
capacity of the mass of the Irish people to govern themselves could

lord n°t be devised. Many people prophesied evil. Lord
Salisbury's Salisbury in 1885 declared that Home Rule itself
predictions would be fraught with less dangers He said that

he would prefer to give full National Self-Government to Ireland

than to give her a System of County Councils, and that when
conferring Local Government freely on England and Scotland, if it

were to be extended to Ireland, the result would be ruin, mis-
management, corruption, and intolerance. Mr. Gerald Balfour,

the man. who carried the Act of '98, declared at the time that " if

the councillors did their work with business capacity, and in a
spirit of toleration, it would mitigate one of the arguments which
had always been felt to tell heavily in England against Home Rule."
Therefore, fellow-countrymen, by universal admission of friends

and foes, this Local Government Act was a great test of the fitness

of the people to govern themselves.

Now, I want to-day to ask how has Ireland stood the test ?

Until this year no one was found to dispute the fact that Local

mr balfour Government was working efficiently, economically,

again on and successfully in Ireland, but at the commencement
warpath

Q£^ yeaTj when, as I said, the Home Rule movement
was again coming to a head, Mr. Arthur Balfour, on March 8th,

made a speech to a deputation of Irish Unionists, in which he
declared that the Local Government Act had been a failure in

Ireland. Now let me read for you what he said :

If the information that you have to-day given me be correct, and it is

confirmed from all quarters which I have had an opportunity of consulting,

the Local Government Act is being used in every county in Ireland where the
Nationalist Party have a majority, not to further the administrative necessities

51 The reference is to Lord Salisbury's speech at Newport, on October 7th,

1885. " Local authorities," he then said, " are more exposed to the temptation
of enabling the majority to be unjust to the minority when they obtain juris-

diction over a small area than is the case when the authority derives its sanction
and extends its jurisdiction over a wider area. In a large central authority
the wisdom of several parts of the country will correct the folly or mistakes
of one. In a local authority that correction is to a much greater extent
wanting, and it would be impossible to leave that out of sight in any ex-

tension of any such local authority to Ireland." In the same speech Lord
Salisbury, whose Viceroy, Lord Carnarvon, had with his knowledge been in

communication with Mr. Parnell in reference to the establishment of an
Irish Parliament for purely Irish affairs, made pointed reference to Mr.
ParnelPs allusion, in a speech delivered a day or two before to the position
of Austro-Hungary in respect to Imperial Federation, " I gathered," said
Lord Salisbury, innocently, " that some notion of Imperial Federation was
floating in his mind."
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of that county, not to appoint, not to use the patronage vested in the majority
for the purpose of appointing the best men to do the work they have to do.
It is used as a great electoral machine for promoting the party interests of a par-
ticular section, even though the really essential local interests of the community
are fatally sacrificed thereby. But when we come to the problem of what
we ought or ought not to hand over to the party which thus uses the powers
which have been given to it by the Imperial Parliament, are we bound to draw
the inevitable inference, and say that those who have proved themselves
unworthy of the trust in small matters cannot be given the larger trust which
they claim at our hands ?

He then went on to declare that the English people should draw
the inevitable inference that these people who had proved them-
selves unworthy of trust in small matters, could not now be given
a larger trust in the shape of Home Rule. There is an accusation
clear and definite. It is an accusation of the failure of the Local
Government in Ireland to meet the administrative necessities of

the people, of deliberately sacrificing the essential local interests

of the community, an accusation of gross corruption in the making
of appointments, an accusation of gross intolerance in the treatment
of the Protestant minority. A clearer accusation was never made,
and I say from this platform to-day that a falser or a more libellous

accusation was never made against any people.

The Local Government system works, as you know, under the

supervision and control of an English Government Board, the

mr balfour's Local Government Board sitting in Dublin. The
calumnies Tories were in office from the passing of the Act
refuted until a couple of years ago, yet that Government

Board in Dublin, under the control of a Tory Government,
gave the he year after year to this accusation. In the Report
of this Government Board for 1900 they say :

—

The predictions of those who affirmed that the administration of a complete
system of county government would inevitaby break down, have not been
verified. On the contrary the countyandjDistrict Councils have, with few excep-

tions, properly discharged the duties devolving upon them.

In 1901 the same Government declared that " Their duties had been
satisfactorily and creditably discharged by the Councils and their

officials throughout Ireland—not in one part of Ireland, but through-

out all Ireland—and it goes on to say that "The rates for the year

under review were lower than those of the preceding year."

Remember that the Local Government Board exercises supervision

and control of a certain kind over all the work of Local Government.

I think myself they exercise too strict a control, but at any rate

they have control. Every action of these Boards can be reviewed

by them, every payment made must be sanctioned by them, every

contract entered into can be inquired into and reviewed by them,

every penny spent by these bodies is subject to minute examination

by the Government Auditors, and yet the reports of this Government
Board declare that the work of these Councils has been efficiently

done, that the business is properly transacted, and that the rates

F
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have been reduced. Now, the report of this Board for the year
1902 is of the same character. It declares that

The term of office of the first County Councils and Rural District Councils,
on whom, with their officers, rests the credit of having successfully assisted

in carrying the Local Government Act into operation, expired in June, and
the new Councils, with the experience of the past three years, will, no doubt,
endeavour to bring the system into a state of even greater efficiency. Attention
has been directed to certain political differences which have been introduced
by some of the smaller bodies into their ordinary business transactions, but
it is only fair to state that these cases have been quite the exception, and not
the rule. They have been promptly dealt with, and we feel confident that
the conduct of their affairs by the various local authorities and their officials

will continue to justify the delegation to them of the large powers transferred
to their control by the Local Government Act. In no other matters have the
Council been more successful than in their financial administration.

The report of 1903 says the same thing. It states

—

The general administration of the Local Government Act by County and
District Councils continues on the whole to be satisfactory, and the manner
in which the several local bodies transact their business calls for no special

observation. The collection of the rates has been efficiently carried out. Very
great and most creditable improvements have taken place in the care of the
sick during past years.

The report for 1905 is precisely the same, and I, therefore, say that

the reports of the Government from the passing of the Act right

down to the time when the Tories left office give the lie direct to

the allegation of Mr. Arthur Balfour.

Let me quote one or two other authorities, because I want to

mr. gerald nail this lie to the counter. Mr. Gerald Balfour,
balfour the author of the Act, said on the 24th March,

1900 :— I am of opinion that the Act has been successfully worked
and that the local bodies have shown themselves not unequal
to the heavy task imposed upon them."

Later on Mr. George Wyndham declared on the 27th February,
1902
—

" This Act effected nothing less than a social revolution.

mr. george It took the political power in the matter of local
wyndham affairs out of the hands of one class and gave the

whole of it to other classes. In respect of economy and efficiency,

that social revolution has not been a failure. It has exceeded
the expectations of the most sanguine."

There is my answer to-day to Mr. Arthur Balfour's slander

—

that the working of the County Government in Ireland is, from a

mr. balfour business point of view, from the point of view of
answered economy and efficiency, a failure. Between the Urban

Authorities and the County Authorities something over five

millions a year are administered by the elected representatives of

the people, and by the admission of everyone competent to speak,
by the admission of this Government Board, year after year, by
the admission of Mr. Balfour's own brother, who was Chief
Secretary for Ireland, by the admission of Mr. Wyndham, who was
also Chief Secretary for Ireland, all this money has been expended
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by the representatives of the people efficiently, economically, and
honestly.

Let me deal in a few words with the more insulting of the counts
in Mr. Arthur Balfour's accusation. He declares that " Where

mr balfour's
Catholics ancl Nationalists are in a majority the

accusation of Protestant and Unionist minority is oppressed and

intolerance iH-treated." It is made a complaint by some people
that where Catholics are in a majority, the County

Councils are Nationalist and Catholic. What else do they expect ?

What else happens in England ? Why, naturally, the County
Councils must take the complexion of the constituents they
represent. That is the case in England and Scotland, and Wales,
and when Englishmen talk to us of intolerance, it is worth recalling

the fact that though there are over two millions of Catholics in Great
Britain, out of 567 British members, there are only five Catholics

returned to the House of Commons. Here in Ireland, where
Protestants are in a small minority, out of one hundred and three

Irish members, representing an overwhelming Catholic nation,

twenty-seven are Protestants. This talk of intolerance is absurd
and dishonest.

Now let me test this question, making a comparison between
the working of Local Government in some of the representative

anti-Nationalist and Protestant counties in the North,
local and some of the most essentially Catholic and

GOVERNMENT
in unionist Nationalist counties in the South. You will find,

nationalist ^ y°u nsten to these figures, that I am going to give

counties you, that the intolerance is not on the side of the

Catholic and Nationalist majority, but is on the side

of these very men who went over to London and incited Mr.
Balfour to make this foul accusation against Ireland. I will take
four Ulster counties, typically anti-Nationalist, Protestant counties

—Armagh, Antrim, Fermanagh, and Tyrone. These four counties
have a population of 537,479. Now in these four counties the
Nationalists are 40.1 per cent, of the whole population, or nearly
one-half. Yet with this 40.1 per cent, of the population they have
only twelve per cent, of the salaried appointments of those County
Councils. Let me now take four Nationalist counties—Galway,
Cork, Westmeath, and King's County. They have a population of

718,976. The Protestants in these four counties are only 7.7 per
cent, of the whole, and yet they have 23.8 per cent, of all the
salaried appointments in the gift of the people. In the Ulster

counties all the higher paid offices are given to Protestants and
anti-Nationalists, for example, in the County Fermanagh, although
Catholics are, I believe, in a small majority, £5,077 are paid to

Protestants, anti-Nationalist officers, and only £600 paid to

Catholic and Nationalist officers. On the other hand, let me take

the County Clare. Here in Clare are only 2,272 Protestant anti-

Nationalists, and there are 112,334 Catholics and Nationalists,

and yet here in this overwhelmingly Catholic county most of the

best paid offices in the gift of the people are held by Protestants.

The County Surveyor is a Protestant, the assistants to surveyors
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are Protestants, and, I am told that recently, when there was an
election for Assistant County Surveyor a Protestant was elected

as against a Catholic. And why ? Because he was the better man.
The Secretary to the County Council is a Protestant, and I say this,

to the everlasting credit of the people of Clare, that they have
shown this toleration, and that in electing those men, no matter
what their creed was, they are forging the strongest argument in

favour of Home Rule. Now, two more cases. In Armagh the

Catholics are forty-five per cent, of the whole population. It is a

Protestant county. Yet the Catholics have only six per cent, of

the appointments. In the King's County, on the contrary,

Protestants and Unionists are only ten per cent, of the population,

and they actually hold forty-seven per cent, of the salaried

appointments.52
This comparison might be carried on indefinitely, but I say

that the figures I have already quoted are a conclusive answer

argument to the calumnies of Mr. Balfour. Local Government
summed up has been a success in Ireland. The public affairs

of the country have been worked more efficiently by far than they
were under the old system of Grand Juries ; there has been far

more purity in the administration of local affairs, and public works
have been carried out that never would have been touched under
the Grand Juries. The whole working of the system of Local
Government has improved, and the money has been, I believe,

far better expended and far more economically expended, and
through all you have proof given you that the people have used
their powers tolerantly towards their Protestant fellow-countrymen,
and towards those that differ from them in politics. Here, then,

is the experience of the exercise of a power by a people, who
had no training, who had been deprived of the opportunity of

any training in the art of government by English mis-rule. I ask
you this, in conclusion. It is in the power of the Irish people to

make the concession of National self-government certain in the
near future. Nothing under Heaven can prevent the near triumph
of this cause except the action of the Irish people themselves.
Let the Irish people go on exhibiting business capacity and
toleration. Let them go on with their movement absolutely
stainless so far as crime is concerned, a movement in which the
whole people are banded together as one man. Let them elect

their leaders freely, but once having elected them, so long as they
are in the position of leaders, let the people stand by them unitedly
and loyally. If they do these things, then, as sure as to-morrow's
sun will rise, Home Rule will be speedily achieved.

52 See Appendix for further refutations of the charge of religious intolerance
brought against the Catholic population of Ireland.
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XI.

THE IRISH POOR LAW SYSTEM.

Speech delivered at Cavan on 26th October, 1907.

To-day I desire to speak upon one of these products of British

rule which was forced upon Ireland against the united wish

the irish of the whole people, and which to-day, in its
poor law extravagance, in its inefficiency, and in its demoralisa-

tion, is, taken alone, a conclusive condemnation of British rule,

and an unanswerable argument in favour of National self-government.
I know of no more pressing need in Ireland to-day than the reform
of our Poor Law system. I know of no reform upon which all

classes and creeds in Ireland are more united. Let me tell you
briefly—and the story is an extraordinary and dramatic one

—

let me tell you briefly the history of this accursed workhouse system
which was forced upon Ireland. I said that that system was
extravagant, inefficient, and demoralising. The cost is enormous.

cost The last figures we have show that the cost was
admitted

£1,248,496, or, in other words, at the rate of 5s. 8d.

per head of the whole population. There are in the thirty-two

counties of Ireland one hundred and fifty nine Unions—one
hundred and fifty nine workhouses—and there are inmates in these

workhouses numbering 45,195, inmates of all kinds and descriptions,

Now, within these workhouses all sorts and kinds of inmates are

crowded together under the same roof—the sick, the aged and
infirm, children, the helpless mothers of young children, the insane,

the casuals and tramps, and other able-bodied paupers—all crowded
together in the same institution, and all tainted more or less with

charagter ^e l^ateful stigma of the workhouse pauper. So far

of inmates of as the larger number of those inmates are concerned
workhouses fast is a horrible outrage. By far the larger number

are the sick, the aged and infirm, and the children, on all of whom
I say it is an outrage, and a disgrace to our civilisation that any
taint of the workhouse should be put, and of the whole number
of 45,195 in 1905 there were only 4,667 who might be described as

casuals or tramps, or able-bodied paupers whose admission was
due to destitution, or to such idleness and laziness as led to

destitution. Therefore, only between a ninth and a tenth of all

the inmates of these workhouses come from classes similar to those

for whom the workhouse system was first founded in England,
and I say it is an outrage and a disgrace that the stigma which
rightly attaches to one-ninth or one-tenth of the number of inmates
should be extended to the sick poor, to the aged and infirm, and
to the innocent children who are herded into these institutions.

We know that the poor Irishman and woman would almost sooner

die of starvation or of disease than go into the Irish workhouses.

The system is unsuitable to Ireland. It is extravagant, it is

demoralising, and it is hated by the Irish people.
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Now, this workhouse system was invented in England and for

England. It was devised to meet cases where there was plenty

pauperism °^ empl°yment to be got, but where the people would
in England not work. The English Royal Commission of 1834
and Ireland dec]areci ft^t pauperism with which this English

Poor Law had to deal originated " in indolence, improvidence, vice,

and a refusal to work." But Ireland's case has always been quite

different. In Ireland the problem is this—that the people are

willing to work, aye, in the old days for a penny or twopence a day,

but no work could be got for them. This English system, unsuitable

to Ireland, has been at work in Ireland since 1838, seventy years.

Its failure is admitted to-day by all classes and creeds in this

country, and before I allude shortly to the remedies which are

suggested for this grievance, let me ask the question how came

Ireland not ^s system to be forced upon Ireland at all ? Now
responsible Ireland had no responsibility for it, Ireland opposed
for system ^ a^ ^me by every means in her power ; all

classes, all politics, all creeds united in saying that they would not

have the English workhouse system. O'Connell and the Castlereagh

of that day joined hands for the first and last time on an Irish question

in opposing the introduction of the English workhouse system into

Ireland. It was forced on us, it is the product of British rule.

Fellow-countrymen, there was published the other day the

report of a small Viceregal Commission, presided over by Mr. Micks,

mr. MICKS' which inquired into the present state of this work-
report house system, and they have issued a report not only

interesting, but, from a historical and national point of view, most
valuable. Here is the story. I quote it as an unanswerable
argument against British rule, and in favour of Home Rule. In

1833 an Irish Royal Commission was appointed to consider whether
the English system should be extended to Ireland or not. That
Commission consisted of ten representative Irishmen representing

all classes and creeds the Catholic and Protestant Archbishops of

Dublin were both members of the Commission. The Chairman of

the Commission was the Most Rev. Dr. Whately, the Protestant

Archbishop of Dublin. That Commission sat for three years

;

commission ^ reported unanimously that the English workhouse
of 1833 system was quite unsuitable to Ireland, and that

the labouring classes in this country were eager for work, but
that no work could be had for them, and that in their judgment
decent poor people in Ireland would endure untold misery sooner
than go into these workhouses if they were forced upon the country,
and in place of the English system they made two recommendations
for dealing with the poverty of Ireland. The first was the setting

on foot of various schemes to develop the industrial resources of

the country, and to create employment for the people. The second
was a compulsory provision for the sick poor, aged and infirm,

and all the different classes, in separate institutions in different

parts of the country. Their recommendations about the development
of the resources of Ireland were in the light of the history of the
last seventy years, most extraordinary.
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Speaking of this recommendation the recent Commission of

Mr. Micks says :

—
" The Report of 1836, made just seventy years

ago, must be read with great surprise when one carefully notes the
recommendations made then, and at the same time observes how
almost all the suggestions were, as time passed on, unconsciously
acted upon. This shows how well and truly the Commissioners
understood the requirements of the country. It will probably
surprise most of those who study the condition of Ireland,

and who have considered how to improve it, to find that a
Commission that sat seventy years ago recom-

SU
of

E
th'e

NS mended land drainage and reclamation on modern
commission lines, the provision of labourers' cottages and

recent Vears allotments, the bringing of agricultural instruction

to the doors of the peasant, the improvement of

land tenure, the transfer of fiscal powers from Grand Juries to

County Boards, the employment of direct labour on roads by such
County Boards, the sending of vagrants to Colonies to be employed
there, or to penitentiaries in this country ; the closing of public

houses on Sundays, and the prevention of sale of groceries and
intoxicating drink in the same house for consumption on the premises."

Now these were the recommendations of this Irish Commission
seventy years ago. Many of them, after years, I might say
after generations, of struggle, of sacrifice, and all the consequent
ills to Ireland, many of them have slowly and gradually been carried

into effect. Many of them still remain waiting to be put in force.

All of them were put forward, unanimously, by a representative

suggestions Irish body seventy years ago, and all of them were
ignored at over-ruled bv the ignorance and prejudice of the

British Parliament. Could there, I ask, be a more
striking and dramatic proof of the incapacity of the English

Parliament to govern this country, and of the fact that the people

of Ireland themselves are the only people who know their own
needs, and can wisely govern their own affairs ?

This Commission reported unanimously against forcing the

workhouse system on to Ireland. Yet the British Government
thought they knew better than this Irish Com-

beneficial mission> and Lord John Russell, who was then

overr
S

Jled
S

tne Home Secretary, as soon as he received

the report of this Royal Commission sent over

here an English Poor Law Commissioner] named Nicholls.53

53As an instance of the rancorous dogmatism of officials wholly ignorant of

Ireland in dealing with Irish affairs, the following incident in the time of the

Irish Famine of 1847, mav be cited. A deputation waited on Sir R. Routh, head

of the Commissary Department from Achill, representing the total destruction

of the potatoes there, the absence of green crops, and asking for a supply of

food from the Government stores for which the inhabitants were able to pay.

The reply of Sir R. Routh was a peremptory refusal, coupled with the state-

ment that :
" Nothing was more essential to the welfare of a country than strict

adherence to free trade." Then he " begged to assure the reverend gentleman,"

meaning one of the deputation, " that if he had read carefully and studied Burke,

his illustrious countryman, he would agree with him " (Sir R. Routh). (See T.

P. O'Connor's Pamell Movement, p. 35.)
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Nicholls had never been in Ireland before. He spent six weeks in

travelling over the country, and he went back to Parliament,

and reported that the Irish Royal Commissions were all wrong,
that the Irish people did not understand the question, and that

the one thing that was suitable to Ireland was the English work-
house system ; and immediately afterwards the Government threw
the report of the Irish Commission into the fire, and they at once
introduced into Parliament a Bill to force upon us this English
system. Now, the Bill was vigorously opposed, O'Connell again

and again denounced it in Parliament and out of it, as I told you, the

Castlereagh of that day jonied hands with O'Connell in protesting

against this Bill. The Grand Juries of the country all protested against

it. Great public meetings were held throughout Ireland, and petitions

against the Bill poured in upon the House of Commons, and it

seemed as if the public opinion of all Ireland was unanimous in

opposition to it. Fellow-countrymen, it was all of no avail.

England thought she knew what was good for Ireland better than
we did ourselves. Irish public opinion was overborne, and this

hateful system was thus forced upon Ireland.

Now seventy years afterwards, a new Viceregal Commission
reports exactly as the original one did, calling for the development

of Irish Industries, declaring that the English poor
the MICKS' law system was unsuitable to Ireland, and that it had
renew? been a failure all during the years that had passed.

suggestions j ask y0U; jf this case stood alone, would it

not be conclusive as an argument against British

rule in this country, and in favour of Home Rule ? I do no"t

intend to-day to dwell upon the remedies which are proposed
by the new Vice-Regal Commission. On the whole, these recom-
mendations are good. Like the Commission of 1833, they say
that Irish poverty can only be removed by schemes for developing
the industries of the country, and giving employment. They
recommend the total abolition of workhouses in Ireland

;
they

recommend the segregation of the different classes of inmates
into separate institutions, the deserving and decent sick poor to be
put into workhouses and hospitals, where there will be no taint of

the workhouse upon them ; the aged and infirm to be put into

other institutions ; the insane to be put into asylums, under the
regular lunatic authorities ; the vagrants— the small class, only

4,000 .in all Ireland—the ' vagrants and the ne'er-do-wells, who are
destitute through indolence, vice, and refusal to work, to
be put into a separate institution for themselves, and not in

any way herded with the classes of deserving poor. They
recommend the repeal of the English and Scotch Removal Acts.
You know that under these Acts if a poor Irishman or Irish-

woman spends a life in labour in England or Scotland, that
when he or she, at the end of their days, become chargeable upon
the rates, they can be sent back to the parish in which they were
born in Ireland, while we have no such power in Ireland to return
English or Scotch paupers. They point out that this can be done
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without creating any new fund. As a matter of fact, the number
of existing institutions can be enormously reduced, with the con-
sequent immense saving eventually to the rates of the country. They
point out that to carry this through, no great sum of money is

required from the British Treasury.
I say their recommendations have to-day behind them, speaking

of them as a whole, the united support of all classes and creeds

universal
°^ ^e Pe0P^e - * see tnat Mx- Birrell in his speech,

approval of the day before yesterday, in Belfast, alluded to this
RECO

tions.
DA" sub

i
ect

>
and to a subject equally important—the

housing of the working classes in the towns. And
what did he say ? He said

—
" I say the country is ripe and ready

for legislation upon these lines, but whether it will be obtained
or not, I do not know. All I can say is that if the Irish people would

delay in
on^y uinte on questions of this kind, instead of dis-

social uniting upon other questions, good progress for the
reform betterment of this country would be made." I

confess I read the statement with a feeling of some resentment,
because that statement, if it meant anything, meant this, that the
delay in the settlement of these questions, these social reforms,

was due to the action of the Irish people themselves, and not due to

the fault of the English Government. No man living to-day knows
ud did obi i

better than Mr. Birrell does how false such a suggestion
BIK. DlKKCLL. ill xi ii it - i iwould be. Let me ask, when were the Irish people

disunited in these questions ? They were united seventy years ago
when this hateful system was forced on us, they have been united,

all classes and creeds, all during the seventy years in opposition
to the system ;

they are all united to-day in asking for its abolition.

And I say this to Mr. Birrell, that if this system was unsuitable to

Ireland seventy years ago, and was forced on the country, the fault

was not the disunion of the Irish people, but the incapacity of the
British Government. If it has remained in existence for the last

seventy years, the fault is not the disunion of the Irish people,

but the perversity and incapacit}^ of the British Government

;

and if to-morrow, if even next year, the grievance be not removed,
the fault will not rest on the Irish people, for they are united upon
it, the fault will rest with the system of Government which, though
Mr. Birrell represents it in Ireland, no one knows better than he
is an inefficient and impossible system, because the people of one
country can never satisfactorily govern the people of another.

It is a question of incapacity, and the want of time of the

English Parliament—but I regret that Mr. Birrell should

have used any word which would give colour to the suggestion

that these social grievances remain unredressed through our
fault, instead of boldly saying what he knows, no man better,

is the truth, that all these things are due to the curse of British

Government in this land. Mr. Birrell said in that speech that he
believes he will be able to remedy these questions, this question

of the housing in towns, and the Poor Law question. He says

he thinks he will be able to remedy them if Ireland gives him a
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chance. What does he mean by that ? So far as I and my
colleagues are concerned we are willing to give him every
chance.

I may remind you that the Irish Party has already taken action.

We have put before the Government, in a concrete form, our
suggestions for the benefit of the artisans in the towns, by the
cheap erection of decent dwellings by the Urban authorities. And
we will also put in concrete form, our suggestions for the
settlement of this Poor Law grievance. We will give

Mr. Birrell every chance, and wish him good luck, but
at the same time we must remind him and his masters

—

the English people—that none of these things can settle

the Irish question. I rejoice to see that Mr. Birrell declared,

mr. birrell on in bis speech yesterday, that Ireland was ripe for Home
home rule Rule . Ireland has been ripe for Home Rule for

one hundred and seven years—since the Union. I notice that Mr.

Birrell alluded to the defunct Irish Councils Bill. Why did the

Irish people reject that Bill ? Because they believed, rightly or

wrongly, with practical unanimity, that that Bill would be a
hindrance and a delay in the achievement of Home Rule. Now,

home rule I say t° Mr. Birrell, Home Rule, and Home Rule
the only alone, can settle the Irish question. He may labour
REMEDY

as no man laboured before to remedy this material

grievance or that material grievance, he will find that in most
cases he will fail, because the British Parliament has neither the
time nor the knowledge to deal with these problems. He may
succeed here, or he may succeed there, but I say to him that

he had better clear his mind of all lingering hope or of

the lingering idea that the concession of any other of our
demands^ will weaken the demand for Home Rule. This
country can never be a peaceful, contented, or prosperous
land until we govern ourselves, and if the English Parliament,

to-morrow, determined to devote all its time to the discussion

of Irish affairs, turned its back altogether upon English, Welsh,
Scotch, and Imperial affairs, and devoted all its time to Irish

affairs, and if the British Treasury gave back to us every penny
of the hundreds of millions that have been robbed from this country
during the last century, and if, with an inspiration from Heaven,
these English statesmen learned the proper way to govern a country,

which they had never seen, and whose people they did not under-
stand ; and if every material grievance for the relief of which we
have been working were removed to-morrow, the Irish National
question would be left, and it never will be solved until the Irish

people themselves are left to work out their own salvation, until

they are handed over the complete control of every Irish affair.

This is a Home Rule meeting. That is the meaning of this meeting,
and from that point of view I commend to Mr. Birrell, and to the

Government he represents, and to the English people, the considera-

tion of the fact that these great gatherings have come together,

not for any particular social reform. The necessity of these social
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reforms has been urged, as it has to-day, at these meetings only as

an argument for Home Rule. The one inspiring and uniting

motive which stirs the hearts of the Irish people, is the determination

before they go to their graves, if possible, to vindicate their God-
given right of national self-government, which they have inherited

with their blood from men, who in the past sacrificed life and liberty

for that holy ideal.
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XII.

THE CANADIAN PRECEDENT FOR HOME RULE.

Speech delivered in Glasgow before Young Scots' Society,

November 29TH, 1907.

Mr. Redmond said:—Recent events have concentrated public atten-

tion upon the position of the great self-governing Colonies, and the
grant of responsible government to the Transvaal, and the Orange
River Colony, with the cordial approval of all Parties in England,

at the very moment when autonomy is refused to

denPed^toj Ireland, makes it useful for the advocates of Home

conferred on
^u^e *° dwell upon this strange anomaly. The

the coLONiEs^denial to Ireland of the rights of self-government,

side by side with the concession of those rights to so

many portions of the Empire, a concession which has, without
exception, led to prosperity and contentment, is one of the strangest

anomalies in British history. 54 Within the British Empire at this

moment there are some twenty-six or twenty-seven Home Rule
constitutions. Sixteen of these constitutions give the dependencies
complete control over their own affairs, and in twelve cases genuine
responsible governments, based upon the model of the home
constitution, have been set up.55 In the remaining cases the

54 O'Connell, speaking in the debate on the Repeal of the Union in the
Dublin Corporation in 1843, even at that early period drew attention to this

poignant contrast :

—
" Ireland had a Parliament as old as England ; it rose

as spontaneously from the congregation of freemen, until the representation
was made universal by forming counties in the reign of James I. It had
so existed, not as a favour, a concession, a grant, but as the inherent right

of freedom, without which freedom was but a name. The Thirteen States
of America, before the Revolution, had each a local Parliament. Nova
Scotia has a local Parliament. Newfoundland, Jamaica, and several of the
West India Islands, had their local Parliaments. A local Parliament is perhaps
springing up in the Cape of Good Hope. British Guiana, though under
Dutch dominion, some years hence will have a Parliament, and even Botany
Bay has its own legislature. So that from the first to the last the British

dependencies are allowed to have a Parliament. There is one everywhere,
except in our native land. We are the only stigmatized and degraded country
under English dominion, although it is in direct violation of every principle

of the British Constitution."
55 Representative as distinct from Responsible or Cabinet Government

is the government of Colonies with representative institutions, where, however,
the administration of a local government is not left to Executive Ministers
who are responsible to and dependent on the confidence of the Colonial
Legislature, but left to Ministers responsible to and dependent on the will

of the governor only. Until 1846 no Colony was a self-governing colony
with Responsible Government though at that time the majority of the Colonies
had Legislatures with an elective assembly having taxing powers, but in

all the executive administration was carried on by the Governor with the
aid of a Council, the members of which were nominated by, and responsible
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representative principle is in force, though as yet full

responsible government does not exist. In Ireland neither re-

presentative nor responsible government yet exists. Why is it

refused ? It is refused on the ground that such a concession would
mean the disintegration of the Empire. Why was it granted in
the other cases ? It was granted in the hope of averting the
disintegration of the Empire ! And that hope has been abundantly
fulfilled. Autonomy has proved the bond of union of the Empire.
What singular contradiction ! What flying in the face of facts !

In my opinion this anomaly is so striking, so irrational, and so
mischievous, that if once it be really understood by the British
people they will not let it stand. In old days, when the Empire
was directed by narrow castes, and selfish interests, arrogant and
prejudiced, an appeal to reason and justice in this matter would
have been waste of breath. But the day of democracy has come

;

and I for one believe in the love of justice which is the first instinct

of democracies. I believe the British people have conscience and
heart as well as intelligence ; and that they are ready to be guided
by these when their higher nature is appealed to, and their judgment
gets a chance by the truth being clearly laid before them. That is

my reason for coming over here, in the name of another democracy, to
plead for justice and reason now that the democracy in Great Britain
has, for the first time, come to have controlling power in Imperial
policy. I propose, therefore, to take a striking illustration of this

anomaly I speak of—an illustration of autonomy in Imperial policy

—

and to ask you to consider the case of Ireland by its fight.

I do not intend to deal with the various Home Rule constitutions

of the Empire, but rather to discuss one extraordinary and dramatic

to, him alone. The change from that kind of government to responsible
government requires no legislative authority, as it depends merely upon
instructions given to the governor as respects the choice of the Executive
Ministers. These instructions were given and Responsible Government
was introduced into Canada in 1846, and into the other North American
Colonies between that date and 1855. (See Jenkyn's British Rule and
Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, pp. 8-9).

In Ireland, even during the period of Legislative Independence from 1782
till the destruction of the Irish Parliament in 1800, there never was
Responsible Government or Government by an Executive responsible to
the House of Commons, and through it to the people at large. If Ireland
had had Responsible Government the Union would never have been carried.

In January, 1799, when the question of the Union was first submitted to
the Irish House of Commons, the Address to the Throne was carried by a
majority of one—a virtual defeat of the Government—and three days after-

wards the Government were actually defeated by four votes. A defeat
on a leading question of policy would, in accordance with constitutional

practice, have entailed the resignation of the Ministry and the acceptance
of office by a statesman opposed to the Union. But the Irish Ministers,

looking for support, not to Ireland, but to the English Cabinet, with which
they went in and out of office, and whose nominees they were, recognised no
such principle of action. " We have," said Grattan in sorrow, " no Irish

Cabinet. Individuals may deprecate, may dissuade, but they cannot enforce

their principles, there is no embodied authority in Ireland." {Irish Parlia-

mentary Debates, VI., p. 115.)
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instance,"^which presents in its features an almost exact parallel

with the Irish case, and to ask why the remedy for

analogy be-
Canadian disaffection and mis-government is impossible

tween the of application to Ireland. A great deal might be

Canada and sai°- about the circumstances surrounding the con-
ireland cession of autonomy wherever that right has been

won by various portions of the Empire. It would be
easy to show that in every case the Colonies had to win self-

government by arduous struggles. It would be easy to show

loyalty, the now loyalty to the Empire in no single case preceded
result of the grant of autonomy, and that in cases like the

Australias, Cape Colony, and Canada, self-government

was won by great and menacing movements—breaking into open
rebellion and bloodshed. All these colonies I have mentioned,
which to-day are peaceful, contented, and loyal, were at one time
in arms against England. Their loyalty in each case was won by
the grant of autonomy. In the course of their struggles they had
their agitations, their treasons, their conspiracies, their plots for

separation, their rebellions. They all went through their periods

of " Coercion," their suspensions of the Habeas Corpus, their

imprisonments, their executions. In each case they had their
" loyal minorities," opposing, in the interests of their own ascendency
the concessions of freedom to the mass of the people, and claiming

to be the only upholders of the Empire. In every case these

minorities were overborne, and in every case the result has belied

their prophecies of evil. In no single case, however, is the parallel

with Ireland?so complete, so dramatically close, as in the case of

Canada, and .with this case alone I now desire to deal. In every
single particular the political cases of Ireland and Canada are almost
identical. The only difference is that the forces likely to make
for the failure of Home Rule were much stronger in Canada than
they are to-day in Ireland.

Canada had her two races and her two religions. The
racial animosity between the French Canadians in Lower Canada
and the British Canadians in Upper Canada, was far greater

racial than the racial animosity to-day between the mass
animosities of the Irish people, and the Unionists in the North-

East corner of Ulster. Lord Durham, in his famous
report to the home Government in 1838, says :

—

The English look upon the French with contempt .... The French look
upon the English with alarm, with jealousy, and finally with hatred. . . .

Inter-marriages are rare. There was no combination for public purposes of
any kind, not even for those of charities The only public occasion on
which they ever meet is in the jury-box, and they meet there only to the
utter obstruction of justice Terror and revenge nourished in each
portion of the population a bitter and irreconcilable hatred to each other and
to the institutions of the country The French, removed from all

actual share in the government of their country, brood in sullen silence

over the memory of their fallen countrymen, their burnt villages, their ruined
property, and their humbled nationality. Never again will the present
generation of French Canadians yield a loyal submission to a British Govern-
ment. Never again will the English population tolerate the authority of a
House of Assembly in which the French shall possess or even approximate
to a majority."
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The French were still further separated from the British by
religion and by their separate language. Here were conditions

difference of ^ar more unfavourable to the experiment of self-

religion and government than any which exist in Ireland to-day
;a u age.

an(j ffaoj. was condition of Canada when Queen
Victoria came to the throne. And yet that Sovereign lived to see the
day when, as the direct result of Home Rule, Canada had become
the most prosperous and loyal of all the dependencies of the Empire.

In 1791 Pitt gave to Canada a mock representative constitution.

The Government began by a policy of " half measures," and never

represent a-
^id the Poncy °f " half measures " receive from history

tive as dis- a more conclusive condemnation. He gave to Upper
tingu^shed

Q/SLnSL(̂ SL> an(j {Q Lower Canada, each a separate

government Parnament, a House of Assembly, elected by the people

with legislative powers, and a nominated Upper
Chamber. All executive power, however, rested with the Governor,
and his Executive Council, which remained responsible to the
Colonial Government in Downing Street. The local Legislature
might pass bills, but it rested with the Executive to allow them to

pass into Acts. The Legislature might vote supplies, but the
Executive could spend them as they liked, quite irrespective of

the wishes of the Legislature or the people. No matter how
inefficient or corrupt or unpopular the Government might be, the
representatives of the people had no power to dismiss it from office,

or to control a single member of it. Against this condition of affairs

—

that is to say a " half measure " or Parliament in name, but not
in fact—a great popular movement arose, which finally broke into

open rebellion. The end was that the half-measure had to be
transformed into a whole measure, and complete responsible

government conceded. 56 It is that complete measure which has been
in operation for well over half a century, and which has resulted in

the Canada of to-day. Now, I want to ask you, in view of the
history which I am about to relate, to consider as you listen to it,

whether the Irish people showed a sound political instinct or not
in rejecting the unfortunate Councils Bill of last year. That was

wisdom in
a measure

>
one °f the inevitable breed that comes

policy of from timorous, mistrustful, and uninspired counsels,

half-me'as'ures3-11^ the Irish people, had it passed into law, would
have had to go on fighting for many a year, like the

Canadians I am about to tell you of, to get it turned into a measure
of real autonomy. I say fighting for many a year ; for the Imperial

Parliament, having passed such a Bill, would have felt it had done
its duty for some time to come. We would have been told to give

56Mr. Bryce, in an article entitled " Past and Future of the Irish Question,"
published in 1887 in the Handbook of Home Rule, edited by himself, says

;

Those who once begin to repair an old and tottering building are led on
little by little into changes which they did not at starting contemplate. So
it^will be if ever the task is undertaken of reforming the confessedly bad
and indefensible system of Irish administration. We may stop at some
half-way house on the way, but Home Rule stands at the end of the road."
(Handbook of Home Rule, p. 241.)

r
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the new"^ constitution a trial, and so forth, and no heed would have
been paid to any suggestions for altering it until it would have
proved a failure as it stood. Proving it a failure might mean to

some people that we were not fit for self-government at all. The
agitation and the fight would have had to be done all over again.
The half-measure would have meant, as it meant in Canada, years
of unsatisfactory government, years of conflict, disorder, and bitter-

ness. Were the Irish people wise in saying :
" We had better not

have this. We had better wait for the real thing " ?

Now, just listen. I want you to realise the extraordinary likeness

of that agitation in Canada—agitation, remember, to have a half-

3 measure made a whole measure—the extraordinary

indications of ^eness °^ that agitation in all its particulars, and
disaffection of the resistance to that agitation, in all its particulars,

bear
C
sTmiung to the case of Ireland. The history of this great

toIymptoms of
National movement is, with changed names, precisely

discontent in the history of the Irish movement for Home Rule. Its

, I,?, Ireland ^IJeader was Papineau instead of Parnell. In a most
CSfe^.gglL^filvaluable pamphlet written in 1886, Mr. T. P. Gill gives

a striking picture of the similarities. The various features of the
agitation that culminated in the Canadian rebellion deserve

minute study, for they bear a resemblance that is positively

startling to the forms in which Irish disaffection has manifested
itself from time to time. The agitation had its leader. Papineau
was the Canadian Parnell. Monster meetings were held on Sundays,
at which the people assembled in thousands, with bands, banners,
and Nationalist paraphernalia. Resolutions were adopted denouncing
the Government, summoning the people to organise, and devising

the boycotting of English manufactures. Hatred of England
became a National passion. Feeling ran so high that the repre-

sentatives of the Crown were unable to procure convictions for

political offences, and consequently had resort to the familiar

Irish device of packing juries, and placing partisan Judges on the

Bench. There were summonses to the Court of King's Bench for

conspiracy and disrespect towards Viceregal proclamations, and
ancient statutes were disinterred for the purpose of coercing without
Coercion Acts. Perhaps the most striking resemblance between
the Canadian situation and that of Ireland was the figure cut by
the " Loyal Minority," who were more British than the British

themselves, and who claimed a monopoly of all " the wealth, the

industry, and intelligence of the country ;
" who declared that

what the Nationalist majority required was " total separation,"

and " the spoliation of the minority," and who

countries, threatened to rebel or quit the benighted land if

repression
**ome ^-U^e should be granted. Boycotting was a

similar.
N

popular weapon. Meetings were vainly " proclaimed
"

as they are in Ireland, and up to the last moment
it was the habit of Government officials to shut their eyes to the

extent and character of the disaffection, or to wilfully minimise
and misrepresent them in their reports to Parliament, pretending
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that it was the manufactured disorder of a gang of self-seeking

and insignificant agitators, who lived by public disturbance.

The consequence of this harassing and blind denial of real

discontent inevitably followed. The Canadians despaired of con-

lord stitutional agitation ; and the year Queen Victoria

Canadian
came to tne throne Lower Canada was in insurrection,

despatches and Upper Canada was preparing to rise. Let me
w?th

P
*rish Prove tr̂ e truth of this picture, by some quotations

loyalists'' from the despatches of Lord Gosford, the Governor-
utterances. Qeneraj[ f Canada. In .a despatch to Lord Glenelg,

on the 9th September, 1837, he says:

—

There have been held in different parts of the Province. . . . meetings
styled by those who convened them " anti-coercion meetings." . . . The
principal objects of the resolutions passed at these meetings were to condemn
the Ministerial measures and the policy of the home Government, and local

administration ; to recommend smuggling and the adoption of other measures
for cutting off resources and diminishing the revenue ; to excite to disaffection

and resistance towards the Imperial and Provincial Authorities ; to suggest
the formation of central and permanent committees for political purposes in

each county, and of a General Convention of the whole Province
;
and, finally,

to create a feeling which would lead up to the severance of the connection
between the Colony and the Parent State, by representing that justice was
to be no longer had from the latter, but only tyranny and oppression,

and by disseminating doctrines and employing language and banners of a
seditious, inflammable and disloyal character.

Does not this read like one of the late Mr. Forster's speeches

during the time of the Land League, or like a speech of Mr. Walter
Long of to-day ? In the same despatch Lord Gosford says about
the administration of justice :

—

The great difficulty of procuring strict legal evidence for bringing home,
in a Court of Justice, to the parties concerned, the charges that might be
founded on the proceedings at these meetings, added to the questionable

policy of political prosecutions, especially at a time like the present, when
the minds of a portion of the jurysummoned to try the offence would probably
be poisoned by the misrepresentations and efforts of the disaffected, have
as yet prevented any resort to the Courts of Law for the punishment of those

implicated in such proceedings.

On the question of . the difficulty of obtaining convictions in

political cases Lord Gosford further says :

Indeed, in two recent instances, where the Attorney-General preferred

bills of indictment in the Court of King's Bench at Montreal, one against a

Dr. Duchesnois, for publicly tearing and treating with contempt the pro-

clamation issued by me on the 15th June last, and another against a certain

individual in the county of the Two Mountains, for a conspiracy to drive out

of the county, by means of threats and acts of violence, several inhabitants,

because they held opposite political opinions, the bills have been ignored by
the Grand Jury in the face of the strongest evidence.

One would imagine this to be part of a speech in support of

abolishing trial by jury under the Irish Jubilee Coercion Act of

1887. On September 2, 1837, l-orcl Gosford wrote :

—

It is evident that the Papineau faction are not to be satisfied with any
concession that does not place them in a more favourable position to carry

into effect their ulterior objects, namely, the separation of this country from

England, and the establishment of a Republican form of Government.
G
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Change the single word Papineau for Parnell and you have an
exact reproduction of one of the most popular cant phrases of

the Irish " loyal minority." Boycotting was rife. Here are the

words of Attorney-General Ogden, in a report to Lord Gosford on
the 2nd of October, 1837 '•

—

A system of proscription, based upon national distinctions and political

prejudices, was adopted and pursued. The British inhabitants, and those

loyal Canadians who adhered to the political principles of their British fellow-

subjects, perceived on a sudden that all intercourse between them and those

of their neighbours who professed a different political opinion, was studiously

denied ; all interchange of the ordinary offices or the common necessaries

of life had abruptly terminated ;
they had incurred the penalty of social

excommunication t

And is not the following from the same report exactly similar to

the descriptions given of Irish disturbances in the House of Commons
by upholders of the Union, and stated by them as the strongest

arguments against Home Rule ?

Mobs assembled by night, and with shouts of intimidation and threats of

personal violence endeavoured to terrify the loyal inhabitants into an adoption
of their principles. The house of one Jean Baptiste Cleval, a captain of

Militia, and a man distinguished for his loyalty, was fired into, to the
imminent danger of the lives of his family. . . . The British subjects (settlers)

were also subjected to a series of harassing annoyances—their fences were
broken down, their cattle driven astray, their horses cropped and otherwise
disfigured, and a variety of petty injuries inflicted.

So that even " cattle-driving," supposed to be a modern
invention of the West of Ireland, was then in full force in Canada.
Finally, could anything be more exactly similar to the declarations

of Unionists about the National Movement, that it is the work of

designing agitators who " delude their ignorant fellow-countrymen,"
and have the " bulk of the population against them " than the
following :—Lord Gosford wrote to Lord Glenelg on the 30th
October, 1837 :

—
With religion, law, and the loyalty of the great bulk of the population

opposed to them, the party now fomenting sedition, although they may, if

not checked, create local and temporary confusion, are not likely to meet
with the success which, from the boldness of their proceedings, they seem to
anticipate. Their strength lies in activity, and in the artful and unscrupulous
misrepresentation with which they delude and excite their more ignorant
countrymen.

On the other side of the picture let me cite some of the declara-

tions of the Nationalist majority to show how precisely similar

in all its features the struggle for Home Rule in

between' the Canada was to the struggle of the last twenty-five
struggle years in Ireland. The following is an extract from
rule in an address by the Confederation of the Six Counties

m
N
iRELAND

D to ^e Pe°ple 01 Canada, on 24th October, 1837 •'

—

Our citizens are deprived of the benefits of impartially
chosen juries, and are arbitrarily persecuted by Crown officers, who, to suit
the purposes of the vindictive Government of which they are the creatures,
have revived proceedings of an obsolete character, precedents for which are
to be found only in the darkest pages of British history

; thus, our judiciary
being filled by the combined conspiracies of a wicked Executive, slavish
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judges, partisan law officers, and political sheriffs, the innocent and patriotic
are exposed to be sacrificed, whilst the enemies of the country and the
violaters of all law are patronised.

The ^following words are taken from an address by the Sons of

Liberty of Montreal, to the Young Men of the North American
Colonies on the 4th of October, 1837 :

—
The trial by

j
ury, which we have been taught to look upon as the palladium

of our liberties, is made a vain illusion or instrument of despotism, inasmuch
as sheriffs, creatures of the Executive can select and summon such
persons as they please, and thereby become themselves the arbiters in State
prosecutions instituted against the people by their oppressors.

And Lord Durham, in his report, said :

—

The public have no security for any fairness in the selection of juries.

There was no check on the sheriff. The public knew he could pack a jury
whenever he pleased, and supposed that an officer holding a lucrative appoint-
ment at the pleasure of the Government, would be ready to carry into effect

their designs.

The Parliament of Lower Canada—that is the body with
incomplete and illusory powers—passed a series of resolutions

early in 1837, of which the foUowing is one :

—

Resolved,—That it has long been the aim of the enemies of these Colonies

by deliberate and unfounded misrepresentations, to engender dissensions

and bad feelings between the people thereof, in the hope of preventing all

union of purpose among the people, and of thereby preventing the reform of
those abuses and evils of which the people have so frequently complained
and which are connived at or upheld for the advantage of a minority hitherto

unjustly possessing, and still endeavouring to maintain, a political ascendancy
in this province, contrary to the principles of all good government.

This Parliament of Lower Canada refused for four or five

consecutive years to vote supplies. At length an Act of Parliament

was passed in England to overbear them, and finally

the Canadian Constitution, such as it was, was totaUy
&U

oan
I
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>

d?an°
F
suspended. Note the significance of this fact—the

the
N
res

T
ult°of °^ half-measure. It was suspended. We

incomplete are told in Ireland that if the half-measure did not
AI
measur

S
e of prove satisfactory it could be subsequently improved

self- and extended. Well, the story of Canada does not
government.

j
ustify that theory. It justifies, on the contrary,

the view that the agitation to get the half-measure

extended would be so resisted, and would be provocative of so much
turmoil and exasperation, that the resistance would take the form

of saying that the experiment had proved the unfitness of the

people for self-government, and that such rights as had been

conceded should be suspended and withdrawn. The question then

would have to pass into the region of physical force, and the agitation

to take the form of rebellion. This is what happened in Canada.

When that Act was passed in England, and this imperfect Con-
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stitution was suspended, the people broke into open rebellion,

and the rebellion was suppressed by bloodshed, and the superior

armed forces of England. It was at this moment, and in these

circumstances, that Lord Durham was sent out from England
to report on the state of the country. Lord Durham was a

remarkable man, and his report, from which I have already quoted,

is a remarkable document. Indeed, it is one of the most extra-

ordinary documents extant, and every word of it would repay
perusal by those who desire to understand the Irish question.

His report was at first not listened to at home, and he was recalled

for making it. Such was the penalty of telling the truth to the

English governing classes. But he lived to see his report become
the charter of Canadian autonomy. Well, what did

lord
)

he find? He found, as is the case of Ireland to-

report^'the day, an absolute ascendancy in the government

°canadi
R
an

F °* tne country> due to " un
j
ust favouritism," resting

autonomy, in the hands of a small minority of the people. All

power, all place, all dignities, all offices, were in the

hands of this favourite ring, who regarded the bulk of the people

with contempt and hatred. In Ireland the monopolists have
been known as the " Ascendancy Gang." In Canada they were
known as the " Family Compact." They held all the chief offices

and controlled the Executive and successive Governors by social

and political influences. Lord Durham in his report said :

—

The Bench, the magistracy, the high places in the Episcopal Church,
and a great part of the legal profession, are filled by this party

;
by grant or

purchase they have acquired nearly the whole of the unoccupied lands of the
province

;
they are all powerful in the chartered banks, and till lately they

share among themselves exclusively all offices of trust and profit. The
principal members of this party belong to the Church of England, and mainten-
ance of the claims of that Church has always been one of their distinguishing
characteristics.

The Anglican clergy were richly endowed, to the exclusion ot

Catholic, Presbyterian, and other dissenting churches, the Catholics

being by far the most numerous. Social and official precedence in

everything was given to the Established Church. The " Family
Compact " were predominant in the Upper Chamber of the

Legislature, and always controlled the Executive ; while the

Legislative Assembly, being elected by the people, always contained
a large majority of Nationalists, or " Reformers," as they were
called. Lord Durham reported that the only way to deal with the

Canadian problem was by the bestowal of full responsible Govern-
ment. In his report he said :

—

It is difficult to conceive what could have been their theory of government
who imagined that in any colony of England a body invested with the name
and character of a representative assembly could be deprived of any of those
powers which, in the opinion of Englishmen, are inherent in a popular
Legislature. It was a vain delusion to imagine that by mere limitations in the
Constitution Act, or an exclusive system of government, a body strong in the
consciousness of wielding the public opinion of theFmajority could look on as
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a passive or indifferent spectator while laws were carried into effect by men
in whose intentions or capacity it had not the slightest confidence. Yet such
was the limitation upon the authority of the Assembly of Lower Canada,
it might refuse to pass laws, vote or refuse supplies ; but it could exercise no
influence on a single officer of the Crown. The Executive, the Law Officers^

the heads of the administrative Departments, were placed in power without
any regard to the wishes of the people or their representatives, nor indeed
are there wanting instances in which hostility to the majority of the people
elevated the most incompetent persons to posts of honour and trust.

However decidedly the assembly might condemn the policy

of the Government, the persons who advised that policy retained

their offices. " If a law was passed after repeated conflicts it had
to be carried into effect by those who most strenuously ODposed
it."

What an accurate description of the system of government
in Ireland to-day ? Lord Durham reported in favour of full Home

Rule. He was opposed by the Duke of Wellington,

for Canada who said in the House of Lords :
—

" Their lordships

°d
P
u kI

D
of

Y might depend that local responsible Government and
Wellington the sovereignty of Great Britain were completely

^Stanley. incompatible." He was also opposed by Lord
Stanley, who said in the House of Lords :

—

What would be the consequences (of granting the Canadian demand) ?

The establishment of a republic—the concession would remove the only check
to the tyrannical power of the dominant majority—a majority in numbers
only, while in wealth, education, and enterprise they are greatly inferior to
the minority. The minority of the settlers are of British descent, and one
thing is certain, if these settlers find themselves deprived of British protection
they will protect themselves. Measures to that effect could be taken withm
six months after the concession.

How exactly similar to the anti-Home Rule orations of to-day !

" Wealth, education, and enterprise " against Home Rule ! If

Home Rule was granted the minority would protect themselves.
" Ulster would fight, and Ulster would be right." Lord Durham
was recalled in disgrace from Canada. His policy was defeated

for the moment, and denounced as vigorously as the policy of Mr.

Gladstone in 1886, though it was supported by O'Connell and some
of the Radicals of the day ; but he had the gratification of seeing

his wisdom afterwards speedily acknowledged, and in 1840 the

Canadian problem was solved as he had recommended.
By the Act 3 and 4 Victoria, chap. 35, the two Canadas were

united under a single constitution, " similar in principle," to quote

the words of the statutes, " to that of the United

government Kingdom." The Executive Council was made
GR
c\n

T
ada

T° resPonsible to the Legislature in the same way as the

Cabinet is responsible to Parliament. Members of

the Council, like Cabinet Ministers, vacated their seats on appoint-

ment, and had to seek re-election before they could act ; and the

Council was liable to be turned out of office by the vote of the

legislative bodies. In a word, the Canadian people were " to execute

as well as to make laws." In addition to the Dominion Parliament
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the Provinces of Canada have to-day their local Provincial

Legislatures and responsible governments, and there are no people

in the world who enjoy fuller or more complete Home Rule

—

won by these years of calumny and persecution—won by these

sacrifices of liberty and of life—to which I have referred. And
what is the result ?

When Queen Victoria ascended the Throne, Canadians, as I

have pointed out, were in armed rebellion against England. When
the results ^e British Government of that day ordered Te Deums

of that to be sung in Canadian Churches to celebrate her
CONCESSION °,i , • I -i ct

accession, the congregations rose en masse and left

the buildings ! When Lord Durham arrived in Canada, the country
was divided by bitter racial and religious differences. It was in a

condition of absolute industrial and economic stagnation. Emigra-
tion from Canada was proceeding in the most alarming proportions.

Lord Durham in his report says :

—

But the chances of rebellion or foreign invasion are not those which I

regard either the most probable or the most injurious. The experience
of the last two years suggests the occurrence of a much more speedy and a
disastrous result. I dread, in fact, the completion of the sad work of

depopulation and impoverishment which is now rapidly going on. .The
present evil is not merely, that improvement is stayed, and that the
wealth and population of these Colonies do not increase according to the
rapid scale of American progress. No accession of population takes place
by immigration, and no capital is brought into the country. On the con-
trary, both the people and the capital seem to be quitting these districted
provinces

The problem, in a word, presented all the features of the Irish

problem to-day—a disaffected and rapidly diminishing population,

racial and sectarian strife ; and universal industrial stagnation.

What is the state of Canada to-day ? Not one prophecy of evil

has been realised ! on the contrary, fifty years of liberty have
transformed the country. Racial animosity is to-day unknown.
The French and English mix together in perfect harmony and
good-will, each race using its own language, proud of its own origin,

but grasping hands in devotion to the great free Canadian nation,

of which they both are equally free citizens. Sectarian hatred
is practically dead. The Protestants have their own schools,

where the Protestant religion is taught, and side by side the Catholics
have their school, where the Catholic Faith is taught. The two
religions five in perfect peace with each other. The Catholic French
Prime Minister, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, commands the confidence of

the Protestants of Ontario as much as of the Catholics of Quebec.
A distinguished Protestant member of the Quebec Parliament,

Mr. Colby, said, in a speech quoted in the British House of Commons,
on the 12th April, 1893 :

—

The Protestants and Catholics of the Province of Quebec live happily
together upon mutually respecting terms, without jealousy and without
friction. The Protestants of Quebec acknowledge the fact that never was
a minority in any country treated with more justice, more liberality, and with
more generosity than the Protestant minority in the Province of Quebec
have been treated.
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Of the advancement of the material and industrial condition of

Canada there is no need to speak. In his Budget speech at Ottawa
in 1898, Mr. Fielding, Minister of the Finance, said :

—

At no time in the history of the Dominion have the people been more
united, more harmonious, more hopeful and confident respecting the future.
In all the centres of manufacture, trade and commerce, there is an activity
which tells of the confidence.

To-day Canada is strong and prosperous, contented and well-

governed. Ireland is weak, poverty-stricken, disaffected, and
admittedly misgoverned. Ireland, in a word, is to-day at the

point where Canada was at the date of Lord Durham's report

—

people and capital quitting her distracted shores. What is there

inherent in the natures of the people or the nature
the adoption of the case, which justifies any man in saving that

policy in the remedy which transformed Canada would not also

would
A
pro

transform Ireland ? Canada is in favour of Home
duce the" Rule for Ireland. Twice recently her Dominion

same results. Parliament passed votes in support of Ireland's

claim. The conciliation of Canada was a great and
invaluable work. But does not every educated Englishman know
that it would pale into insignificance compared with the importance
of the conciliation of Ireland ? The cure for sectarian and racial

animosity, for industrial stagnation and universal dissatisfaction

in Canada, was found in disregarding the evil prophecies and opposi-

tion of the so-called " loyal minority " and in fully trusting the

mass of the people. In this policy, and in this alone, is to be found
the saving of Ireland.
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APPENDIX.

The Charge of Religious Intolerance Refuted.

The Monaghan People of November 21st, 1907, writes :

—

Mr. Redmond in his speech at Ennis on Sunday exposed the

cry of bigotry raised by Mr. Balfour against the Irish County
Councils and Committees. Most people had imagined that the day
for this description of lying was over and done with, but it would
appear that it is to be used as a strong " argument " against any
measure of Home Rule being granted to this country. What
surprises one is that some of the prominent Protestants of the
county do not follow the example of the ex-Moderator of the General
Assembly of Presbyterians and put it on record that there is no
religious antagonism displayed by the Catholics of Ireland against

their fellow-countrymen of different religious beliefs. The con-

stitution of the Irish Party itself shows this. In it we have Captain
Donnellan, Mr. S. Young, Mr. Swift MacNeill, Mr. Law, and others

who do not belong to the people's religion and who have not been
made any the less welcome by the constituencies. Here in County
Monaghan we have a population of 74,611, out of which no less

than 54,757 are Catholics, the Protestants being 19,858. The
Committees appointed by the County Council consist of eighty-

three Catholics and thirty-six Protestants ; and the officers

employed by the County Council and its Committees consist of

thirty-four Catholics and twenty-three Protestants. Here we see

the Protestants holding two-fifths of all the public positions. Is

this bigotry ? Let us turn now to the County Antrim, which has

40,301 Catholics out of a population of 196,000. How many
Catholics are employed by the Council and its Committees ? Just
five ; while sixty go to Protestants. In Tyrone 82,404, or 54.73 per
cent., are Catholics, and 68,163, or 45.27, are Protestants and
Unionists, yet the latter hold forty-seven positions from the Council
and Committees, and the Catholics five. In Armagh, with its

56,652 Catholics and 68,740 Protestants, the County Council and
Committees have given positions with salaries to forty-seven

Protestants and three Catholics ; so that, although the Catholics

number 56,652, no less than 94 per cent, of the appointments are

given to Protestants ; and still the Catholics do not draw attention
to the bigotry ? Why they don't passes comprehension. Now
let us take a look at Cork, with its 365,742 Catholics and only 38,857
Protestants. There the County Council have appointed one hundred
and nineteen Catholics and twenty-four Protestant officials ; the
Committee of Agriculture, four Catholics and four Protestants

;

and the Technical Committee twenty-nine Catholics and eleven
Protestants. So that twenty per cent, of the appointments are

given to non-Catholics. In Cavan, with 79,000 Catholics and 27,541
Protestants, the County Council is exclusively Catholic. The
Council and the Committees have given appointments to thirty
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Catholics and twenty-six Protestants, the highest salary being paid
to a Protestant official, the County Surveyor, with £600 a year,

while the highest paid to a Catholic is £300, just half. The Cavan
and Monaghan Asylum Board, composed of nineteen Catholics and
two Protestants, elected a Protestant doctor as Resident Medical
Superintendent this year, although a fully-qualified Catholic doctor,

also connected with the institution, was a candidate. Now let us
have a look at how things are done in Fennanagh. The population -

of Fermanagh, according to the census of 1901, was 65,430, and of

this number 36,198, considerably more than half, are Catholics, and
29,232 are Protestants. The County Council consists of ten
Catholics . and seventeen Protestant members. The proportion of

representation on the Committees appointed by the Council is

twenty-two Catholics and fifty-five Protestants. The officers

appointed by the County Council and its Committees, exclusive

of asylums, number seventeen Catholics and fifty-eight Protestants.

So that while the Catholic population is 6,000 more numerous
than the Protestants of all denominations, and while the Unionist
members of the Council are only seven more than the Nationalists,

out of the seventy-five positions held under the Council four-fifths

are filled by Protestants. The Secretary to the Council, with a

salary of £525, is a Unionist. The County Surveyor, with a salary

of £500, is a Unionist. The accountant and the chief clerk, with salaries

of £150 and £125 respectively, are Protestants and Unionists. The
three assistant surveyors, with salaries of £110 each, are of the

same political and religious complexion. Between existing officers

and seven superannuated officers in the Fermanagh County Council,

those of the Unionist following receive salaries and aUowances
amounting in all to £5,071 16s. iod. The total yearly amount paid

to Nationalist and Catholic officials amounts to £639, the highest

salary paid to any Catholic officer being £55 per annum, which is

the amount received by Mr. James Mulligan, J.P., the coroner for

the Newtownbutler district. In the urban district of Enniskillen,

of a population of 5,412, the Catholics and Nationalists are 54.3 per

cent., and the Protestants of all denominations 45.7. Yet there

are sixteen Protestant and Unionist officials receiving a total gross

amount of salaries of £777 12s., and only six Catholic officials,

receiving between them £163 16s. These figures tell their own tale

in eloquent language.

The figures and percentages recently compiled and printed in

the Dublin Freeman's Journal by William J. Flynn for twenty-one
counties are condensed in round figures as follows :

ULSTER-PROTESTANT PORTION.

COUNTY POPULATION PER- PAID PER-
CENTAGE. OFFICIALS. CENTAGE.

Catho- Pro- Catho- Prot. Catho- Prot. Catho- Prot.
lios. testants. lie. lies. lie.

ARMAGH 56,000 68,000 45 35 3 47 6 94
TYRONE 82,000 68,000 55 45 5 47 10 9°
FERMANAGH 36,000 29,000 55 45 17 58 23 77
ANTRIM 40,000 if6,ooo 26 74 5 60 8 92
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CATHOLIC PORTIONS OF IRELAND.

COUNTY POPULATION PER- PAID PER-
CENTAGE. OFFICIALS. CENTAGE.

Catho- Pro- Catho- Prot. Catho- Prot. Catho- Prot.
lics. testants. lic. lics. lic.

180,000 12,000 94 6 50 11 81 19
. 365,000 38,000 90 10 151 40 79 21

79,000 18,000 80 20 30 26 53 47
WESTMEATH 57,000 5,000 9 1 9 37 17 68 32
KING b COUN1Y ... 6,000 89 1

1

21 19 52 48
MONATtHAN 55,ooo 20,000 66 34 34 23 59 41
KILDARE 55,ooo 9,000 85 15 3i 9 77 23
tCLARE 1 10,000 2,000 98 2 62 6 90 10
ROSCOMMON 100,000 2,500 97 3 48 8 84 16
*SLIGO 76,000 8,000 90 10 58 14 80 20
MAYO 195,000 4,500 98 2 69 8 89 11
QUEEN'S COUNTY . 50,000 6,000 88 12 25 11 70 30
TIPPERARY 151,000 9,500 94 6 43 17 7i 29
LEITRIM 63,000 7,000 89 1

1

22 10 69 31
CARLOW 33,000 4,000 89 II 27 18 60 40
KERRY 160,000 5,000 97 3 93 19 83 17
MEATH 62,000 5,ooo 92 8 38 14 73 27

Note— * In Sligo, the Secretary of the Council, County Surveyor, and Legal Adviser, the
three best paying positions under the Council, are held by Protestants.

f In Clare the Protestants hold all the best paying positions under the County Council,
including the County Surveyor, three assistant surveyorships, Chief Clerk in the County
Surveyor's office, and Secretary to the Council.

Mr. Redmond, in reply to addresses presented to him in Long-
ford, before the commencement of the public meeting, on 15th
September, 1907, made the following statement in respect to a
charge of religious intolerance, which had been made by the Right
Rev. Dr. Elliott, Protestant Bishop of Kilmore, Elphin, and
Ardagh, against Roman Catholics :

—

"The general obstacle to the full attainment of Home Rule for

Ireland is to be found in the ignorance of Irish affairs on the part
of the people of Great Britain—to ignorance far more than malice or
to any hostility on their part. The day, I believe, is past when
Englishmen hate the name of Ireland and have a willingness to see

any injury done to her. It is not that feeling that is standing in

our way. It is the apathy and indifference to, and, above all, the

ignorance of, Irish affairs ; and I, therefore, think it is important
that the very serious misrepresentation of the Irish people and of

their claims which goes forth to the world ought to be grappled
with instantly.

Now, I read a speech which was made the other day by the

Protestant Bishop of this diocese, of whom I will speak with the

utmost respect, and which contains some misrepresentations of

a most serious character, which would not be worth notice coming
from an ordinary citizen, but which will be paid attention to all

over England on the authority of a bishop, and which, therefore,

are calculated to do infinite mischief to our cause. Let me, there-

fore, say one or two words upon this matter. I have no concern
with the general political harangue delivered by the Right Rev.
Prelate. He is entitled to hold strong political opinions, and, of

course, to express them. But I must here express my own deep
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regret thathe should have used words all through his speech which
suggest that Catholic is synonymous with Nationalism, and that
Protestant is synonymous with Unionism. We know that that is

not true. It never has been true. There always have been in-
telligent and patriotic Protestants, who have embarked in, been
associated with, and served the national cause. There are at
present, and I believe their number is increasing, such Protestants,
and it is a misrepresentation of the Home Rule cause to say that
it is supported simply by Catholics. It is a cause which has always
had, and which has now, an increasing number of Protestant
advocates and supporters, and I think it is to be regretted that
this Right Rev. Prelate should have apparently desired that the
Church of Ireland should continue to be the Church of the garrison
in this country, because that is the meaning of his speech. However,
these are general comments, and I wish to come to something more
particular.

Dr. Elliott made most serious charges against the Catholics of

Ireland, that is to say, against the overwhelming majority of the
people of Ireland. He said that where the Protestants were in a small
minority, they were persecuted by their Catholic fellow-countrymen,
and even in certain cases prevented, through fear, from attending
the services in their churches. Now, I want to quote, as against that,

the words of a gentleman who probably can speak with quite as

great authority as Dr. Elliott. I refer to the Rev Dr. McKean,
Moderator of the Presbyterian General Assembly. On the 17th

June last he used these words. I will read the whole of them :

—

The grazing system was doing more injury, not only to the Presbyterian
Church, but to the whole Irish people, than any other condition of things
that he had seen. His objection to these ranches was, that they were kept
covered with bullocks, and a man could hardly be seen in those districts.

He thought those lands should be cultivated, and thus give employment
to the people of Ireland, which should be an agricultural country. He
declared that what the Presbyterians had to do was to keep the manhood
of the country in Ireland. Dealing with the attitude of the Southern Catholics
towards Presbyterians, he said that all the ministers in the South, with one
or two exceptions, were unanimous in speaking highly of the tolerance and
good-will shown to them by those who differed from them in faith. In Athenry
and the surrounding districts, however, there was some disturbance, but it

was all in connection with the agitation against the grazing system. In
dealing with the landlords, the people made no distinction of creed, and the
speaker instanced a case wherein a Catholic landlord had to go upon a public
platform, and was compelled to give up a farm.

Now, I quote that to show that Dr. Elliott has misrepresented
the facts of the case when he has sent forth to the world the state-

ment that Protestants are molested and interfered with where
they are in a minority. Let me take one particular instance : Dr.

Elliott declared that to his own personal knowledge, in one instance,

Protestants stated that they were afraid to leave their homes on
Sunday to go to church. Now, I respectfully ask for some par-

ticulars. I ask for the names of the people referred to ; I ask for

the name of the district. I am certain that the Right Rev. Prelate
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isjentirely misinformed ; but if he will give me the names and
particulars, I undertake, personally, to go down and prevent such
a thing happening. I need not say to you that nothing of the kind
could have happened ; if it had we would all have heard of it, and
the heads of the Catholic Church themselves would have been the
first in such a district to come out and protest against any inter-

ference with Protestants who wished to attend their religious

services. Now, I feel that I must not detain you any further."

The Right Rev. Dr. Elliott has never made any reply direct or

indirect to Mr. Redmond's statements, which amounted to a
challenge to his Lordship to verify his assertions by production
of the evidence on which they were founded.
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